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Introduction
The aim of this thesis is to prove rigidity results for homogeneous isoparametricsubmanifolds of Hilbert space.A submanifold M of a space form or a Hilbert space V is called isoparametricif its normal bundle is at and the principal curvatures along parallel normal �eldsare constant. The beginning of the study of isoparametric hypersurfaces dates backto 1920 and these early investigations culminated in the work of �Elie Cartan in the1930s. In the early 1980s the notion was generalized from isoparametric hypersurfacesto submanifolds of higher codimension in Rn by Terng ([Ter85]) and others; in asubsequent paper she further generalizes the de�nition to submanifolds of Hilbert space([Ter89]).Homogeneous isoparametric submanifolds are closely related to polar representa-tions, i.e. representations which admit a section, a submanifold that intersects anyorbit perpendicularly. Polar representations of compact Lie groups on Rn were clas-si�ed by Dadok ([Dad85]). They are orbit-equivalent to s-representations, i.e. iso-tropy representations of semi-simple symmetric spaces. Thorbergsson proved in 1991([Tho91]) that any isoparametric submanifold of Rn with codimension � 3 is homo-geneous. Therefore isoparametric submanifolds are classi�ed except for the case ofinhomogeneous ones of codimension two, where 10 cases still remain open cf. [CCJ04].In in�nite dimensions a large class of polar representation is known which arise from�nite dimensional hyperpolar actions on compact Lie groups: The so-called P (G;H)-actions introduced by Terng ([Ter95]). Many of these (e.g. any with cohomogeneitygreater than one) may be seen as an s-representations of an a�ne Kac-Moody symmet-ric space, an observation already made though not proven in [HPTT94] and [Ter95].Gross ([Gro00]) proved on the other hand that s-representation of a�ne Kac-Moodysymmetric spaces are polar and Heintze sketches in [Hei06] a proof for the classi�cationof a�ne Kac-Moody symmetric spaces.As in �nite dimensions, there is a homogeneity result for isoparametric submanifoldof Hilbert space | they are homogeneous if the codimension is greater than one. Thisresult is due to Heintze and Liu ([HL99]). So far no classi�cation result, neither forhomogeneous nor for inhomogeneous isoparametric submanifolds of Hilbert space, wasknown, though the analogy to the �nite dimensional theory suggests that at leastthose of codimension greater than one should be orbits of s-representations of a�neKac-Moody symmetric spaces.In this thesis we obtain rigidity results for a certain class of homogeneous isopara-metric submanifolds in Hilbert space by proving that they are isometric to principalorbits of P (G;H)-actions. Essentially the additional assumption is that the eigenspacesof the shape operator are irreducible modules of the isotropy representation. This classincludes any isoparametric submanifold whose a�ne Dynkin diagram is of type ~An(n � 2), ~Dn, ~Ek (k = 6; 7; 8), ~F4 or ~G2.
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2 INTRODUCTION
Moreover we obtain information about the geometry of P (G;H)-orbits, in particulartheir a�ne marked Dynkin diagrams and slice representations.In Chapter 1 we provide the preliminaries for proving rigidity of isoparamet-ric submanifolds. The normal homogeneous structure S (introduced by Olmos andS�anchez ([OS91]) in a single point x in M together with the second fundamentalform �x determines an isoparametric submanifold uniquely. Moreover an isoparamet-ric submanifoldM of higher codimension is determined by certain hypersurfaces, calledrank-one leaves, contained in M . This leads to a strategy for a classi�cation: Firstclassify homogeneous isoparametric hypersurfaces (Chapters 2 and 3), then investigatehow the a�ne Dynkin diagram of an isoparametric submanifold of higher codimensiondetermines the type of rank-one leaves (Chapter 5).The irreducible modules of the isotropy representation, which we treat in Chap-ter 2, are essential to understand the normal homogeneous structure just as in the�nite dimensional setting cf. [Les97]. A main di�erence between �nite and in�nitedimensional isoparametric submanifolds is the di�erent role of the space E(0), which isthe eigenspace of the shape operator corresponding to the eigenvalue 0. Any isopara-metric submanifold of Rn splits as a product of E(0) with a compact isoparametricsubmanifold. This is no longer true in the in�nite dimensional setting; actually weprove that E(0) is always in�nite dimensional. We assume any other eigenspace ofthe shape operator to be irreducible under the isotropy representation. Thus the maintask in Chapter 2 is to determine the splitting of E(0) into irreducible modules of theisotropy representation. To do this we associate an isotropy module with a pair ofeigenspaces using the covariant derivative of the shape operator.In Chapter 3 we re�ne the results about the isoparametric hypersurfaces treatedin Chapter 2 to obtain their normal homogeneous structure.We determine in Chapter 4 a�ne marked Dynkin diagrams and slice represen-tations of the known examples of polar representations on Hilbert space, that is theP (G;H)-actions. Such arise from hyperpolar actions on compact Lie groups and wereclassi�ed on simple groups by Kollross in [Kol02].We proof rigidity of isoparametric submanifolds of codimension greater than onewith irreducible eigenspaces in Chapter 5. It turns out that they are principal or-bits of Hermann actions on Hilbert space. As a by-product of this classi�cation wedetermine which Hermann actions are orbit-equivalent.Though we have not classi�ed homogeneous isoparametric submanifold with re-ducible eigenspaces or whose slice representations are not s-representations, the resultsnourish the hope that this problem can be solved in general.I would like to thank my advisor, Prof. Dr. Ernst Heintze, for his encouragementand many useful discussions during the last years. For many helpful suggestions on thetopics of Chapter 4 I would like to thank Dr. habil. Andreas Kollross and for discussionsI thank Dipl. Math. Christian Boltner.



CHAPTER 1
A Rigidity Theorem for homogeneous isoparametricsubmanifolds

1.1. Preliminary De�nitions and ResultsWe will summarize the results on isoparametric submanifold, that will be usedthroughout the thesis, starting with the de�nition of isoparametric submanifolds inHilbert space taken from [Ter89].Definition 1.1. A submanifold M of a Hilbert space V is called proper Fredholmor a PF-manifold, if the end point mapY : �M ! Vv 7! x+ v if v 2 �xMis Fredholm and the restriction of Y to the unit disk normal bundle is proper.A Hilbert manifold M is proper Fredholm if and only if the shape operator Av forany normal vector v is compact. The codimension of PF-manifolds is �nite.Definition 1.2. An immersed PF submanifold M of a Hilbert space V is calledisoparametric if(1) the normal bundle �M is globally at.(2) the shape operators A�(x) and A�(y) are orthogonally equivalent for any parallelnormal �eld � and any point x and y in M .Remark. In [HLO00] it was proven, that any isoparametric submanifold is em-bedded, this was already stated by Terng. Moreover it is su�cient to require atnessof the normal bundle, cf. [HLO00, Theorem B].Definition 1.3. Let V be a Hilbert space and G a Hilbert Lie group. An a�nerepresentation % : G! Iso(V ) = O(V )o V is called polar if(1) the G-action on V is proper,(2) the orbit maps !x : G! V with g ! %(g)(x) are Fredholm for any x 2 V and(3) for any regular point x the normal plane �xM meets every orbit and alwaysperpendicularly.Theorem 1.4 ([Ter89]). A homogeneous submanifold M of a Hilbert space isisoparametric if and only if it is a principal orbit of a polar representation.Examples of homogeneous isoparametric submanifolds of Hilbert space were foundby Terng ([Ter89]), Pinkall and Thorbergsson ([PT90]) and Terng gave in [Ter95]a fairly general construction by lifting hyperpolar actions on compact Lie groups toHilbert space, cf. Chapter 4. Hyperpolar means that the action is polar with a atsection.As for any proper action, for a polar action on Hilbert space any isotropy groupGx is compact. Since the orbits are PF -manifolds, the shape operators at a point x3



4 1. A RIGIDITY THEOREM FOR HOMOGENEOUS ISOPARAMETRIC SUBMANIFOLDS
are compact and since the normal bundle is at ; therefore there is a simultaneouseigenspace decomposition of the tangential space TxM . Moreover since the shapeoperators are orthogonally equivalent along parallel vector �elds, this yields a splittingof the tangential bundle as

TM =Mi2I E(�i); with dim(E(�i)) = m(�i)
where I is a countable set and �i : �xM ! R are the eigenvalues. The eigen distribu-tions E(�i) are called curvature distributions. Note that 0 is always an eigenvalue andm(0) = 1 is possible, whereas m(�i) < 1 for any other eigenvalue. For any normal�eld v AvjE(�i) = hv; v�ii id jE(�i)for a well-de�ned parallel normal �eld v�i , the so-called curvature normal. Throughoutthis thesis we will assume that the curvature normals v�i(x) span �xM , therefore M isfull, that is, not contained in a proper closed a�ne subspace of V .The curvature distributions E(�i) are autoparallel and their integral manifolds arespheres with center c�i(x) = x+ (v�i(x)=jjv�i jj2) and radius 1=jjv�i jj. These are calledcurvature spheres S�i(x). Note that the integral manifold of E(0) is an a�ne planex+ E(0)(x) �M .Remark. In �nite dimensions, if 0 is an eigenvalue of the shape operator theisoparametric manifold M � Rn splits as M = ~M � E(0), where ~M is a submanifoldof a sphere Sn�dim(E(0)). This is not true for in�nite dimensions.Let l�i(x) � x+ �xM be the normal hyperplane to v�i , that is,l�i(x) = fx+ v j hv; v�ii = 1; v 2 �xMg :Denote by Rx�i : (x+�xM)! (x+�xM) the reection at l�i(x). Then the group gener-ated by the Rx�i is an a�ne Weyl groupW (x) and its Coxeter graph is an a�ne Dyknindiagram. By the marked a�ne Dynkin diagram of an isoparametric submanifold weunderstand the a�ne Dynkin diagram of the reection hyperplanes l�i(x), where avertex associated with l�i(x) is marked with m�i . Note that m�i = m�j , if there is anelement in W (x) mapping l�i(x) to l�j(x).For any eigendistribution E(�i), with �i 6= 0, there is a di�eomorphism '�i whichmaps a point x to the antipodal point of x on the curvature sphere S�i(x). If thehyperplane Rx�j(l�i(x)) = l��j(i)(x), thenE(�j)('�i(x)) = E(��j(i))(x):Since the curvature normals induce an a�ne Weyl group, there are only �nitelymany non proportional curvature normals and for any curvature normal there is anin�nite family of proportional curvature normals vn, which are of the form vn = vd+n ,where v is some normal �eld and d a number which encodes the distance of the associ-ated reection hyperplanes. The eigenvalue associated with this family is then of theform �n = cd+n for c 2 R and d 2 R depending on the point x 2M .Finally we give the de�nition of an s-representation.Definition 1.5. Let M = G=K be a semi-simple simply connected symmetricspace, that is, the connected component G = I0(M) of the isometry group is a semi-simple Lie group. Then the isotropy representation of M is called an s-representation.



1.2. REDUCTION OF THE CODIMENSION 5
Let M be of compact type. If g and k are the Lie algebras of G and K respectively,and g = k � p is the Cartan decomposition, then the isotropy representation of G=Kat any point is equivalent to the adjoint representation of K on p:K � p! p(K; v) 7! KvK�1
Definition 1.6. Two representations �i : Gi ! SO(n), i = 1; 2 are called orbit-equivalent or !-equivalent, if there exists an isometry F : Rn ! Rn such thatF (G1(x)) = G2(F (x))for any x 2 Rn, that is, the representations �i have the same orbits. Replacing Rn by aHilbert space V and SO(n) by Iso(V ) generalizes the de�nition to a�ne representationsof Hilbert space.

1.2. Reduction of the codimensionLet M be a homogeneous isoparametric submanifold of a Hilbert space V . In[HL97] a construction is given which associates with each a�ne subspace of the normalspace a homogeneous isoparametric submanifold of lower rank. This is done in thefollowing manner: One chooses a point a 2M and an a�ne subspace P � �aM whichde�nes an distribution on M by
DP =M fE(�i) j v�i(a) 2 Pg:This distribution is autoparallel, and we denote the leaves through x 2 M by LP (x)and let WP (x) = x+DP (x)� span fv�i(x) j v�i(a) 2 Pg. Then the following theorem([HL97], Lemma 3.3.) is valid:Theorem 1.7. If M is a full, irreducible isoparametric submanifold of an in�nitedimensional Hilbert space with codimension at least 2, then LP (x) is an extrinsicallyhomogeneous isoparametric submanifold of WP (x) for any a�ne subspace of �aM andany a 2M .Remark. Theorem C in [HL99] says that these submanifold are homogeneous,if the codimension of M is greater or equal to two, even if M is not assumed tobe homogeneous. This is the in�nite dimensional version of the Homogeneous SliceTheorem of [HOT91] and a crucial step in proving the homogeneity of M .If the subspace P is not linear, then LP (x) is �nite dimensional since there are only�nitely many non-proportional curvature normals. On the other hand, if it is linear(and contains at least one curvature normal), the leaves are in�nite dimensional. Notethat the distribution DP contains E(0) in this case, therefore as we will see genericallyLP (x) is reducible, one can split o� a subdistribution of E(0).We start with the following proposition, describing generally the part of E(0) bymeans of r� which splits o� from a given isoparametric submanifold M by Moore'sLemma. Compare with Lemma 3.1. in [HL97] where a similar construction is describedusing the orthogonal complement of the span of all normal spaces.Proposition 1.8. Let M be a homogeneous isoparametric submanifold of HilbertSpace V and de�neH(x) = �Z 2 E(0)(x) j �rX��(Y; Z) = 0 for all X; Y 2 TxM	 :Then M = H�M2, where M2 is the integral manifold of H?.



6 1. A RIGIDITY THEOREM FOR HOMOGENEOUS ISOPARAMETRIC SUBMANIFOLDS
Proof. We observe �rst, since �rX��(Y; Z) = 0 for all Z if X and Y are containedin E(0)(x) that we may restrict ourselves to the case vY 6= 0, where vY is the curvaturenormal associated with E(�), when Y 2 E(�). We want to apply Lemma 3.1. of[HL97]. For any X and Y 2 E(0)?(x) by [HL97, Lemma 2.1](rX�)(Y;H) = hrXY;Hi vY = �hY;rXHi vY = 0hence rXH � E(0)(x) for any X 2 TxM . Denote by �r the Levi-Civita connection ofV . Then, by the Gau� formula�rXH = rXH + �(x;H) = rXH � E(0)and hence �yM � Ei(x)� �xM for any y in any curvature sphere containing x. There-fore H(x) ? �y(M). The same holds trivially for y 2 x+ E(0)(x).In [HL99] the following equivalence relation �0 is de�ned: If for two point x = x0and y = xn exists a �nite number of points xk such that xk is contained in a curvaturesphere containing xk�1 or xk 2 xk�1+E(0)(xk�1), then x �0 y. The equivalence classesare denoted by Q0(x), and Q0(x) =M ([HL99, page 163 and Theorem D]).Therefore H(x) ? �yM for any y 2M , since we have proven orthogonality for anyy 2 Q0(x). Let V 0 = span fv(y) j y 2M and v(y) 2 �yMgand hence H(x) ? V 0. By Lemma 3.1. of ([HL97]) M = M 0 � (V 0)? so it remains toprove H(x) = (V 0)?.Since (V 0)? is a subdistribution of E(0) and parallel (cf. proof of Lemma 3.1. in[HL97]) and moreover for any v 2 (V 0)?(rX�)(Y; v)) = hrXY; vi vY = �hY;rXvi vY � 
Y; (V 0)?� vY = 0we conclude (V 0)? � H, which �nishes the proof. �If we consider a leaf LP (x) for some subspace P of �xM , we can describe the partof E(0) that splits of by the last proposition, namelyHP (x) = fZ 2 E(0) j rX�(Y; Z) = 0 for all X; Y 2 DP (x)g :By ~LP (x) we will denote the reduced leaf.Definition 1.9. Let P be an n-dimensional linear subspace of �xM , then we call~LP (x) a rank-n leaf of M , if span fvi(a) 2 Pg is n-dimensional.Let DP = EP � E(0), thenE(0) = HP � (rEPEP )0 ;where (�)0 denotes projection onto E(0). Moreover if P1 ? P2 then rEP1EP2 ? E(0),since (rEP1�)(EP2 ; E(0)) = 
rEP1EP2 ; E(0)�n2 = 
rEP2EP1 ; E(0)�n1 = 0by Codazzi equation and the fact that non zero curvature normals v1 2 P1 and v2 2 P2are not proportional.Later (cf. Subsection 2.5 on page 29) we will see, that this construction may bere�ned by considering distributions of eigenspaces, where associated curvature normalsdo not consist of whole proportional families.Heintze and Liu proved in [HL99], that an isoparametric submanifold is uniquelydetermined by the LP (x) when P is one-dimensional. If we assume that the second
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fundamental form �x, that is the a�ne marked Dynkin diagram is �xed, the rank-2 leaves for P , that is not linear, contain no additional information, because �nitedimensional rank-2 isoparametric submanifolds are determined by their marked Dynkindiagram. This proves the following slight modi�cation of Proposition 3.1 in [HL99]:Corollary 1.10. Let M1 and M2 be two irreducible isoparametric submanifoldsof V with rank bigger than or equal to 2. Assume that there exist x 2 M1 \ M2such that TxM1 = TxM2 and ~L1l(x) = ~L2l(x) for any one-dimensional linear subspacel � �xM1 = �xM2 and �1(x) = �2(x). Then M1 =M2.In other words: Two di�erent isoparametric submanifold with same second fun-damental form at one common point have to contain at least one rank-1 leaf thatis di�erent. Hence: Understanding the homogeneous isoparametric hypersurfaces isa crucial point in understanding isoparametric submanifolds of higher codimension.Therefore we concentrate on hypersurfaces in the next chapters.

1.3. Normal homogeneous structuresOur aim in this section is to show that an isoparametric homogeneous submanifoldis uniquely determined by the second fundamental form � and the normal homogeneousstructure S in a point. We will use the ideas described in [BCO03] chapter 7.1.b.The investigation of (extrinsic) homogeneous structures has been started in thepaper [OS91] by Olmos and S�anchez. They proved that a compact full submanifold ofEuclidean space admits a normal homogeneous structure if and only if it is an orbit ofan s-representation, that is, a submanifold with extrinsic homogeneous normal bundle,in particular these are homogeneous submanifold with constant principal curvature.Definition 1.11. A normal homogeneous structure S on a submanifoldM on V isof the form S = r+r?� ~r, where ~r = rc+r? is a so-called canonical connection,i.e. � ~r is a metric connection.� � is ~r-parallel.� S is ~r-parallel.We use the operator �vX = SvX + �(v;XT )� AX?vfor v 2 TPM and X 2 V which encodes the information of the second fundamentalform and the homogeneous structure and is ~r-parallel.Remark. The more general notion homogeneous structure is de�ned likewise,where ~r = r � r? � S and TM is a ~r-parallel bundle, without requiring thatthe connections coincide on the normal bundle.A central point in the following discussion is, that the di�erential equation for~r-geodesic has constant coe�cients, namelyDdtB = BC;
where B(t) = (B1(t); : : : ; Bk(t); Bk+1(t); : : :) is a ~r-parallel Darboux frame along and Cij = 
� _(0)Bi(0); Bj(0)�. Thereby let (B1; : : : ; Bk) be a normal frame, Bk+1 = _and (Bk+1(t); : : :) be a orthonormal Schauder basis of T(t)M .
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Therefore the ~r-geodesics starting at p and the ~r-parallel transport along anycurve through p are determined by �p. The following lemma is valid, cf. [BCO03,Lemma 7.1.10], formulated for in�nite dimensions.Lemma 1.12. Let M be a submanifold of Hilbert space V admitting a homogeneousstructure and let p and q be arbitrary points in M . Then there exists an isometryF : V ! V mapping p to q and F (M) �M .Proof. The same proof as in [BCO03] also applies on the in�nite dimensionalsetting. �The arguments in the proof show that � is F�-invariant along curves in M . Wemodify the proof to showTheorem 1.13. Let M1 and M2 be two connected, complete, homogeneous isopara-metric submanifolds of V with normal homogeneous structures ~r1 and ~r2 respectively.Assume that there exist x 2 M1 \M2 such that TxM1 = TxM2, �1(x) = �2(x) and�1(x) = �2(x). Then M1 =M2.Proof. Since the second fundamental forms in x coincide so do the curvaturenormals, the curvature spheres and the a�ne subspace E(0)(x). Let c be a ~r-geodesiceither in a curvature sphere or in E(0)(x), which is determined by the given data �i(x).Denote by � the ~r1{parallel transport along c and by F : V �! V the uniqueisometry such that F (x) = y and F�p = � . Observe that we could also use ~r2 since�1(x) = �2(x) and the curve c is contained in M1 \M2. Therefore the second funda-mental form and the homogeneous structures of M1 and M2 coincide on the curvaturespheres containing x and in x+ E(0), since �i is F�-invariant.Hence the two geometric data coincide on the common dense subset of M1 and M2,namely on Q0(M1) = Q0(M2) (cf. proof of Proposition 1.8 on page 5) and thereforeM1 =M2 since the manifolds are complete. �Therefore, to obtain a rigidity result, we have to determine the canonical connection.The ideas arise from is description ofrc in the �nite dimensional case, i.e. for the orbitsof s-representations, which is closely connected to the so-called projection connectionr�. The latter is de�ned by

r�XY = kX
n=1(rXYn)n

where TM = �kn=1En and (�)i denotes projection onto Ei. This is the canonical con-nection if the restricted root system of the corresponding symmetric space is reduced.Leschke gave in [Les97] the canonical connection for any �nite dimensional homo-geneous isoparametric submanifold, which is almost a projection connection as well,projecting onto modules of the isotropy representation instead of onto the eigenspaces.We will describe this more closely, cf. further details [BCO03], example 3.2 on page49�. and example 3.4 on page 63.Let G=K a semi-simple symmetric space and g = k � p the corresponding Cartandecomposition. Let a be a maximal abelian subalgebra of p, which is a section of thepolar representation K acting on p. Then the spaces p� are the eigenspaces of ad(a)2for a 2 a, where � is a positive restricted root and p2� = 0 if 2� is not a root. IfM = K �a is a principal orbit of the s-representation, then the eigenspaces of the shapeoperator are given by E� = p�+p2� and this decomposition is respected by the isotopyrepresentation.
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Then the canonical connection rc is the projection connection of the p� with theonly exception if X 2 p2� and Y 2 p� thenrcXY = (rXY )� + 12(rYX)�: (1.1)

Note that (rcXY )p� = 0 when Y 2 p� with � 6= �, cf. [Les97, p. 58].The reason for this exception is the following: Any K{invariant vector �eld has tobe parallel with respect to the canonical connection and for such vector �elds rp�p� =[k�; p�]T � (p�+� � p���)T . So after projection to p� this is not zero only in the case� = 2�, which is the exception from above.Our aim is to study the situation for the in�nite dimensional setting, i.e. to deter-mine the canonical connection for certain isoparametric hypersurfaces. In general theeigenspace E(0) is in�nite dimensional and in order to de�ne a projection connectionr� with respect to irreducible modules of the isotropy representation, the main task isto describe these modules within E(0). We will do this in the next chapter by meansof rA. In fact this will prove that the normal homogeneous structure is determinedby A and rA, at least if the eigenspaces of A are isotropy irreducible.A projection connection in that sense is a good candidate for the canonical connec-tion, for the latter has to respect modules of the isotropy representation:Corollary 1.14. Let G be a Hilbert Lie group acting polarly on a Hilbert space Vand let a be a regular point. With respect to the canonical connection the modules ofthe isotropy representation are parallel distributions.Proof. Since the holonomy of the canonical connection is part of the isotropyrepresentation, there is for any curve c a unique curve g : I ! G such that c(t) =g(t) � c(0) and the parallel translation along c is given by g(t)�X.Let W be a tangential distribution, which is invariant under the isotropy repre-sentation, and a 2 M a regular point. Then W (g � a) = g�W (a) for any g 2 G. Letc(t) = g(t) � a be a curve and X(t) =Pni=1 �i(t)g(t)�Xi an arbitrary vector �eld alongc, where X1; : : : ; Xn is a basis of W (a). Then
r _c(t)X(t) = nX

i=1 �i(t)r _c(t)g(t)�Xi + nX
i=1 _c(t)(�i(t)g(t)�Xi) 2 W (c(t))

since the �rst summand vanishes by the choice of g(t) as above. �



CHAPTER 2
The isotropy representation of isoparametric hypersurfaces
Throughout this chapter let G � V ! V be an irreducible, e�ective polar repre-sentation of a Hilbert Lie group G on a Hilbert space V with cohomogeneity one. LetM = G � a be a principal orbit hence an isoparametric hypersurface and assume thatit does not split in the sense of Proposition 1.8 on page 5. Since the isotropy groupGa is compact and �nite dimensional the tangent space TaM splits into �nite dimen-sional irreducible modules of the isotropy representation. Our aim is to describe thesemodules, to determine the canonical connection of M .Let TaM =Mn2Z En � E(0);

where En = E(�n) is the eigenspace associated with the curvature normal vn = v�n =vd+n .Remark. Note that there is an (�nite dimensional) eigenspace E0 associated withthe greatest positive eigenvalue �0, which must not be mistaken for E(0), the eigenspaceassociated with the eigenvalue 0. Nevertheless this notation will turn out to be veryuseful in this and the next chapter.
Since g�(A�v) = Ag��(g�v) = A�g�vthe eigenspaces are invariant subspaces under the isotropy representation.The submanifold M is a hypersurface, its a�ne marked Dynkin diagramm is oftype ~A1, that is b b1m1 m2. The eigenspaces En are of dimension m1, if n is even and ofdimension m2 if n is odd. Note that m1 = m2 is possible.To understand the isotropy representation, it is necessary to investigate the isotropygroup closer.

2.1. Structure of the principal isotropy groupProposition 2.1. Let cn be the midpoint of the curvature sphere Sn(a). Then(Gcn)a�cn = fg 2 G j g � cn = cn; g�(a� cn) = a� cng = Gai.e. the principal isotropy group of the singular slice representation is the principalisotropy group of the action.
Proof. We observe thatg 2 (Gcn)a�cn () g � cn = cn and g�(a� cn) = a� cn () g � a = asince the action is a�ne which yields one inclusion, the other being clear by the sameargument because Ga � Gcn . �10
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Since Gcn is compact we equip its Lie algebra gcn with a biinvariant metric anddecompose

gcn = gtrcn � ge�cn ;where gtrcn is the Lie algebra of the subgroup of Gcn , which acts trivially on �cn(G � cn)and ge�cn the orthogonal complement.Then Gn = (Ge�cn)a�cn is the part of Ga which acts e�ectively on En(a), by the abovelemma this is the principal isotropy group of the e�ectivized slice representation, i.e.the principal isotropy group of an action which is transitive on the curvature sphere.By the classi�cation of actions transitive on spheres (cf. Section 2.2 on page 14), Gnconsists either of one or two simple factors or of one simple factor and a one-dimensionalabelian factor.Since Ga is compact, it is clear that only �nitely many of these factors Gn maybe di�erent. If m1 6= m2, then G2n is not isomorphic to G2n+1, but for some lowdimensional exceptions. Our aim is to show that Gn = Gn+2 for all n or all Gn areequal. First we proveProposition 2.2. Let k; n 2 N arbitrary. Then Gn = G4k+n.Proof. Consider the antipodal map 'k on the curvature sphere Sk, i.e.
'k(x) = x+ 2 vk(x)jjvk(x)jj2 = x+ �k(x)

'k�x(v) = v � A�k(x)vRestricted to an eigenspace En the map 'k� is equivariant, that is,
g�('k�(v)) = �1� 2hvk; vnihvk; vki

� g�(v) = n� 2k � dd+ n g�(v):
Since '�(En) = E2k�n and 'k�(E2k�n) = E2n this impliesGn(a) = G2n�k('k(a))since 'k is a di�eomorphism and Ga = G'k(a) by the last proposition.Let hk 2 G be an element such that hk(a) = 'k(a). ThenhkGn(a)h�1k = Gn('k(a)) = G2k�n(a):An easy calculation shows hl(hk(a)) = 'k('l(a)) and this yields by the above equationGn('k('l(a))) = G2k�n('l(a)) = G2l�2k+n(a) =Gn(hl(hk(a))) = hlGn(hk(a))h�1l = G2l�n(hk(a)) = G2k�2l+n(a)

�With help of the last proposition we proveTheorem 2.3. Let M = G � a be a homogeneous isoparametric submanifold, withdimE2n = m1 and dimE2n+1 = m2. We assume that Ga acts e�ectively on TaM .The isotropy group is a productGa = ~G�G0 �G1;where G2n = ~G � G0 (G2n+1 = ~G � G1 resp.) is the principal isotropy group of atransitive action on Sm1 (Sm2 resp.), acting e�ectively on the corresponding eigenspaceE2n (E2n+1 resp.).Any of the factors of Ga may be trivial.
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Proof. We divide the proof into two steps. First we show that there is no factoracting e�ectively on E(0) but not e�ectively on any En.Step 1. Assume there is an element g 2 Ga such that g�jEn = id jEn but g�X = Yfor X 6= Y , X; Y 2 E(0). Then (rEi�)(Ej; X) = (rEi�)(Ej; Y ) , hence X � Y 2ker(rEi�)(Ej; �) for all i; j 2 Z which implies that M splits, cf. Proposition 1.8 onpage 5. This contradiction proves that Ga is the product of the Gn for n 2 N.Step 2. We prove Gn = G2k�n in this part. We have already seen that Gn = G4k+n,which yields, together with the �rst step, a splitting on Lie algebra level

ga = g1 + g2 + g3 + g4into ideals gi. Moreover we have proven in the last proposition, that hkGnh�1k = G2k�n,when hk(a) = 'k(a) and therefore g1 �= g3 and g2 �= g4.Observe that hk commutes with Gn whenever gk and gn are disjoint, since themaximal subgroup of Ge�ck with Lie algebra gk is Gk[fg � hk � g�1 j g 2 Gkg and containsin particular any element hk.So far we have proven, when g1 \ g2 = f0g then Gn = G2k�n for any k; n 2 Z. Thiscorresponds to the case when ~G vanishes in the statement of the theorem. We remarkthat the converse is also true, that is if g1 = g3 = h2g1h�12 , then [g1; g2] = 0. Thisyields g2 = g4, too, since h1 �G2 � h�11 = G2 = G4 holds.Let now g1 \ g2 6= f0g. We start with the case, when g1 � g2. By conjugation withh1 the following holds: g1 � g1 \ g2 �= g1 \ g4 and therefore g1 � g2 \ g4. The sameholds for g3 since h2g1h�12 = g3 � h2g2h�12 = g2. So either g1 = g3 or g1 � g3 = g2 \ g4consists of two isomorphic summands.In the �rst case, by the remark above g2 = g4 and therefore ga = ~g or ga = g2 ) g1.In the second case g2 = g4 because any gi consists of at most two ideals or one-dimensional abelian summands, being the principal isotropy algebra of an action tran-sitive on a sphere. But then again g1 = g3, which yields a contradiction.It remains to analyze the case , when f0g 6= g1 \ g2 6= gi for i = 1; 2, in particular
gi consists of two summands for any i. Since conjugation with appropriate hi yields

g1 \ g2 �= g1 \ g4 �= g2 \ g3 �= g3 \ g4;either ga = ~g�P4i=1 hi (where gi = ~g� hi) or g1 = g1 \ g2 � g1 \ g4. The latter caseimplies that G1 = Sp(1) � Sp(1), for this is the only possibility with two isomorphicsummands, and h1 interchanges the two factor, by explicitly examining the s-represen-tation Sp(2)� Sp(1) acting on R8, one sees immediately that this is not the case.Let therefore ga = ~g �P4i=1 hi and Hi � Ga the connected, closed subgroup withLie algebra hi. Then G3 = ~G �H3 = h2G1h�12 = h2 ~Gh�12 � h2H1h�12 = h2 ~Gh�12 �H1since [g2; h1] = 0. Therefore h1 = h3, which �nishes this step. �Remark. Any of the four cases for the principal isotropy group, namela G1 = G2,G1 � G2, fidg  G1 \ G2  Gi and G1 \ G2 = fidg does occur. We give examples(for the calculation of the diagrams and the description of the P (G;H)-actions, seeChapter 4) and characterize the corresponding Dynkin diagram.We remark, that for the known examples the factor ~G is U(1) or Sp(1), if eitherG0 or G1 does not vanish. Moreover in the case ~G = fidg the isotropy group isSO(m1)� SO(m2).
G1 = G2: In most cases the Dynkin diagram is of type b b1m m for m 2 N. Anexample is given by the P (G;H) action with G = SO(m+1) and H = (SO(1)�SO(m))2, the principal isotropy group is then SO(m).
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ga = ~g Diagram Action

so(2) = u(1) b b12 3 G2=(SU(3)� SO(4))
so(3) = su(2) = sp(1)

b b13 5 A II{III(3; 3)
b b13 7 C II(1; 2){II(1; 2)
b b15 7 A II{III(3; 5)

sp(1)� sp(1) b b14 7 rank-2 C II(2; 3)
so(5) = sp(2) b b15 11 E II{IV
so(6) = su(4) b b16 9 rank-2 E II

su(3) b b16 7 SO(16)=Spin(9)� (SO(2)� SO(14))
so(7) b b115 7 F II{II

ga = ~g� g1
sp(m)� u(1) b b12 4m+3 SO(4m)=Sp(m) � Sp(1)� SO(4m� 2)
sp(m)� sp(1) b b15 4m+3 A II{III(3; 2m+ 3)
su(m)� u(1) b b12 2m+1 D I(3; 2m+ 3){III

ga = ~g� g1 � g2
sp(m)� sp(1)� sp(1) b b14 4m+3 rank-2 C II(2,m)Table 2.1. P (G;H)-action with \exotic" principal isotropy group

The fact that some low dimensional Lie algebras are isomorphic yields a sec-ond kind of examples: One is the rank-2 example of E II (cf. subsection 4.6.1 onpage 57), which has isotropy group U(4) and Dynkin diagram b b19 6 , that isU(4) acts as Spin(6) on some eigen spaces. We give the complete list of theseexamples in the table on this page. The last two example arise from the factthat so(7) and su(3) are the principal isotropy algebra of two di�erent actionstransitive on spheres respectively.
G1 � G2: In most cases the Dynkin diagram is of type b b11 2m+1 or b b13 4m+3 . Anexample is given by G = Sp(m) and H = �Sp(1) � Sp(m � 1)�2, the principalisotropy group is Sp(m� 2)� Sp(1) and the diagram is b b13 4(m�2)+3.Again the isomorphisms of low dimensional Lie algebras give another kindof example: The exceptional cohomogeneity one action with G = SO(4m),H = Sp(m) � Sp(1) and K = SO(4m � 2) has isotropy group Sp(m) � U(1).The diagram is b b12 4(m�2)+3 , that is the factor U(1) acts as SO(2) on someeigenspaces. The examples of that type are collected in the table on the currentpage.
fidg  G1 \G2  Gi: The Dynkin diagram is of type b b12m1+12m2+1 or b b14m1+34m2+3 forany mi 2 N. Examples of those type are given by complex Grassmannians (i.e.G = SU(n), H = S(U(k)�U(n�k))�S(U(l)�U(n� l)) for k 6= l) with isotropygroup SU(m1)� U(1)� SU(m2) or quaternionic Grassmannians.
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Again there is an exceptional example, namely the rank-2 example aris-ing from C II(2;m), whose diagram is b b14 4m+2with principal isotropy groupSp(m)� Sp(1)2.

G1 \G2 = fidg: No restrictions on the Dynkin diagrams. An example of thistype is given by real Grassmannians (i.e. G = SO(n), H = SO(k)�SO(n�k)�SO(l)� SO(n� l) for k 6= l) with isotropy group SO(m1)� SO(m2).Remark. For a �nite dimensional homogeneous isoparametric submanifold M =G � a the e�ectivized slice representation always coincides with the normal holonomyrepresentation, hence is an s-representation ([HO92]), if one considers the maximalgroup G, i.e. the connected component of the full group of isometries onM . This is nottrue in the in�nite dimensional setting although the normal holonomy representationis an s-representation (cf. [HL99, Lemma 2.1]): Let G be SO(16) and H � G�G beSpin(9)�(SO(2)�SO(14)), the action ofH onG has cohomogeneity one and is thereforehyperpolar and lifts to a P (G;H) action. One of its singular slice representation is thepolar action of G2 on S6, which is not an s-representation, the other is U(4) acting onS8, that is, the diagram is b b16 7 .Definition 2.4. We call a homogeneous isoparametric hypersurface of a Hilbertspace elementary if the diagram is
b b1m m b b11 2m+1 b b13 4m+3 b b18 15and the isotropy group is SO(m), U(m), Sp(m)� Sp(1) and Spin(7) respectively.Remark. Among the Hermann actions the P (G;K �K)-actions are elementary,if G=K is sphere or a projective space.We will see later for the case Ga = SO(m1) � SO(m2) , that each non elementaryisoparametric hypersurface contains two elementary parts, each associated with one ofthe vertices of the Dynkin diagram (cf. section 2.5 on page 29). This is done by showingthat the distribution D1 = fX 2 TM j G1 �X = Xg = FixG1(TM) is autoparallel.
2.2. Decomposition of eigenspaces EnTo describe the decomposition of En in modules of the isotropy representation weonly have to determine the groups acting e�ectively on En by means of Theorem 2.3.Let dimEn = m.m arbitrary: Let the e�ectivized slice representation be the standard represen-tation of the group SO(m + 1) acting on Rm+1 with principal isotropy groupSO(m).The e�ectivized isotropy representation on En is the standard representationof SO(m) on Rm, which acts transitively on the sphere, hence En is an irreduciblemodule of the isotropy representation.m = 2 ~m+ 1: Additionally the e�ectivized slice representation could be the s-rep-resentation of a complex projective space, i.e. S(U(1)� U( ~m+ 1)) = U(m+ 1)acting on C ~m+1 = R2 ~m+2 with principal isotropy group S(U( ~m)�U(1)) = U( ~m).The e�ectivized isotropy representation on En is the representation of U( ~m)on R2 ~m+1, therefore En decomposes into an 2 ~m-dimensional module with thestandard representation of U( ~m) and a one-dimensional trivial one.m = 4 ~m+ 3: Additionally the e�ectivized slice representation could be the s-rep-resentation of a quaterionic projective space, i.e. Sp( ~m + 1) � Sp(1) acting onH ~m+1 = R4 ~m+4 with principal isotropy group Sp( ~m)� Sp(1).
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The e�ectivized isotropy representation onEn is the representation of Sp( ~m)�Sp(1) on R4 ~m+3, therefore En decomposes into an 4 ~m-dimensional module withthe standard representation of Sp( ~m) and a three-dimensional module with thestandard representation of Sp(1).m = 15 = 8+ 7: Additionally the e�ectivized slice representation could be the s-representation of the projective Cayley plane, i.e. Spin(9) acting on R16 withprincipal isotropy group Spin(7).The e�ectivized isotropy representation onEn is the representation of Spin(7)on R15, therefore En decomposes into an 8-dimensional module with the repre-sentation of Spin(7) and a 7-dimensional module with the standard representa-tion of SO(7).Finally we consider the case of a transitive action on Sm+1, which is not an s-represen-tation.m = 2 ~m+ 1: Additionally the e�ectivized slice representation could be SU(m+ 1)acting on R2 ~m+2 with principal isotropy group SU( ~m), therefore En decomposesinto an 2 ~m-dimensional module with the standard representation of SU( ~m) anda one-dimensional trivial one.m = 4 ~m+ 3: Additionally the e�ectivized slice representation could be Sp( ~m+1)�U(1) acting on R4 ~m+4 with principal isotropy group Sp( ~m)�U(1). Therefore Endecomposes into an 4 ~m-dimensional module with the standard representationof Sp( ~m), a two-dimensional with the standard representation of SO(2) and aone-dimensional module.m = 4 ~m+ 3: Additionally the e�ectivized slice representation could be Sp( ~m+ 1)acting on R4 ~m+4 with principal isotropy group Sp( ~m). Therefore En decomposesinto an 4 ~m-dimensional module with the standard representation of Sp( ~m) andthree one-dimensional modules.m = 6: Additionally the e�ectivized slice representation could be G2 acting on R7with principal isotropy group SU(3), therefore En is irreducible.m = 7: Additionally the e�ectivized slice representation could be Spin(7) acting onR8 with principal isotropy group G2, therefore En is irreducible.

2.3. Decomposition of E(0) | associated modulesWe associate a module of the isotropy representation with each pair of modules bymeans of r� in the following manner.Definition 2.5. Let V1 and V2 be not necessarily irreducible modules of the iso-tropy representation and let � be a parallel normal vector �eld. Then we de�ne
VV1;V2 =

 \
X2V1;Y 2V2 ker(rX�)(Y; �)!? = spanf(ker(rX�)(Y; �))? j X 2 V1; Y 2 V2g

= f(rXA)�Y j X 2 V1; Y 2 V2gthe module associated with V1 and V2.Remark. (1) If the Vi are modules, then VV1;V2 is a module as well.(2) We have dimVV1;V2 � dimV1 � dimV2:(3) The Codazzi equation implies VV1;V2 = VV2;V1 .(4) For now on we use the abbreviationVn;m = VEn;Em :
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Note, that Vn;n = f0g, since eigenspaces are autoparallel.Proposition 2.6. Any irreducible module of the isotropy representation is con-tained in some associated module. Moreover the modules Vn;m span E(0).Proof. The �rst claim means that the tangent space is spanned by the associatedmodules. Assume there is a vector perpendicular to all associated modules, that meansit is contained in ker(rX�)(Y; �) for every X and Y . This is a contradiction since Mdoes not split, cf. Proposition 1.8 on page 5.For the second part we observe that if both modules Vi are subsets of E(0) theassociated module is 0 since (rV1A)�(V2) = 0 by the autoparallelity of E(0). If V1 �E(0) and V2 � En by the Codazzi equation the associated module is not contained inE(0) which proves the second assertion. �Thus, to describe the splitting of E(0) into irreducible modules of the isotropyrepresentation, it is su�cient to understand the representation on the modules Vn;m.As we will later see the converse of the last proposition is not true: there could bemodules Vn;m which are not subsets of E(0).The e�ectivized isotropy representations on En and Em induces a natural action onEn 
 Em, either by Ga or one of its factors, i.e. the map : En
Em ! Vn;mX
 Y 7! (rXA)�Y:is equivariant. The same group acts e�ectively on Vn;m: let g�jEn
Em = id jEn
Emthen (rX�)(Y; Z) = (rX�)(Y; g�Z) for all X 2 En; Y 2 Em and Z 2 TaM henceg�jVn;m = id jVn;m , if we assume, that M does not split.The representations on En 
 Em which are tensor products of standard represen-tations are well known, and by Schur's Lemma  restricted to an irreducible moduleis a multiple of the identity. Hence, to determine the irreducible modules within Vn;mwe have to �gure out which of the modules of En 
 Em vanish under  and whetherthey are subsets of E(0).Our �rst observation shows the close relation between the spaces Vn;m and theinvolutions associated with curvature spheres. Again we denote by 'k the antipodalmap of the curvature sphere Sk. Since restricted on an eigenspace this is an equivariantmap and so is  , the following diagram is commutative.

En(a)
 Em(a) ('k)� //
 ��

E2k�n('k(a))
 E2k�m('k(a)) ��Vn;m(a) ('k)� // V2k�n;2k�m('k(a))
(2.1)

We will use this diagram to determine in which eigenspaces the Vn;m are contained.Proposition 2.7. Let n 6= m, then the associated module Vn;m is contained in8><>:
E(0) if n�m = 0 mod 4E(0)� En+m2 if n�m = 2 mod 4E(0)� E2m�n � E2n�m if n�m = 1 mod 2:Proof. Let E2m and E2n be two eigenspaces and as in the proof of Theorem 2.3denote by ' = 'm+n the involution interchanging the two eigenspaces. The diagram
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(2.1) in this case yields:

E2n(a)
 E2m(a) '� //
 ��

E2m('(a))
 E2n('(a)) ��V2n;2m(a) '� // V2m;2n('(a)) = V2n;2m('(a))By the explicit description of '� namely
'�jE2n = �d+ 2md+ 2n � id jE2n and '�jE2m = � d+ 2nd+ 2m � id jE2m

we obtain '�jE2n
E2m = id jE2n
E2m .This proves V2n;2m � E(0)� Em+n;because these are the only invariant subspaces under '� for which '� restricted to is idor � id. Moreover V2n;2m(a) = V2n;2m('(a)) as linear subspaces. Similarly V2n+1;2m+1 �E(0)� Em+n+1.We denote the eigenvalues by �k. The fact that rEnEm � Vn;m � Em yieldsh(rEnA)�En+4m; En+2mi = �hEn+4m; (rEnA)�En+2mi == �hEn+4m; �n+2m(rEnEn+2m) + A�(rEnEn+2mi� hEn+4m; E(0)� En+2m � En+mi = 0:Hence V(n;m) � E(0) for n�m = 0 mod 4. The same for 4m+ 2 instead of 4m showsthat hVn;n+2m+1; En+4m+2i 6= 0 if and only if hVn;n+4m+2; En+2m+1i 6= 0:Since Vn;n+2m+1 = Vn+2m+1;n,hVn;n+2m+1; En�2m�1i 6= 0 if and only if hVn+2m+1;n�2m�1; Eni 6= 0:These are the only eigenspaces which are not orthogonal to Vn;n+2m+1. �

2.4. Modules of the isotropy representation for irreducible eigenspaces EnLet us consider an isoparametric hypersurface with multiplicitiesm1 andm2 and letGa act on each eigenspace as SO(mi), i.e. the eigenspaces En are irreducible modulesof dimension m1 or m2 of the isotropy representation. In this and the next chapter wewill study hypersurfaces of this type, in Chapter 5 in�nite dimensional isoparametricsubmanifolds of higher codimension with isotropy irreducible eigenspaces.Remark. Throughout the chapter we identify for convenience reasons the isotropygroup Ga with SO(m1) � SO(m2) via a Lie homomorphism �, such that �� is a Liealgebra isomorphism.There are three types of associated modules:SO(m1) acting on V2n;2mSO(m2) acting on V2n+1;2m+1SO(m1)� SO(m2) acting on V2n+1;2mIf m1 = m2 and Ga = SO(m1) only one of the module types exists so some of thefollowing arguments are redundant.
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Proposition 2.8. The associated modules V2n;2m and V2n+1;2m+1 decompose intoat most three submodules: tr2n(+1);2m(+1) (which is one-dimensional) and the mi(mi�1)2dimensional module �2n(+1);2m(+1) where SO(mi) acts as the adjoint representation andS22n(+1);2m(+1), where SO(mi) acts as the s-representation of the symmetric space A I.All modules are contained in E(0), if Ga consist of two factors or m1 = m2 > 3.We list the multiplicities and modules which may project non trivially to E2m+2n+1:m1 m2 module3 3 �4n+2;4m2 2 S24n+2;4mm 1 tr4n+2;4m2 1 tr4n+2;4m or �4n+2;4mIf V2n(+1);2m(+1) � E(0) then (X 
 Y ) = �2m(+1)(rXY )E(0)for any X 2 E2n(+1); Y 2 E2m(+1), where (�)E(0) denotes the projection to E(0).If m1 = m2 the statement is also valid for modules V2n;2m+1.Proof. Let us study V2n;2m the other being treated similarly. The action of SO(m1)on Rm1 � Rm1 by conjugation decomposes into three modules: the antisymmetric,denoted by � (adjoint action), the symmetric traceless denoted by S2 (s-representa-tion AI) and the trace (trivial). We have seen in Proposition 2.7 any of these moduleshas to be contained in E(0) if m� n = 0 mod 2 and in E(0)� Em+n otherwise.Assume the image under  of one of the three modules projected to Em+n is not zero,in particular this implies that m+n is odd and that both dimension and representationcoincide. Since on eigenspaces E2k+1 the e�ective group acting is SO(m2) while onV2n;2m acts SO(m1) this only can happen in two cases: If m1 = m2 and Ga = SO(m1)or if m2 = 1 for a one-dimensional module of Vn;m.We start with the case m2 = 1. The trace module trn;m is always one-dimensionaland if m1 = 2 the antisymmetric module as well and one of those could be not orthog-onal to Em+n, if m2 = 1.Let now m1 = m2 and Ga = SO(m1). If m2 > 3 none of the modules of SO(m2)acting on Rm2 
 Rm2 coincides with the standard representation of SO(m2).� If m1 = m2 = 3 the antisymmetric module is three dimensional. This is anequivalent representation to the standard representation, so h�2n;2m; En+mi 6=0 is possible.� If m1 = 2 The symmetric traceless module is two dimensional, thereforehS22n;2m; En+mi 6= 0 is possible.� If m1 = 1 the only module is the trace and could be not orthogonal to Em+n.Let us consider the generic case, i.e. Vn;m � E(0) and X 2 En, Y 2 Em, sincerXY � Vn;m � Em the following holds (X 
 Y ) = (rXAa)Y = rX(AaY )�Aa(rXY ) = (�m id�Aa)rXY = �m(rXY )E(0):

�Proposition 2.9. Let m1 6= m2. The associated module V2n;2m+1 is irreducible anddimV2n;2m+1 = m1m2 or 0. If V2n;2m+1 � E(0), thenV2n;2m+1(a) = V2(k�n);2(k�m)�1('k(a)):If m1 > 1 and m1 > 1, then V2n;2m+1 � E(0).If m1 = 1 and m1 > 3, then either V2n;2m+1 = E4n�2m�1 or V2n;2m+1 � E(0).
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If m1 = 1 and 1 � m1 � 3, then V2n;2m+1 � E4n�2m�1 � E(0).Proof. Since the action of SO(m1)�SO(m2) on Rm1�Rm2 is irreducible,  is justa multiple of the identity and the �rst part of the proposition is proven. Consideringthe diagram (2.1) in this situation proves the second assertion, since 'k�jE(0) = id jE(0).If both multiplicities are di�erent from 1, because of dimensional reasons V2n;2m+1can not be an eigenspace Ek, hence V2n;m+1 is a subset of E(0).If m1 = 1 then dim(V2n;2m+1) = m2. If additionally m2 > 3 then the V2n+1;2m+1does not contain an m2-dimensional module, so either V2n;2m+1 is contained completelyin E(0) or EZ. In the latter case, by Proposition 2.7, the candidates are E4m+2�2n orE4n�2m�1, but the �rst is one-dimensional.If m2 2 f1; 2; 3g there are m2-dimensional modules in V2n+1;2m+1, so V2n;2m+1 iscontained in E(0)� E4n�2m�1, but maybe diagonally. �Remark. We give examples among the known P (G;H)-actions where the excep-tional cases of the last propositions arise.(1) The action G = SO(7) and H = G2 � U(3) has isotropy group SO(3) andm1 = m2 = 3. Here the antisymmetric modules �4m+2;4n = E2m+2n+1.(2) Consider the �-action of SU(3), that isG = SU(3) andH = f(g; �(g)g, where �is complex conjugation. Then S24m+2;4n = E2m+2n+1 and V2n;2m+1 = E4m�2n+2.(3) The action of type A I{III (i.e. G = SU(n), H = SO(n)�S(U(1)�U(n�1)) hasmultiplicities n�2 and 1. Here tr4m+2;4n = E2m+2n+1 and V2n;2m+1 = E4m�2n+2.(4) The exceptional cases m1 = 1 and m2 � 3 do not occur, we will exclude themin Proposition 2.19 on page 28.2.4.1. The singular isotropy representations for isotropy group SO(n).The simplest case among isoparametric submanifolds with irreducible eigenspaces, arethe elementary submanifolds with diagram b b1n n and principal isotropy group SO(n),which we will investigate in this subsection.It will help to understand �rst the modules the singular isotropy representationto determine those of principal isotropy representations. As before let a be a regularpoint and denote by ck(a) the midpoint of the curvature sphere Sk(a). First assumeGa = SO(n), that is any eigenspace is n-dimensional.Let Gck = SO(n + 1) and Ga = SO(n) � SO(1), let us assume embedded in Gckin the standard way, i.e. (A; 1) 7! ( A 00 1 ). Modules of the singular isotropy consistof the span of some modules of the principal isotropy, which are trivial(R), standard(Rn), adjoint (�2) or A I (S2), i.e. the representation of SO(n) on symmetric tracelessn�n-matrices. Hence we have to check which representations of SO(n+1) if restrictedto SO(n) decomposes into those modules.Proposition 2.10. Any isotropy group Gp acts on the tangent space TpM as trivial,standard, �2 or S2-representations. Moreover the modules of the singular isotropyrepresentation if restricted to a principal isotropy group decompose in the followingway: Rn+1 = Rn � R�2(n+ 1) = �2(n)� RnS2(n+ 1) = S2(n)� Rn � RThe only exception for n = 3 is �(2;�2) = S2(3)
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Proof. We use the classical Branching Theorem for the restriction of representa-tions of SO(n + 1) to SO(n) (cf. [Kna01] p. 424 f). Let the root space be spannedby a orthonormal basis e1; : : : ; ek, where k = bn2 c is the rank of SO(n + 1). Then arepresentation �� is uniquely determined by the highest weight � = (a1; : : : ; ak) (thatis, a1e1 + � � �+ akek),

where(a1 � a2 � � � � � ak � 0 if n+ 1 = 2k + 1a1 � a2 � � � � � ak�1 � jakj if n+ 1 = 2k:
When restricted to SO(n), the representation �� decomposes into ������, where the sumis over all �� = (c1 : : : ; ck) or (c1 : : : ; ck�1)resp. which ful�ll the following condition:(a1 � c1 � a2 � c2 � � � � ak�1 � ck�1 � ak � jckj if n+ 1 = 2k + 1a1 � c1 � a2 � c2 � � � � ak�1 � ck�1 � jakj if n+ 1 = 2k (2.2)
That is: For a module �� of the singular isotropy representation each �� has to be either(0; 0; : : : ; 0), (1; 0; : : : ; 0), (1; 1; : : : ; 0) or (2; 0; : : : ; 0) (if n > 4).Since �� = � for n = 2k + 1 and �� = (a1; : : : ak�1) for n = 2k is always possible, theonly representations �� are the once mentioned in the statement, if k > 2.We list the exceptions for low dimensions:n = 5: For the representation � = (1; 1; 1) as well as for (1; 1;�1) of SO(6) is �� =(1; 1) the only possibility. But these representations are excluded since they arenot of real type (cf. [BtD95] p. 276).n = 4: Here the adjoint action of SO(4) decomposes into highest roots (1; 1) and(1;�1), but if one is a valid �� so is the other. The situation stays the same asin the general case.n = 3: For SO(3) the standard and the adjoint representation are equivalent withhighest root (1), the A I-representation has highest root (2). Possible represen-tations of SO(4) are therefore (a1; a2) with a1 � 2. Among these only (2;�2) isreal (cf. [FH91] p.26)n = 1; 2: The branching rule (2.2) applies without problems. Note that for n = 2it is not clear what the weight of the representation in this case is, but we willprove later (cf. Proposition 2.15 on page 24 an preceding remark), that in factonly the representation �(c1) for c1 = 0; 1; 2 occur.

�
Remark. For the rest of this and the following subsection we will exclude the caseof one-dimensional eigenspaces, they will be treated in Subsection 2.4.3 on page 28.
We denote by Gk � Gck the set mapping a to its antipodal point 'k(a) on Sk(a).If Gck = SO(n + 1) and Ga = SO(n) � SO(1), then Gk = ( A 00 �1 ), where A 2 O�(n),i.e. A 2 O(n) and detA = �1.In Table 2.2 on the next page we collect the behavior under Gk for the modules ofthe principal isotropy representation V in dependence of the extension to a module ~Vof the singular isotropy representation. That means e.g. : Let V be a standard moduleof Ga contained in a module ~V of Gck , x a vector in V and g = ( A 00 �1 ) 2 Gk. Then, if~V is a standard module g�x = Ax while if ~V is a �2- or S2-module g�x = �Ax.By these properties we will be able to study the behavior of the modules of theisotropy representations closer. First of all we need to know which modules V of the
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x 2 V = tr V = Rn V = �2(n) V = S2(n)~V = tr~V = Rn+1 �x Ax~V = �2(n+ 1) �Ax AxAT~V = S2(n+ 1) x �Ax AxATTable 2.2. Extension of modules from SO(n) to SO(n+ 1)

principal isotropy representation admit an extension to a module ~V of the singular iso-tropy representation. We call such a V an extendable module and a necessary conditionfor extendability is invariance under Gk.Let g 2 Gk, then g�(Em(a)) = Em('k(a)) = E2k�m(a). Hence the module of thesingular isotropy representation, which contains Em(a) has to contain E2k�m(a) as welland is therefore not irreducible. This means eigenspaces are not extendable, but the2n-dimensional space Em(a)� E2k�m(a) has to contain two n-dimensional extendablemodules.To describe these, we have to choose �rst an appropriate basis for Em(a)�E2k�m(a).Let � be the Lie homomorphisms from Ga to SO(m) and choose fm such that thefollowing diagram is commutative. Ga y Em(a)� # # fmSO(n) y Rn (2.3)
By choosing a �xed basis e1; : : : ; en of Rm this gives a bases Xmi = f�1m (ei) of Em(a),we will call such a basis natural. Note that fm is only determined uniquely up to sign.Let g be an element of SO(1)� O�(n � 1) � O�(1), then X2k�m1 = g�Xm1 , the rest ofthe basis of E2k�m(a) is de�ned likewise. These bases are equivariant, that is the linearmap Xmi 7! X2k�mi is equivariant.

Proposition 2.11. Let ~V be a module of the singular isotropy representation inthe point ck(a) and V � ~V a standard module of the principal isotropy representation atthe point a. Denote by fXmi j i = 1; : : : ; ng and fXmi j i = 1; : : : ; ng equivariant basesof the eigenspaces Em(a). ThenV = span�Xmi +X2k�mi j i = 1; : : : ; n	 = diag+(Em; E2k�m) orV = span�Xmi �X2k�mi j i = 1; : : : ; n	 = diag�(Em; E2k�m)and ~V is a standard module in the �rst case and a �2- or S2-module in the second case.Proof. Note that the spaces diag+(Em; E2k�m) and diag�(Em; E2k�m) are bothinvariant under Ga and Gk and they are the only n-dimensional subspaces of TaMwith that property, hence the only candidates for V in Em � E2k�m.Let V = diag+(Em; E2k�m) and vi = Xmi + X2k�mi 2 V and choose g 2 Gk suchthat g�Xmi = "iX2k�mi with "i = �1 for all i, i.e. a diagonal matrix within Gk. Since wehave chosen equivariant bases g�X2k�mi = "iXmi and therefore g�vi = "ivi, that means~V is a standard module (cf. Table 2.2). On the other hand if wi = Xmi �X2k�mi 2 V =diag�(Em; E2k�m) then g�wi = �wi and ~V is a �2- or S2-module. �Next we study the extendability of modules in Vk;m � Vk;2k�m, where we choosenatural bases for Em and E2k�m as above. Let Xk1 ; : : : ; Xkn be a natural basis of Ek,
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where the choice of sign does not matter. Then

trk;m = span nX
i=1  (Xki 
Xmi )

�k;m = span� (Xki 
Xmj �Xkj 
Xmi ) j 1 � i < j � n	S2k;m = span� (Xki 
Xmj +Xkj 
Xmi ) j 1 � i < j � n	� span� (Xki 
Xmi �Xkj 
Xmj ) j 1 � i < j � n	and diag� is used as in the last proposition. The calculations are similar to thosein the case of eigenspaces, using additionally g�Xki = �"iXki . This is because Ek iscontained in a standard module and Xki (a) = �Xki ('k(a)) = ('k)�Xki (a). Comparingwith Table 2.2 on the page before yields the following table:Module V possible extension ~Vdiag+(trk;m; trk;2k�m) tr or R(n+ 1)diag�(trk;m; trk;2k�m) tr or S2(n+ 1)diag+(�k;m;�k;2k�m) nonediag�(�k;m;�k;2k�m) �(n+ 1)diag+(S2k;m; S2k;2k�m) nonediag�(S2k;m; S2k;2k�m) S2(n+ 1)We treat the generic case, i.e. associated modules are contained in E(0) �rst.Proposition 2.12. Assume that Vn;m is a subset of E(0). Any isotropy groupGp acts on the tangent space TpM as trivial, standard or �2-representation for bothsingular and regular points p. Choose natural bases for Em(a), E2k�m(a) and Ek(a) asabove, then the irreducible modules of the singular isotropy representation in ck(a) areV+ := diag+(trk;m; trk;2k�m)� diag+(Em; E2k�m) andV� := diag�(�k;m;�k;2k�m)� diag�(Em; E2k�m):Proof. Any module of the principal isotropy representation, whose possible exten-sion is of unique type is extendable or vanishes, that holds for the diag+(Em; E2k�m),diag�(�k;m;�k;2k�m) and diag�(S2k;m; S2k;2k�m).Since rEkEm � Vk;m � Em and rEkE2k�m � Vk;2k�m � E2k�m it is clear that amodule containing diag+(Em; E2k�m) is a subset of Em � E2k�m � (Vk;m + Vk;2k�m).Since its extension is (n + 1)-dimensional and diag+(trk;m; trk;2k�m) is the only one-dimensional modules admitting such an extension, the �rst part of the statement isproven, when n � 3.As we have seen in the last table diag+(�k;m;�k;2k�m) and diag+(S2k;m; S2k;2k�m)are not extendable and therefore have to vanish. Using the basis vectors from abovewe deduce for any i 6= j (Xki 
Xmj )�  (Xkj 
Xmi ) = � (Xki 
X2k�mj ) +  (Xkj 
X2k�mi ); (Xki 
Xmj ) +  (Xkj 
Xmi ) = � (Xki 
X2k�mj )�  (Xkj 
X2k�mi ); (Xki 
Xmi )�  (Xkj 
Xmj ) = � (Xki 
X2k�mi ) +  (Xkj 
X2k�mj )and therefore  (Xki 
Xmj ) = � (Xki 
X2k�mj ) (2.4) (Xki 
Xmi ) +  (Xki 
X2k�mi ) =  (Xkj 
Xmj ) +  (Xkj 
X2k�mj ) (2.5)
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for any i 6= j.Both the possible extension of diag�(�k;m;�k;2k�m) and diag�(S2k;m; S2k;2k�m) (forn 6= 3, see below for n = 3) have to contain diag�(Em; E2k�m), therefore one of themhas to vanish. This yields by the equation (2.4): (Xki 
Xmj ) = " (Xkj 
Xmi )for any i 6= j and " 2 f1;�1g.Using Proposition 2.8 on page 18 and the Gau� equation, shows:
 (Xmi 
Xkj );  (Xmj 
Xki )� = �k�m DrXmi Xkj ;rXki Xmj E =

= ��k�m DXkj ;rXmi rXki Xmj E = ��k�m DXkj ;rXki rXmi Xmj +r[Xmi ;Xki ]Xmj E =
= �k�m DrXki Xkj ;rXmi Xmj E� �k�m DXkj ;r[Xmi ;Xki ]Xmj EThe �rst summand vanishes since the eigenspaces are autoparallel. For the secondsummand only the projection onto E(0) of [Xmj ; Xmi ] does matter and an easy calcu-lation using Lemma 5.2. from [HL99] proves that r[Xmi ;Xki ]Xmj = �rXmj rXki Xmi (forthe projection), which yields
 (Xmi 
Xkj );  (Xmj 
Xki )� = � 
 (Xki 
Xmi );  (Xmj 
Xkj )� :Both sides are always positive or always negative independent of i 6= j.Since all  (Xmi 
Xkj ) have the same length by the equivariance of  , this proves (Xki 
Xmi ) = �" (Xmj 
Xkj ). This yields " = �1 if n � 3, and therefore the modulediag�(S2k;m; S2k;2k�m) as well as diag�(trk;m; trk;2k�m) vanishes.In the second part of the proof, we treat the exceptions in low dimensions. As-sume �rst n = 3, the representations �(2;�2) were not excluded by the branching rule inProposition 2.10 on page 19. If it occurs as a singular isotropy representation module ~V ,it is contained completely in E(0), since V = ~V = S2(3) in that case. Generally mod-ules ~V are invariant under rEk and for ~V � E(0) this yields  (Ek
 ~V ) = 0. But then (Ek 
 TaM) ? ~V , in particular ~V ? Vk;m for any m. Therefore diag�(S2k;m; S2k;2k�m)are not �(2;�2)-modules of the singular isotropy representation in the case n = 3 andhave to vanish by the arguments on general n above.Now we study the case n = 2. Since Gk acts on the one-dimensional modulediag+(�k;m;�k;2k�m) as id, not as � id, the module diag+(Em; E2k�m) has to extendto V+ as in the general case. Moreover  (Xki 
Xmi ) =  (Xmj 
Xkj ) holds, sinceotherwise diag+(trk;m; trk;2k�m) vanishes. Again this excludes any possibility exceptV� as an extension of the module diag�(Em; E2k�m). �Eventually we collect the results on Vn;m.Corollary 2.13. For any k;m 2 Z the modules Vk;m = Vk;2k�m, while Vk;m isorthogonal Vk; ~m for any other ~m 2 Z. Moreover Vk;m = trk;m��2k;m is of dimension1 + n(n�1)2 .In particular the space E(0) is in�nite dimensional.Proof. The proof of the last proposition shows that S2k;m vanishes, as well asdiag�(trk;m; trk;2k�m) and diag+(�k;m;�k;2k�m). Therefore Vk;m = Vk;2k�m. Any otherspace Vk; ~m is orthogonal, since it is contained in a di�erent modules of the singularisotropy representation in ck(a). �
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Observe that the identity Vk;m = Vk;2k�m may be iterated, yielding for exampleV0;1 = V1;2 = V2;3 = � � � . More general the following theorem holdsTheorem 2.14. Under the condition of proposition 2.12 the spaces Vn;m dependonly on jn�mj, i.e. for any k; n;m 2 ZVn;m = Vk�n;k�mand E(0) = X

n;m2ZVn;m =Xn2Z Vk;n =
M
n>k Vk;nfor any �xed k 2 Z.Proof. We proof the statement by induction over l = jn�mj. The case l = 1 isalready proven, so we assume the statement to be true for any l � l0 for a �xed l0 2 N.Assume V0;l0+1 is perpendicular to V1;l0+2. Using the Gauss equation and Proposi-tion 2.8 this yields:0 = hrE0El0+1;rE1El0+2i = �hEl0+1;rE0rE1El0+2i == hrE1El0+1;rE0El0+2i+ 
El0+1;r[E0;E1]El0+2�Since by the induction hypothesis V1;l0+1 = V0;l0 ? V0;l0+2 the �rst summand has tovanish and 
El0+1;r[E0;E1]El0+2� = 
El0+1;rV0;1El0+2� = 0;which means  (V0;1 
 El0+2) ? El0+1. This is a contradiction, since V0;1 = Vl0+1;l0+2.The rest of the statement follows by the last corollary. �To �nish this section we study the case when Vn;m is not a subset of E(0).Proposition 2.15. Let Ga = SO(2) and let E k0+m02 �  (Ek0 ; Em0) for at least onepair (k0;m0) with k0 �m0 = 2 mod 4. With out loss of generality let k0 be even.Then E k+m2 �  (Ek; Em) holds precisely for any pair (k;m) of even numbers withk �m = 2 mod 4. For k even and m odd  (Ek; Em) = E2m�k.Choose natural bases for Em(a), E2k�m(a) and Ek(a) as above, then modules of thesingular isotropy representation are the same as in Proposition 2.12, if k is odd ork �m = 0 mod 4 and otherwiseV+ := diag+(trk;m; trk;2k�m)� diag+(Em; E2k�m)� diag+(E k+m2 ; E 3k�m2 ) andV� := diag�(�k;m;�k;2k�m)� diag�(Em; E2k�m)� diag�(E k+m2 ; E 3k�m2 ):Denote by V 0n;m the projection onto E(0) of Vn;m, then:V 0n;m = 0 for n�m = 1 mod 2V 0n;m = V 02k�n;2k�m for n�m = 0 mod 2V 0n;m ? V 0n+1;m+1 andtr4n+2;4m+2 = tr2n+1;2m+1 :Proof. In this case it is a priori not clear with which weight SO(2) acts on theeigenspaces (see remark below for the case when associated modules are subsets ofE(0)), but it acts with same weight on eigenspaces E2n and E2n+1 respectively.If k � m = 0 mod 4, by Proposition 2.7 on page 16 the associated module iscontained in E(0) and the situation stays the same as in the statement of Proposition2.12.
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Since E k0+m02 = S2k0;m0 the isotropy group SO(2) acts on E2m+1 as �(2c) whileon E2m as �(c), that is with double rate on eigenspaces of odd index. But c = 1for otherwise Ga does not act e�ectively. Therefore  (E2n+1; E2m+1) � E(0), since�(2) 
 �(2) = �(0) � �(0) � �(4) contains no module of type �(1).Let E k+m2 �  (Ek; Em), then diag�(S2k;m; S2k;2k�m) ? E(0) and the equations(2.4), (2.5) and their analogues for diag� prove that (Xki 
Xmi )E(0) =  (Xkj 
Xmj )E(0) =  (Xki 
X2k�mi )E(0) (Xki 
Xmj )E(0) = � (Xkj 
Xmi )E(0)Since diag+(�k;m;�k;2k�m) as well as diag�(trk;m; trk;2k�m) are subset of E(0), thisproves they both have to vanish.Since �(1) 
 �(2) = �(1) � �(3) the module  (Ek 
 E k+m2 ) contains at most one2-dimensional module in E(0)besides Em (cf. proposition 2.7). We observe that anymodule of the singular isotropy representations contains precisely one 1-dimensionalmodule and up to two 2-dimensional modules. The module in the statement providesthe only possibility for diag+(Em; E2k�m) � diag+(E k+m2 ; E 3k�m2 ) and  (Ek; �) of thisspace only contains one 1-dimensional module. The same holds for diag�. Moreover (Ek; E k+m2 ) = Em, since there are no one-dimensional modules left.Next we prove that the modules behave that way for any pair of even number(k;m) with k � m = 2 mod 4. Observe �rst that it this is true for any pair withjk �mj = jk0 �m0j by using antipodal maps 'l�. Therefore for any odd number lthere is a pair (kl;ml) such that El �  (Ekl ; Eml). Hence for any even k the spaceEl�E2k�l� Vk;l� Vk;2k�l consists of two-dimensional modules and is therefore neitherinvariant under SO(3) = Gck nor under  (Ek 
 �). Since  (Ek 
 E(0)) ? E(0) thismeans that Vk;l can not be contained entirely in E(0), so E2l�k � Vk;l (the eigenspaceE2k�l is not possible, for 2k�l is odd). This is equivalent to El � V2l�k;k by Proposition2.7.Finally we investigate which spaces V 0n;m coincide. For n�m = 0 mod 4 the proofof Theorem 2.14 holds (induction step l ! l + 4), proving Vn;m = V4k�n;4k�m. Thesame holds for odd n;m with n � m = 2 mod 4 and induction step l ! l + 2, i.e.Vn;m = V2k�n;2k�m in that case.We use the same calculation as in Theorem 2.14, that ishVn1;m1 ; Vn2;m2i = hVn1;m2 ; Vm1;n2i+ hVn1;m2 ; Vm1;n2i : (2.6)We have omitted factors in this equation, but as long as one of the summands on theright hand sight vanishes, this is su�cient for our arguments.Setting n2 = n1 + 1 and m2 = m1 + 1 in equation (2.6) proves V 0n;m ? V 0n+1;m+1 forn and m of the same parity:hV2n;2m; V2n+1;2m+1i = hE4m�2n+2; E4n�2m+2i+ hE2n+2; E2m+2i = 0:The last statement of the theorem is proven byhV4n+2;4m+2; V2n+1;2m+1i = hE4m�4n; E4n�4mi+ hE0; E0i 6= 0and �nallyhV4n;4m; V4n+2;4m+2i = hV4n;4m; V2n+1;2m+1i = hE4m�4n+2; E4n�4m+2i+ hE2; E2i 6= 0

�
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Remark. In Propositions 2.10 and 2.12 we have assumed in the case n = 2, thatthe eigenspaces are �(1)-modules. This is justi�ed by the same argument as we used inthe last proof: since any modules of the singular isotropy representation has to containone-dimensional modules, therefore the representation on each eigenspace has the sameweight. If the weight is not 1, the principal isotropy group has a non trivial e�ectivitykernel, but we have assumed, that it acts e�ectively.Remark. We will not treat the exceptional case Ga = SO(3) with associatedmodules not contained in E(0) since it is of no relevance for rigidity results of highercodimension.Now we are prepared for the more general case of non simple isotropy groups.
2.4.2. The singular isotropy representations for isotropy group SO(m1)�SO(m2). Let k be even and Gck = SO(m1 + 1) � SO(m2), Ga = SO(m1) � SO(1) �SO(m2) and Gk = O�(m1) � O�(1) � O�(m2), let us assume both groups embeddedin Gck in the standard way. Furthermore let dimE2n = m1 and dimE2n+1 = m2. Wewill see that for the modules E2n+1 and V2n+1;2m+1 the situation is the same as in thecase of simple isotropy group, for SO(m1) acts trivially on these spaces. So our mainfocus in this paragraph lies on the eigenspaces E2m and on V2n;2m and V2n;2m+1. Weremark that Corollary 2.13 on page 23 is also valid for V2n;2m.Let � : Gck � ~V ! ~V be an irreducible representation, hence � = �1 
 �2, where�1 : SO(m1 + 1)� ~V1 ! ~V1 and �2 : SO(m2)� ~V2 ! ~V2 are irreducible representationswith ~V = ~V1 
 ~V2. Moreover ~V is the span of irreducible modules of Ga, denoted byWi. ~V = ~V1 
 ~V2 =W1 �W2 � � � � �Wk = (W 11 
W 21 )� � � � � (W 1k 
W 2k )The spaces W ji are irreducible modules of SO(mi) and ~Vi = Pkj=1W ij . Since ~V2 is anirreducible modules of SO(m2), it consist only of one summand, while ~V1 may consistof at most two summands by the previous discussion in Proposition 2.12 on page 22,which generalizes in the following way.Corollary 2.16. Any irreducible module of Ga, on which SO(m1) acts triviallyand SO(m2) does not, is also an irreducible module of the singular isotropy represen-tation or its extension contains a subspace of Pi;j2Z V2i;2j+1.Any irreducible module of Ga, on which SO(m2) acts trivially and SO(m1) does not,extends to a module of the singular isotropy representation as is described in Proposition2.12.Proof. Without loss of generality let ~V2 = W 21 . The space W1 = W 11 �W 21 is byde�nition an irreducible Ga-module, and either one of the SO(mi)-factors acts triviallyor W1 = V2n;2m+1 for some n;m 2 Z. �Hence we mainly need to determine the extension of modules inPi;j2Z V2i;2j+1. Wecollect the knowledge on the modules of the singular isotropy representations in thefollowing theorem.Theorem 2.17. Let M be an homogeneous isoparametric hypersurface with prin-cipal isotropy group Ga = SO(m1)� SO(m2) and dimE2n = m1 and dimE2n+1 = m2.Let k be even and ck(a) the mid point of the curvature sphere Sk(a) with Gck =
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SO(m1 + 1) � SO(m2). Then the irreducible modules of the singular isotropy repre-sentation are diag+(trk;2m; trk;2k�2m)� diag+(E2m; E2k�2m)diag�(�k;2m;�k;2k�2m)� diag�(E2m; E2k�2m)diag�(V2m+1;k; V2k�2m�1;k)� diag�(E2m+1; E2k�2m�1)diag+(E2m+1; E2k�2m�1)diag�(�k+1;2m+1;�k+1;2k�2m+1)Moreover Vn;m = V2k�n;2k�m and trn;m = trn+1;m+1.Remark. An isoparametric submanifold with isotropy group SO(m) and Dynkindiagram b b1m m is a special case of the theorem if one allows the multiplicities to be 0,that is m1 = m and m2 = 0, compare to proposition 2.12 on page 22.Proof. Invariant under Gk are the spacesdiag+(V2m+1;k; V2k�2m�1;k) = span� (X2m+1i 
 Yj +X2k�2m�1i 
 Yj) j i; j = 1; : : : ; n	 ;diag�(V2m+1;k; V2k�2m�1;k) = span� (X2m+1i 
 Yj �X2k�2m�1i 
 Yj) j i; j = 1; : : : ; n	 :We remark that we choose the basis of E2k�2m�1 with respect to that of E2m+1 byrequiring that any element g of Gk = O�(m1)�O�(1)�SO(m2) of type A� (�1)�Eful�lls g�X2m+1i = X2k�1m�1i .Let ~V be an extension of one of those spaces. Bydiag�(V2m+1;k; V2k�2m�1;k) =  (Ek 
 diag�(E2m+1; E2k�2m�1))follows that W 11 = Ek and W 21 = diag�(E2m+1; E2k�2m�1). Therefore ~V1 = �aM � Ekfor this is the module of SO(m1 + 1) containing Ek, and~V2 =  (diag�(E2m+1; E2k�2m�1)
 �aM) = diag�(E2m+1; E2k�2m�1):Consider an element g as described above, theng�(X2m+1i �X2k�2m�1i ) = �(X2m+1i �X2k�2m�1i ):Comparing this with the standard representation of SO(m1 + 1) � SO(m2) yieldsthat only diag�(E2m+1; E2k�2m�1) is extendable and diag+(E2m+1; E2k�2m�1) is an ir-reducible module of the singular isotropy representation. Moreover the modules oftype diag+(V2m+1;k; V2k�2m�1;k) vanishes for there is no m1 �m2 dimensional module ofSO(m1)� SO(m2 + 1).Eventually we have to discuss the spaces diag+(tr2n+1;2m+1; tr2n+1;2k�2m+1). Thereason, why they do not arise in the list in the theorem is, that they coincide withdiag+(tr2n;2m; tr2n;2k�2m).To prove this, we show that tr2m;2n = tr2m+1;2n+1.DrX2mi X2ni ;rX2m+1i X2n+1i E = �DX2ni ;rX2mi rX2m+1i X2n+1i E =

= �DX2ni ;rX2m+1i rX2mi X2n+1i E+ DX2ni ;r[X2mi ;X2m+1i ]X2n+1i E =
= �DrX2m+1i X2ni ;rX2mi X2n+1i E� 
X2ni ;rtr2m;2m+1X2n+1i �

Since tr2m;2m+1 = tr2n;2n�1 by the �rst part, the second summand is not zero. Thereforeeither the left hand side does not vanish (tr2m;2n = tr2m+1;2n+1) or the �rst summand
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(tr2m+1;2n = tr2m;2n+1). Using Theorem 2.14, which holds by the same proof for even kand assuming tr2m+1;2n = tr2m;2n+1 we deduce

tr1;2(m�n)+2 k=2m+2= tr2m+1;2n = tr2m;2n+1 k=2m= tr0;2(m�n)�1 = tr1;2(m�n)�2;which contradicts Proposition 2.12 on page 22. �
We summarize the results on the irreducible modules in E(0).
Theorem 2.18. If the isotropy group Ga = SO(m1)�SO(m2) then E(0) decomposesinto irreducible modules of the isotropy representation in the following way:

E(0) = M
n22N tr0;n�

M
n22N�20;n � M

n22N�1�21;n �Mn22NV1;2n = Tr��(m1)� �(m2)� V1;2Z:
The eigenspace E(0) is in�nite dimensional.

2.4.3. The singular isotropy representations for one-dimensional eigen-spaces. One-dimensional eigenspaces do not �t into the context of the treatment in thepreceding subsections for some reasons: �rst the distinction between isotropy groupswith one or two factors does not make sense, second the choice of equivariant basesfor Em and E2k�m is not possible as we have done it. This point may be solved easily:Assume the spaces E2n are one-dimensional and k is even. Choose a unit vector X2mof E2m and de�ne X2k�2m = �g�X2m, where g 2 Gk = fgg, then the spaces diag� arede�ned and behave just as in the last subsections. For m1 = m2 = 1 proposition 2.12holds, the modules in a singular point ck(a) areV+ := diag+(trk;m; trk;2k�m)� diag+(Em; E2k�m) andV� := diag�(Em; E2k�m):Moreover Vn;m = Vk�n;k�m by the same proof.
Remark. There is no analogue for Theorem 2.17 in the case m1 = m2 = 1, moreprecisely its statement is the same as proposition 2.12, if one writes tr2n;2m+1 insteadof V2n;2m+1 and observes that the choice of signs in Theorem 2.17 is di�erent for oddnumbers, interchanging diag�.If m1 = 1 < m2 Theorem 2.17 holds by the same proof.
Finally we consider the case Ga = SO(n) with diagram b b11 n , when the associatedmodules are not always contained in E(0).
Proposition 2.19. Let Ga = SO(n), dim(E2m) = n and dim(E2m+1) = 1 and letE k0+m02 �  (Ek0 ; Em0) for at least one pair (k0;m0) with k0 �m0 = 2 mod 4. Thenk0 is even, and E k+m2 �  (Ek; Em) holds precisely for any pair (k;m) of even numberswith k �m = 2 mod 4. For k even and m odd  (Ek; Em) = E2m�k.Choose natural bases for Em(a), E2k�m(a) and Ek(a) as above, then modules of thesingular isotropy representation are the same as in Theorem 2.17 if k� k0 = 1 mod 2or k is odd and otherwiseV+ : = diag+(Em; E2k�m)� diag+(E k+m2 ; E 3k�m2 ) andV� : = diag�(S2k;m; S2k;2k�m)� diag�(Em; E2k�m)� diag�(E k+m2 ; E 3k�m2 ):
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Denote by V 0n;m the projection onto E(0) of Vn;m, then:V 0n;m = 0 for n�m = 1 mod 2V 0n;m = V 02k�n;2k�m for n�m = 0 mod 2V 0n;m ? V 0n+1;m+1 andV 04n+2;4m+2 = V 02n+1;2m+1:Proof. Assume �rst n > 3. The pair (k0;m0) consists of even numbers, sinceV2n+1;2m+1 is one-dimensional and E2m is n-dimensional. Therefore trk0;m0 = E k0+m02and Vk0; k0+m02 = Em0 for dimensional reasons, cf. Propositions 2.8 and 2.9. ModulesV2n+1;2m+1 are always subsets of E(0).Both modules diag+(trk0;m0 ; trk0;2k0�m0) and diag�(trk0;m0 ; trk0;2k0�m0) do not van-ish, therefore the given modules provide the only possibility.Let k and m be even numbers, such that jk �mj = jk0 �m0j. The equation (2.6)yields 0 = hVk;m; Vk+1;m+1i = hVk;m+1; Vk+1;mi+ hVk;k+1; Vm;m+1i :Since the �rst summand on the right hand side vanishes (cf. the end of the proof ofTheorem 2.17) hVk;k+1; Vm;m+1i = 0. If they both are contained in E(0) they have tocoincide, therefore Vk;k+1 = Ek+2 and by Proposition 2.7 on page 16 Vk;k+2 � Ek+1.Using again the equation (2.6)htr0;2; tr�2;4i = htr0;�2; tr2;4i+ htr0;4; tr2;�2i = hE1; E3i+ htr0;4; tr2;�2i 6= 0:proves tr�2;4 = E1. Inductively we derive tr4k;4m+2 = E2k+2m+1 for any k and m.The proof, which spaces V 0n;m coincide works as in the proof of Proposition 2.15 onpage 24.Finally we treat the cases n � 3. For n = 3, we remark that again trk0;m0 = E k0+m02by Proposition 2.8 and the modules V� are the same. This proves Vk0; k0+m02 = Em0 forn = 3, since the 3-dimensional modules �2(R3) vanish.Let n = 2, then the same arguments as in Proposition 2.12 on page 22 prove thattrk0;m0 = E k0+m02 , since diag+(�)-modules are not extendable to standard modules ofSO(3). The space E(0) contains the two-dimensional modules S24k;4l+2, therefore itis a priori not clear that V2n+2m+1;4m = E4n+2. But the representation of SO(2) oneigenspaces is �(1), while it is �(2) on S2-modules, which proves the assertion in thatcase, too.Let n = 1, then trk0;m0 = E k0+m02 holds, assume k0 to be even. Then V2n+1;4m+3 �E(0) since otherwise V2n;2m+1 is not orthogonal to E4m�2n+2 and to E4n�2m�1. Sincemodules of the singular isotropy representation are at most two dimensional and in-variant under rEk , this is not possible. Moreover by the by the same argument, itfollows that V2n;2m+1 = E4m�2n+2. �

2.5. Reduction to elementary isoparametric hypersurfacesLet Ga = SO(m1)� SO(m2). We de�ne two tangential distributions of TM , asso-ciated with the families of eigenspaces of even respectively odd index.D1 = fX 2 TaM j g�X = X for all g 2 G2gD2 = fX 2 TaM j g�X = X for all g 2 G1g
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Observe that neither D1 \D2 = f0g (one-dimensional modules belong to both distri-butions) nor D1 +D2 = TaM , since the modules of type V2n;2m+1 are missing.Theorem 2.20. The distributions D1 and D2 are autoparallel and therefore in-tegrable with totally geodesic leaves. In other words: A homogeneous isoparametricsubmanifold contains two totally geodesic submanifolds which are elementary isopara-metric. Moreover if G1 is the group acting e�ectively on E2n and if we assume addi-tionally that associated modules are subspaces of E(0):D1 =Mn2Z E2n + M

n;m2ZV2n;2mD2 =Mn2Z E2n+1 + M
n;m2ZV2n+1;2m+1

Proof. The autoparallelity follows easily since for all X and Y 2 D1 and g 2 G2:g�(rXY ) = rg�Xg�Y = rXYTherefore rXY 2 D1. For the alternative description of the distributions we observethat G2 acts trivially onLn2ZE2n +Ln;m2Z V2n;2m and on non of the other modules,except the trace modules in V2n+1;2m+1. But we have proven in Theorem 2.17 thatthose coincide with the trace factors of V2n;2m which �nishes the proof. �



CHAPTER 3
Canonical connections of isoparametric hypersurfaces

In this chapter we describe the canonical connections of certain homogeneous iso-parametric hypersurfaces. Together with Theorem 1.13 on page 8 this yields a rigidityresult for those hypersurfaces. We have already seen the close relation between canoni-cal connections and projection connections for s-representations in Section 1.3, similarconstructions work in the in�nite dimensional setting. We consider the case when theisotropy representation acts irreducibly as the standard representation of SO(n) onany eigenspace except E(0), more precisely the principal isotropy group is of the formSO(m1)� SO(m2) or SO(m), by Theorem 2.3 on page 11.For a �nite dimensional homogeneous isoparametric submanifold the following istrue, cf. [Les97] and [BCO03, Exercise 7.4.4] :
Proposition 3.1. Let G=K be a semi-simple symmetric space and let M = K � abe a principal orbit of its isotropy representation. Then the projection connectionr�XY = Pgi=1(rXYi)i, where g is the number of the curvature normals and (�)i de-notes projection onto the eigendistribution Ei, is the canonical connection if and onlyif the restricted root system of G=K is reduced.
Since the eigenspaces of the shape operator of M are of the form E� = p� � p2�and the isotropy representation respects this splitting (cf. page 9), having a reducedroot system is equivalent to the fact that the eigenspaces are irreducible modules ofthe isotropy representation. Since in in�nite dimensions E(0) is never irreducible, onehas to examine its behavior more closely.
Definition 3.2. Let G be a Hilbert Lie group acting polarly on a Hilbert space Vand let a be a regular point. Moreover let TaM = �i2ZVi where the Vi are irreduciblemodules of the isotropy representation and the Vi are subsets of an eigenspace of theshape operator. Moreover the Vi � E(0) are contained in associated modules of twoeigenspaces in the sense of de�nition 2.5 on page 15.The projection connection r� is de�ned byr�XY =Pi2Z(rXYi)i where (�)i denotesprojection onto Vi.
We denote by S� = r�r� the corresponding normal homogeneous structure, thenthe tensor S� is G-invariant, since we project onto modules of the isotropy represen-tation. Moreover since the eigenspaces are r�{parallel so is �. Therefore it would besu�cient to show that the holonomy representation of r� is contained in the isotropyrepresentation (i.e. G-invariant vector �elds are r�{parallel) because this yields thatany G{invariant tensor �eld (especially S�) is r�{parallel and thus r� would be thecanonical connection. In fact we will show that G-invariant vector �eld in any En arer�{parallel, but this is not true for G-invariant vector �elds in E(0). We give thedescription of the canonical connection rc after some preliminary propositions.First we give an alternative description of the associated modules.31
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Proposition 3.3. Let Ei and Ej be eigenspaces and Vij the associated module. LetX 2 �(Ei) and Y 2 �(Ej) be vector �elds, then rXY 2 Vij if and only if X and Y areG-invariant vector �elds.Proof. By the de�nition of Vij it is obvious that rEiEj � Ej � Vij. More-over frXY j X 2 �(Ei); Y 2 �(Ej) are G-invariant vector �eldsg is a module of theisotropy representation, therefore equals Vij. �Remark. For the rest of this chapter by rVW , where V and W are modules ofthe isotropy representation, we meanfrXY j X 2 �(V ); Y 2 �(W ) are G-invariant vector �eldsgBy Proposition 2.7 on page 16  (V;W ) = rVW for eigenspaces except for an constantfactor.We now have to check whether rViVj (for G-invariant vector �elds) is orthogonalto Vj, because this yields r�{parallelity. This is evident if Vi and Vj are eigenspaces,because either their associated module are contained in E(0) or it is an eigenspace notequal to Vi or Vj, cf. Proposition 2.7 on page 16.Remark. In the next paragraphs we will only consider the case of associated mod-ules lying in E(0), the other cases we will be solved in proposition 3.9 on page 36.Moreover we will not mention explicitly the case Ga = SO(n) with diagram b b1n n , butthe conclusions hold for this case as well, cf. also the remark after Theorem 2.17 onpage 26. Only modules of type tr0;n and �0;n do exist (n even or odd), the otherequations being of no relevance in that case. Therefore we consider an isoparametrichypersurface G � a with isotropy group SO(m1)� SO(m2).Definition 3.4. We choose bases �X01 ; : : : ; X0m1

	 for E0 and �X11 ; : : : ; X1m2
	 forE1 as on page 21 in (2.3), where the choice of sign does not matter. Then there arebases �X2n1 ; : : : ; X2nm2

	 for E2n and �X2n+11 ; : : : ; X2n+1m1
	 for E2n+1, de�ned as describedon page 21. We will call these bases natural. Moreover they give rise to a choice ofnatural bases on the irreducible modules on E(0), that is e.g.  (X0i 
 X2nj ) is thenatural bases for �20;2n.The next proposition solves the case of one eigenspace Ek and one module V inE(0). Remember that by Theorem 2.18 it is su�cient to consider only modules Veither associated with E0 or E1 for these span E(0).Proposition 3.5. Let k and n be even and Ek be an eigenspace of dimension m1and V a module in E(0). Then the associated module of Ek and V is orthogonal to Ekand to V . The following table contains the precise information:V = tr0;n = tr1;n+1 �20;n �21;n+1 V0;n+1rEkV = diag+(Ek+n; Ek�n) diag�(Ek+n; Ek�n) 0 diag�(Ek+n+1; Ek�n�1)rVEk = diag�(Ek+n; Ek�n) diag+(Ek+n; Ek�n) 0 diag+(Ek+n+1; Ek�n�1)More precisely rXkr (X0s 
Xns ) = jjvkjj (Xk+nr +Xk�nr ) and for s 6= t:

rXkr (X0s 
Xn(+1)t ) =
8><>:
jjvkjj (Xk+n(+1)t �Xk�n(�1)t ) if r = sjjvkjj (�Xk+n(+1)s +Xk�n(�1)s ) if r = t0 if s 6= r 6= tSimilar statements hold when k is odd.
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Proof. We start with the modules of typerEkV . Generally, ifrEkV is orthogonalto El for some l, then Vk;l is orthogonal to V . This is because the connection is metric:

0 = hrEkV;Eli = �hV;rEkEli
This proves immediately that rEkV is orthogonal to Ek since Vk;k = f0g. Moreoverby the same argument and the fact that E(0) is autoparallel, the associated module ofEk and V is orthogonal to E(0), in particular to V . Now we study the situation moreclosely:The module V0;n = rE0En is the associated module of Ek and Ek+n as well as ofEk and Ek�n. These are the only possibilities involving Ek and therefore

rEkV0;n � Ek+n � Ek�n:
The statements (1) and (2) follow since the modules diag�(trk;k+n; trk;k�n) anddiag+(�2k;k+n;�2k;k�n) vanish (cf. Proposition 2.12 on page 22 and especially Equation(2.4)).Now we consider the case V = �21;n+1, the associated module of V and Ek is zeroby the discussion above, since �1;n+1 ? Vk;l for any l.The precise statement on rXY follows, since the following diagram is commutative(up to a constant factor) if we choose natural bases

Rm1 
 �2(m1) � //

��

Rm1

��Ek 
 �2(0;n) r // diag�(Ek+n; Ek�n)
(3.1)

Thereby is � an equivariant map | the projection onto the irreducible module withinthe tensor representation Rm1 
 �2(m1), that is
��er 
 (es 
 et � et 
 es)� =

8><>:
et if r = s�es if r = t0 if s 6= r 6= t:

The behavior of r for natural bases is the same as for � up to a constant factor,which is jjvkjj. This is since �2(0;n) � diag�(Ek+n; Ek�n) is an irreducible modules ofthe singular isotropy representation at the midpoint of the curvature sphere Sk(a), theradius of which is 1jjvkjj . For the other cases similar arguments hold.Finally we consider the case V = rE0En+1, where the conclusion is proven as in the�rst case using the fact that diag+(Vk;k+n+1; Vk;k�n�1) vanishes, cf. Theorem 2.17 onpage 26.For modules of type rVEk, we use the fact that  (X 
 Y ) =  (Y 
 X), whichholds by the Codazzi-equation and therefore if X 2 Ex and Y 2 Ey
(�(y) � id�A�)rXY = (�(x) � id�A�)rYX
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Now let X 2 Ek and Y 2 tr0;n then rXY = Zk+n +Zk�n by the �rst part of the proof(Zk�n isotropy equivalent vectors in Ek�n). Hence�rYX = (A� � �(k))�1A�(Zk+n + Zk�n) == (A� � �(k))�1(�(k + n)Zk+n + �(k � n)Zk�n) =

= �(k + n)�(k + n)� �(k)Zk+n + �(k � n)�(k � n)� �(k)Zk�n =
= �d+ kn Zk+n + d+ kn Zk�n;which proves case (1). We have used the description of the eigenvalue given in Sec-tion 1.1 on page 3, namely �n = cd+n .The other cases are treated likewise. �Eventually we study the case of two modules in E(0), where the situation is slightlymore complicated.Proposition 3.6. Denote Tr =Ln2N tr(0;2n) � E(0), then for G-invariant vector�elds holds: rE(0)E(0) ? Tr and rTrE(0) = 0Proof. First note that the two statements are equivalent by the autoparallelity ofE(0).Let v 2 E(0)(a) and choose an h 2 G such that h�a = a+v, then Tr(h�a) = h�Tr(a)since Ga+v = hGah�1. For any vector in Tr(a) is of type rXnXm for appropriate vector�elds in some eigenspaces En and Em, which are isotropy equivalent. Then h�Xm andh�Xn are isotropy equivalent vector �eld as well lying in the orthogonal complementof E(0)(a) = E(0)(h � a), that is h�(rXnXm) is a subset of Tr(h � a) as well as of Tr(a).Therefore Tr(a+ v) = Tr(a) for any v. Hence Tr is a parallel distribution within E(0)and it remains to prove rTrTr = 0 for G-invariant vector �elds. This is since the aboveargument holds as well for the distributions trn;m. �Proposition 3.7. Let V and W be irreducible modules in E(0) associated toeigenspaces of same parity and let w.l.o.g. n;m be even numbers.(0) If V or W is a trace module, then rVW and rWV vanish.(1) If V = �20;n and W = �20;m, thenrVW = diag�(�20;m+n;�20;m�n) = diag+(�20;m+n;�20;n�m) if m1 6= 2while rVW and rWV vanish if m1 = 2.(2) If V = �21;n+1 and W = �21;m+1, thenrVW = diag�(�21;n+m�1;�21;m�n+1) = diag+(�21;n+m�1;�21;n�m�1):(3) If V = �20;n and W = �21;m+1, then rVW and rWV vanish.Let V = rE0En+1 be a module in E(0) associated to eigenspaces of di�erent parity.(4) If W = �20;m or �21;m+1, thenrVW = diag+(rE0Em+n+1 �rE0Em�n+1);rWV = diag�(rE0Em+n+1 �rE0Em�n+1):(5) If W = rE0Em+1 thenrVW = diag�(�20;m+n+2;�20;m�n)� diag�(�21;m+n+3;�21;m�n+1):Only in case (1) and (2) rVW does intersect V if m = 2n, W if n = 2m.Precise formulas for the covariant derivative of G-invariant vector �elds (naturalbases) may be exhibit explicitly as in Proposition 3.5 on page 32.
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Proof. All modules rVW are contained in E(0) since this is an autoparallel dis-tribution.The statement (0) is obvious by the last proposition, (3) by dimension reasons,except the case, when at least one of the multiplicities is 2. We will treat this caselater.The dimension of the modules rVW and rWV are determined by the decompo-sitions of tensor representations of SO(m) and SO(m1)� SO(m2) respectively , whichhold for not too small dimensions:�2 
 �2 = tr��2 � S2 � �4 � �(1;0;1;0:::) � �(0;2;0;:::)Rm1 
 Rm2 
 �2(m2) = (Rm1 
 Rm2)� (Rm1 
 �3(m2))� (Rm1 
 �(1;1;0;:::))(Rm1 
 Rm2)
 (Rm1 
 Rm2) = (tr��2(m1)� S2(m1))
 (tr��2(m2)� S2(m2))It is not di�cult to check that in the low-dimensional cases the modules �2 , Rm1
Rm2and �2(m1) � �2(m2), respectively, are contained in the decomposition of the tensor-representations as well. Remember that tr-modules do not arise by the last proposition.Let Vk be an arbitrary module in E(0) (associated to Ek). For the precise statementwe use the Gau� equation and the last proposition:Dr�20;nrE0Em; VkE = DrE0r�20;nEm; VkE+ Dr[E0;�20;n]Em; VkE =

= DrE0r�20;nEm; VkE+ DrrE0�20;nEm; VkE��rr�20;nE0Em; Vk
� =Prop.3:5= DrrE0�20;nEm; VkE � 
diag�(rE0Em+n;rE0Em�n); Vk� :Statement (1) is hence proven by the dimension argument above, (2) and (4) are provenin a similar manner. Non of these modules vanishes, which is proven by using the samecalculation for the natural bases together with proposition 3.5 on page 32, which givesthe precise description of the projection connection. Moreover this proves the statementalso for the case when at least one of the multiplicities is 2.To prove statement (5) we use statement (4) and the fact that the connection ismetric:
rVW; diag�(�20;m+n+2;�20;m�n)� = � 
W;rV diag�(�20;m+n+2;�20;m�n)� ==� 
W; diag� � diag�(V2n+m+3; Vm+1); diag�(Vm+1; Vm�2n�1)��This is only nonzero for diag�(�20;m+n+2;�20;m�n). Since the same holds for the modulediag�(�21;m+n+3;�21;m�n+1) and only for these two spaces, it is clear that rVW is con-tained in the direct sum. Since both of them are irreducible modules of the isotropyrepresentation on which di�erent subgroups of Ga act e�ectively, the only possibilityis the one stated. �Theorem 3.8. Let M be a homogeneous isoparametric submanifold of Hilbert spacewith isotropy group SO(m) or SO(m1)� SO(m2). Then the canonical connection is

rcXY = (r�XY � 12(r�YX)n if X 2 �k;k+2n; Y 2 �k;k+nr�XY otherwiseProof. As we have seen at the beginning of the chapter rcXY = r�XY for vectorsX and Y in modules VX and VY respectively, if  (VX ; VY ) is orthogonal to VY . Thepropositions 3.5 and 3.7 prove, that this is true except the case when X 2 �0;2n andY 2 �0;n ( X 2 �1;2n+1 and Y 2 �1;n+1 respectively).
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Let fe1; : : : ; eng be a basis of Rn and fvij = ei 
 ej � ej 
 ei j 1 � i < j � ng be abasis of �2(n), then it is easy to check that the map (vij; vik) 7! vjk is equivariant anddescribes the projection from �2(n)
 �2(n)! �2(n). Therefore we only have to dealwith r(rX0i X2nj )(rX0iXnk ).The idea is the same as in �nite dimensions, cf. equation (1.1) on page 9: wesubtract the interfering part (rXY )VY but to ensure that the result is a tensor in Ywe interchange the roles of X and Y , i.e. subtract �(rYX)VY , where � is a constantfactor, such that �(rYX)VY = (rXY )VY . The factor � is easily calculated by Codazzi-equation, when either one of the vectors is orthogonal to E(0). In our case we do notexchange the vectors themselves but only X2nj and Xnk , again using Gau�-equation:Dr(rX0i X2nj )(rX0iXnk );�0;nE =

= DrX0i (r(rX0i X2nj )Xnk );�0;nE+ Dr[rX0i X2nj ;X0i ]Xnk ;�0;nE = (1) + (2)
The map (ei; vij) 7! ej is the projection of Rn 
 �2(n)! Rn (bases chosen as above).Therefore the term (1) vanishes. For the vector [rX0iX2nj ; X0i ] only the projection ontoE2n plays a role, and using Lemma 5.1. of [HL99] shows:

[rX0iX2nj ; X0i ] := �d+ 2n2n rX0irX0iX2nj = �d+ 2n2n � �0X2nj
where �i = jjvijj only depends on Ei, cf. proof of Proposition 3.5 on page 32. Therefore
(2) = �d+ 2n2n � �0 DrX2nj Xnk ;�0;nE 5:1=[HL99] �d+ 2n2n � �0 � d+ nd+ 2n 
rXnkX2nj ;�0;n� =

= �d+ n2n � �0 
rXnkX2nj ;�0;n� = �d+ n2n � �0 � ��10 DrrX0i rX0i XnkX2nj ;�0;nE =5:1=[HL99] �d+ n2n � �nd+ n Dr[rX0i Xnk ;X0i ]X2nj ;�0;nE = 12 Dr[rX0i Xnk ;X0i ]X2nj ;�0;nE
Finally the Gau�-equation yields

r(rX0i X2nj )(rX0iXnk ) = 12r(rX0i Xnk )(rX0iX2nj )
�

Eventually we treat the exceptional cases described in propositions 2.15 on page 24and 2.19 on page 28.Proposition 3.9. Let M be a homogeneous isoparametric submanifold of Hilbertspace with isotropy group SO(2) and a�ne Dynkin diagram b b12 2 or SO(m) with
b b11 m, where associated modules V4n;4m+2 � E2n+2m+1. Then the canonical connectionis

rcXY =
8<: r�XY � 12(r�YX)n if X 2 �k;k+2n; Y 2 �k;k+n for b b12 2if X 2 S2k;k+2n; Y 2 S2k;k+n for b b1m 1r�XY otherwiseProof. If the principal isotropy group is SO(2) and the modules are as in Propo-sition 2.15, the statements of the Propositions 3.5 and 3.7 hold by essentially the sameproof: the trace modules do behave di�erently (e.g. tr4m+2;4n+2 = tr2m+1;2n+1), which
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changes the statement of Proposition 3.5 slightly, but this does not matter for Propo-sition 3.7, where trace modules are of no importance. The precise description of r�XYmay be exhibited by diagrams similar to (3.1).The same holds also for the exceptional hypersurfaces with diagram b b11 m , whosemodules are described in Proposition 2.19: The �-modules have to be replaced byS2(m)-modules, whose behavior is similar, sinceS2(m)
 S2(m) = tr��2(m)� S2(m)� S4 � �(2;1;0;0:::) � �(0;2;0;:::)Rm 
 S2(m) = Rm � S3(m)� �(1;1;0;:::)

�Uniqueness of the canonical connection yields a rigidity result for in�nite dimen-sional homogeneous isoparametric hypersurfaces, which is all about the same as theresult of Exercise 7.4.5. in [BCO03], where the assumption on the isotropy represen-tation is formulated in terms of the restricted root systems.Theorem 3.10. LetM = G�a be a complete, connected, homogeneous isoparametricsubmanifold of a Hilbert space. Assume that the isotropy representation acts as standardrepresentations of SO(m) on each eigenspace of the shape operator except E(0). ThenM is uniquely determined by the second fundamental form and its covariant derivativein the point a.Remark. Instead of the condition on the isotropy representation, we may assumelikewise that the singular slice representation are standard representations of SO(m+1).Proof. The second fundamental form determines the curvature normals, spheresand the eigenspaces of the shape operator. Moreover we have seen in section 2.1 onpage 10, that the isotropy group is either SO(m) or SO(m1)�SO(m2), if it acts as stan-dard representation. The covariant derivative of � determines the irreducible modulesof the isotropy representation as described in the last chapter, especially distinguisheshypersurfaces with a�ne Dynkin diagram b b1m m with isotropy group SO(m) from thosewith isotropy group SO(m)� SO(m), as well as from those cases where the associatedmodules (rEnA:)�Em are not always contained in E(0). To choose natural bases forthe irreducible modules (within associated modules) of the isotropy representation, weonly have to choose an Lie isomorphism between Ga and SO(m1) � SO(m2), then aswe have seen in proposition 3.5 on page 32 especially in equation (3.5), the projec-tion connection of G-invariant vector �elds are uniquely determined by the projectionsonto irreducible modules of certain tensor representations. So far we have proven thatthe projection connection is uniquely determined by the given geometric data. ButTheorem 3.8 on page 35 gives the canonical connection, i.e. the normal homogeneousstructure in terms of the projection connection, which is therefore uniquely determinedas well. Theorem 1.13 on page 8 �nishes the proof. �



CHAPTER 4
Slice Representations and Dynkin Diagrams of

P (G;H)-Actions
In this chapter we will determine the a�ne marked Dynkin diagrams and singularslice representations of the known homogeneous isoparametric submanifolds in Hilbertspace, i.e. the principal orbits of the P (G;H){actions described by Terng in [Ter95].We give a brief description of these actions and refer for further details to [Ter95].Let G be a compact, connected, semi-simple Lie group, equipped with a biinvariantmetric and H � G�G a closed connected subgroup acting hyperpolarly on G by(h; k) � g = hgk�1:For simple G such actions where classi�ed by Kollross in [Kol02].The most important class of a hyperpolar action is the following: If the subgroupis of type H = K1 � K2, where both K1 and K2 are symmetric subgroups of G theaction is called a Hermann action ([Her60]). We refer to such actions by terms likeA I{II, where the letter stands for the group G and the roman numbers for the twoinvolved symmetric subgroup, cf. [Hel01] for the list of compact symmetric spaces andTable A.1 on page 77 and A.3 on page 79 for a list of the Hermann examples.A �{action is given by a subgroup G(�) = f(g; �(g)) j g 2 Gg where � is an outerautomorphism of G or � = id. These actions also may be seen as Hermann actions onG � G with K1 = G(�) and K2 = �(G) = G(id), since G(�) is the �xed point set ofthe map (x; y) 7! (��1x; �y) and therefore a symmetric subgroup of G�G.If the cohomogeneity is greater than one, then the only examples are Hermannactions or �{actions, whereas in the cohomogeneity one case one has a short list ofexceptions and examples arising from isotropy representations of symmetric spaces ofrank 2, cf. [Kol02, Theorem A].Remark. There exist hyperpolar actions of cohomogeneity one on non-simplegroups, though they are not classi�ed. Let for exampleG = Spin(8)� Spin(8)� Spin(8);K1 = Spin(7)� Spin(7)� Spin(7) andK2 = �(g; �(g); �2(g)) j g 2 Spin(8)	 ;where � is the diagram automorphism of order 3 of Spin(8). Then G=K1 = S7�S7�S7and Spin(8) acts transitively on S7 with principal isotropy group Spin(7). The groupSpin(7) acts transitively on S7 with principal isotropy group G2 and G2 acts withcohomogeneity one on S7; hence the action of K2 on G=K1 is a cohomogeneity oneaction.This kind of actions may be lifted to Hilbert space in the following way. LetĜ = H1([0; 1]; G) and V = H0([0; 1]; g), where g denotes the Lie algebra of G. Thenthe action of the group P (G;H) = ng 2 Ĝ j (g(0); g(1)) 2 Ho38
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on V by gauge transformations (g:v = gvg�1 � g0g�1) is proper Fredholm with thesame cohomogeneity as the H{action on G. The P (G;H)-action is polar if and only ifH acts hyperpolarly on G, cf. [Ter95] Theorem 1.2. and preceding remarks.Remark. Some of these examples are reducible in the sense of Proposition 1.8 onpage 5, i.e. there is a subspace of E(0) which splits o�.To determine singular slice representations for Hermann actions we use frequentlythe following proposition.Proposition 4.1. Let � and � be involutions such that K1 = G� and K2 = G� arethe �xed point groups. Then (G��� ; K1 \K2) is a symmetric pair and the associated s-representation is equivalent to the slice representation at 0 of the P (G;K1�K2){action.The cohomogeneity is equal the rank of (G���=(K1 \K2).Proof. This is a simple consequence of Proposition 3.1 in [Kol02] and Theorem1.8 in [Ter95]. �As we have already remarked on page 14 (cf. also [HO92, Theorem 2]) for a �nitedimensional polar representation, slice representations and normal holonomy represen-tations are equivalent. Although this does not hold in general in in�nite dimensions,it is true at least for actions of Hermann type.Proposition 4.2. Let K1 and K2 be symmetric subgroups of G and consider theaction of P (G;K1 �K2) on the Hilbert space. Then the (e�ectively made) slice repre-sentation at some point a is equivalent to the normal holonomy representation.Proof. It is su�cient to consider the singular point 0, both slice representation andnormal holonomy representation being trivial in regular points. Let M = P (G;H) � 0.The isotropy group is then G0 = K1 \K2, the normal space is �0M = p1 \ p2 where
g = ki� pi are Cartan decompositions. Therefore the slice representation is an s-repre-sentation (~g = k1 \ k2� p1 \ p2 is a Cartan decomposition with respect to �1 � �2, whenKi is the �xed group under �i), cf. also [Kol05, Lemma 11.1]. The normal holonomyrepresentation (cf. [BCO03, section 4.2.]). By the Homogeneous Slice Theorem thesetwo representations are orbit-equivalent, therefore equivalent or transitive on an odddimensional sphere.In the latter case, let a � �0M be a maximal abelian subalgebra and a 2 a bea regular point, that is �aP (G;H)(a) = a. Both s-representations give rise to rootspace decompositions of �0M = p1 \ p2 with respect to a maximal abelian subalgebra
a � �0M . Since the eigenspaces of ad(a)2 do not depend on the representation, theyare equivalent. �Definition 4.3. Consider a polar representation of cohomogeneity k on a Hilbertspace. Then we call a slice representation at a point p most singular, if it is of the samecohomogeneity k. The point p is called a most singular point.

4.1. Possible marked a�ne Dynkin diagramsBefore dwelling on the calculations of the Dynkin diagrams of the known examples,we give a list of all marked a�ne Dynkin diagrams which may arise. The results of thissection are similar to Theorem 8.7.6. in [PT88], but restricted to homogeneous sub-manifolds. By [HL99, Theorem A] this determines any marked a�ne Dynkin diagramof isoparametric submanifolds, for the inhomogeneous ones are of codimension one.
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The main a priori restriction is the following: If we consider a subdiagram of thegiven marked a�ne Dynkin diagram, i.e. if we omit one or more vertices from the a�neDynkin diagram together with the lines originating from them, this determines by theSlice Theorem [PT88, Theorem 6.5.9.] an �nite dimensional isoparametric submanifoldof lower rank, more precisely the principal orbit of a singular slice representation.Therefore any subdiagram has to be the Dynkin diagram of some s-representation. In[HPT88] one �nds a complete list of the Dynkin diagrams of s-representations, wehave summarized the results in Table A.5 in the Appendix.This argument was used by Terng as well, but we exclude some diagrams of type~C2 by means of the isotropy representation. The result are summarized in Table 4.1 onthe next page. Multiplicities given there for higher rank are always possible for lowerrank as well.
4.1.1. Diagrams with uniform multiplicity. Vertices in a Dynkin diagramjoined by a single or triple line have the same multiplicity. Therefore isoparametricsubmanifolds with diagram ~Ak (k > 1), ~Dk, ~Ek (k = 6; 7; 8) and ~G2 have uniformmultiplicity. By omitting a certain vertex we obtain a singular slice representation withdiagram Ak, Dk, Ek or G2, respectively. Therefore the restrictions on the multiplicityare just the same as in �nite dimensions, i.e. the multiplicity is 1 or 2, except for ~Akwhere it also might be 4 for any k and 8 for ~A2. Similarly ~Bk-, ~Ck- and ~F2-diagramswith uniform multiplicity permit only multiplicity 1 or 2.
4.1.2. Diagrams with at most two di�erent multiplicities | ~F4, ~Bk and~A1. We start with ~F4 and assumem1 6= m2, the diagram contains a subdiagram of typeF4 one of whose multiplicities is 1, the other 2, 4 or 8. This yields six di�erent diagramsof type ~F4 , which are all valid except b b b b b8 8 8 1 1 which contains a subdiagramb b b b8 8 8 1 of type B4 that is not the Dynkin diagram of an s-representation.A diagram of type ~Bk contains one subdiagram of type Bk and one of type Dk, thisyields that the only possibilities are (m; 1) and (2m + 1; 2), except k = 3, because ofD3 = A3 also multiplicity 4 is allowed. Hence the diagrams

b bbb""b
b 44 14 , b bbb""b

b 44 54 and b bbb""b
b 44 4m+34

may also occur.For a homogeneous isoparametric hypersurface (i.e. diagram ~A1) in Hilbert spacethere are no restrictions on the multiplicities.
4.1.3. Diagrams with three di�erent multiplicities | ~Ck. First assumek > 3, then a diagram of type ~Ck contains two subdiagrams of type Bk. Hence for thevertices in the middle, the only possible multiplicities are 1, 2 and 4. If it is 1 there areno restrictions on the multiplicities at the boundary vertices, if it is 2 they are either2 or odd, if it is 4 they are 1,5, or 4m+ 3. All combinations of these are possible.For k = 3 there is an additional diagram, namely b b b b1 8 8 1 , arising from thes-representation of E VI.Now let k = 2, of course all examples for general k occur here as well. Hence werestrict ourselves to the case, when the middle vertex has a multiplicity which is not 1,2 or 4. All general diagrams with only two multiplicities arise here with interchangedmultiplicities, i.e. b b b1 m 1 , b b b2 2m+1 2 , b b b4 4m+3 4 for any m 2 N and b b b4 5 4 . Of thesame type but possible only for k = 2 is b b b6 9 6 and b b b9 6 9 .
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Dynkin Diagram rank k m1 m m2

~Ak b b b b b bm m m m m m: : :b���� PPPP
m > 2 1,2 or 4

b bm m
b

�� @@
m 2 8

b b1m1 m2 1 arb. arb.
~Bk b b b b b b

b
m m m

m
m m m1: : : > 3 1 arb.

2 2 or 2m+ 1
b bbb""b

b mm m2
m 3 4 1,5 or 4m+ 3
b b bm1 m m2 2 cf. ~C2

~Ck

b b b b b bm1 m m m m m2: : : > 3 arb. 1 arb.2 or 2m+ 1 2 2 or 2m+ 11,5 or 4m+ 3 4 1, 5 or 4m+ 3b b b bm1 m m m2 3 1 8 1
b b bm1 m m2 2

1 arb. 12 2m+ 1 24 4m+ 3 46 9 2 or 69 6 1 or 92 or 4 5 1 or 41 3 4
~Dk b b b b b b

b b
m m m m m m

m m: : : > 4 1 or 2
~E6 b b b b b

b
b

m m m m mmm 6 1 or 2
~E7 b b b b b b b

b
m m m m m m m

m 7 1 or 2
~E8 b b b b b b b b

b
m m m m m m m m

m 8 1 or 2
~F4 b b b b bm1 m1 m1 m2 m2 4 1 1,2,4 or 82 1 or 24 1~G2 b b bm m m 2 1 or 2Table 4.1. Possible marked Dynkin diagrams for homogeneous isopara-metric submanifolds of Hilbert space
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Proposition 4.4. Let M = G � a be an in�nite dimensional homogeneous iso-parametric submanifold with marked Dynkin diagram b b bm1 m m2. The vertex marked mbelongs to two irreducible subdiagrams b bm1 m and b bm2 m, that is, two di�erent s-repre-sentation. The m-dimensional eigenspaces of these s-representations are of the form

pi� � pi2� for i = 1; 2, cf. page 9. Then dim(p12�) = dim(p22�).Proof. We �x an m-dimensional eigenspace, say Ek, of the in�nite dimensionalmanifold, together with its curvature normal vk. The isotropy group Ga is the principalisotropy group of any singular slice representation (Proposition 2.1 on page 10 holdsfor any singular point), hence the dimensions of the irreducible modules within Ek ofthe isotropy representation are determined by the root system of any singular slicerepresentation.Therefore to prove that the reducibility for both types of slice representations isthe same, we have to �nd two singular points qi with Ek � �qi(G � qi), such that thee�ectivized slice representation at qi is the s-representation with diagram b bmi m. Thisis possible since any two eigendistributions associated with non proportional curvaturenormals may be focalized simultaneously without focalizing any other eigendistribution.Applying this to Ek and an mi-dimensional eigenspace leads to the point qi as the focalpoint of a. �The proposition excludes such possibilities as b b b1 2m+1 2 or b b b2 4m+3 4 , but we remarkthat the list in [EH99] of polar representations, that are not s-representations gives riseto two additional examples b b b2 5 1 and b b b4 5 1 , since among those examples is onewith diagram b b1 5 where the 5-dimensional eigenspace is reducible, cf. Table 5.4 onpage 73.The possible Dynkin diagrams are stated in table 4.1 on the preceding page.
4.2. Actions of type K1 = K2We determine the a�ne marked Dynkin diagrams in the case of a subgroup oftype K � K, where K is a symmetric subgroup of G. These actions were studied�rst by Pinkall and Thorbergsson in [PT90]. To determine the singular slice repre-sentations of this class of P (G;H)-actions is fairly easy since an explicit descriptionof the eigenspaces is computable without much e�ort. Together with Proposition 4.1,which yields that one most singular slice representation is the isotropy representationof G=K or the adjoint representation of G� = fg 2 G j g = �(g)g for the �{actions,this determines the marked Dynkin diagram.The eigenspaces of �{actions where described by Terng in [Ter89] for � = id andin [Ter95] for general �. Here we give the eigenspaces explicitly for the other K1 = K2cases, i.e. with simple G.4.2.1. Actions on a simple Lie group G. Let K be a symmetric subgroup ofa compact Lie group G and g = k � p the Cartan decomposition. Morover let a amaximal abelian subalgebra of p which is a section of the P (G;K � K)-action. Wedenote by � � a� the restricted root system with respect to a, which may be non-reduced. Moreover let

k� = �X 2 k j ad(a)2X = �(a)2X for all a 2 a	
p� = �X 2 p j ad(a)2X = �(a)2X for all a 2 a	 ;where k� = k�� and p� = p��. We choose a regular a0 2 a and de�ne �0 =f� 2 � j �(a0) = 0g and �+ = f� 2 � j �(a0) > 0g. Then the eigenspaces of K � a0
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(that is for a principal orbit of the s-representation of G=K) are given by E� = p��p2�for any � 2 �+, where p2� = 0 if 2� 62 �+. See for example [BCO03, Examples 3.2and 3.4].To describe the eigenspaces of the P (G;K�K){action we choose basesX�1 ; : : : ; X�m�of k� and Y �1 ; : : : ; Ym� of p� such that[a;X�i ] = ��(a)Y �i[a; Y �i ] = �(a)X�i :By m� we denote the dimension of p�. It is then easy to verify that the curvaturenormals are given by (cf. [PT90])

v�;n(a) = � ��(a) + n for a 2 a; n 2 N; � 2 �+:
Note that v�;n = v2�;2n for non reduced roots. Let~E�;n = span�# 7! cosn#Y �i � sinn#X�i j i = 1; : : : ;m�	 ;then the eigenspaces are given by E�;2n = ~E�;n � ~E2�;2n and E�;2n+1 = ~E2�;2n+1 if � isnot reduced and E�;n = ~E�;n if � is reduced.The eigenspace associated with the eigenvalue 0 is given byE(0) = span f# 7! cosn#Ki; # 7! sinn#Hi j n 2 N0g ;where fKig is a basis of k0 and fHig is a basis of p0 and therefore E(0) is always in�nitedimensional.The Dynkin diagrams of the s-representation may be found in Table A.5 on page 81,the a�ne Dynkin diagram of the associated P (G;K �K){action has to contain thatdiagram as a subdiagram. Remember that the cohomogeneity of both actions is equal.It is therefore true that isoparametric submanifolds arising from an s-representationwith Dynkin diagram Ak; Ek; F4 or G2 have a diagram of type ~Ak; ~Ek; ~F4 or ~G2 respec-tively. The multiplicities stay the same, except ~F4 with two di�erent multiplicities,where it is a priori not clear which multiplicity belongs to the additional vertex. Wewill solve this case later. All results (a�ne Dynkin diagrams and slice representations)may be found in the Tables A.1 to A.4 in the Appendix.By the description of the eigenspaces of the P (G;H){action we know that no newfamilies arise, which excludes the possibility of the �nite dimensional action havinga Dk-diagram and the corresponding in�nite dimensional isoparametric submanifoldhaving a diagram of type ~Bk � Dk, therefore it has a ~Dk-diagram with the samemultiplicity. Note that this is not true for the �{actions.What remains are the cases of ~F4-diagrams with two multiplicities and of Bk-diagrams, where we have to determine whether the P (G;H){action has ~Bk- or ~Ck-diagram and in the latter case what the multiplicity of the new vertex is.We start with ~F4 which only contains three examples (corresponding multiplicitiesin brackets): the s-representations of E II(1,2), E VI(1,4) and E IX(1,8). First observethat a Dynkin diagram b b b b8 8 8 1 does not exists and therefore E IX has to havediagram b b b b b1 1 1 8 8 .Since (E8;E7) and (E7; SO0(12)) are both symmetric pairs, the reduced root sys-tem of E VI is contained in that of E IX and the a�ne Dynkin diagram of E VI isb b b b b1 1 1 4 4 . The same argument shows that b b b b b1 1 1 2 2 is the diagram of E II.Next we consider the Bk cases, which are the Grassmannians A III{III, BD I{Iand C II{II (which will be solved in the subsection 4.4.1 on page 47), D III(1,4) or
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(5,4), E III(9,6) with k = 2 and E VII(8,1) with k = 3. For E VII and D III we seeimmediately that only a ~Ck-diagram is possible since neither A3 with multiplicity 8 norDk with multiplicity 4 are valid Dynkin diagrams for s-representations. Since no newmultiplicity occurs for the new vertex, the a�ne diagrams are b b b b1 8 8 1 for E VIIand b b b b b b1 4 4 4 4 1: : : for D III (k even). If k is odd, the multiplicity 5 belongs toa non reduced root � with dim(p�) = 4 and dim(p2�) = 1. The description of theeigenspaces yields that within the family En;� of the P (G;H){action the multiplicities5 and 1 alternate and therefore the a�ne Dynkin diagram is b b b b b b5 4 4 4 4 1: : : forD III with odd k. For the same reason b b b9 6 1 is the a�ne Dynkin diagram of E III.

4.2.2. �{actions. Denote by G� the �xed point group fg 2 G j g = �(g)g. Thecases where the adjoint representation of G� has diagram Ak; Ek; G2 are solved bythe same arguments as in the last section, also F4 since these diagrams have uniformmultiplicity 2.The P (G;�(G))-action for G = SO(2n) has a�ne diagram ~Dk, which may be easilyseen by the description of the eigenspaces given in [Ter89] | there are no families offocal hyperplanes with a 45� angle between them.We consider the P (G;�(G))-actions of SO(2n + 1) and Sp(n) both having �niteDynkin diagram of type Bk. Let ln;�(a) be the focal hyperplanes, then the distance d�between adjacent focal hyperplanes ln;� and ln+1;� is 1jj�jj . The new vertex arising inthe a�ne diagram represents a family of focal hyperplanes with the smallest distanced, that is, in this case the familiy associated with the longest root. Therefore the a�neDynkin diagrams of the P (G;�(G))-actions of SO(2n+ 1) and Sp(n) are ~Bn and ~Cn.We remark that the �nite dimensional actions are not distinguishable by their Dynkindiagram, while this is possible for their in�nite dimensional lifts.
Remark. We have proven now that the lifts of the adjoint action of G to aP (G;�(G))-action has an a�ne Dynkin diagram of the same type as the Dynkindiagram of the Lie algebra g.
By explicit calculations it is possible to �nd a second most singular slice repre-sentation for the �{actions of SU(n) and SO(2n). We conjugate the group �(G) byan appropriate involution J , then the adjoint representation of G \ J�(G)J is a slicerepresentation of the P (G;G(�))-action at some point.First consider the �{action on SO(2n) with G� = SO(2n � 1). The outer involu-tion � is given by conjugation with the matrix � = ( E 00 �1 ). Let Jp = � �E2p 00 E2n�2p �for p = 0; : : : ; n� 1, then the involution J�J has �xed point group Gp = SO(2p+1)�SO(2n�2p�1) and the Dynkin diagram of the adjoint action of Gp has two connectedcomponents | both having Bk-diagrams. Therefore the a�ne Dynkin diagram of thataction is of type ~Cn�1 with uniform multiplicity 2.The outer involution of the �{action on SU(n) is the complex conjugation andG� = SO(n). For J we de�ne � 0 En�En 0 � on SU(2n) and � 0 En+1�En 0 � on SU(2n + 1),then the new �xed point group is Sp(n) or Sp(n) � U(1) respectively. Both adjointactions have diagram Bn and therefore the a�ne Dynkin diagrams are ~Bn for SU(2n)and ~Cn for SU(2n + 1) with uniform multiplicity 2. The diagrams for the �-actionsare listed in Table 4.2 on the next page.
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G SO(2n) SU(2n) SU(2n+ 1) E6 Spin(8)G� SO(2n� 1) SO(2n) SO(2n+ 1) F4 G2Dynkin diagram ~Cn�1 ~Bn ~Cn ~F4 ~G2Table 4.2. Dynkin diagrams of �-actions

4.3. Geometry of K1 6= K2-ActionsThe explicit description of the eigenspaces for these actions is not necessary todetermine most of the slice representations, as we will see in the next sections. Nev-ertheless we will give this description at least for actions with commuting involutionsand remark that the only cases where the involutions do not commute are A II{III andD I{III with k odd, D III{III' with n odd and D4 I{I' with k; l even (k; l; n refer to thedimensions as listed in Table A.1 on page 77), cf. [Con69].Let G be a simple Lie group and � and � commuting involutions with �xed pointsets K1 and K2 and Cartan decomposition
g = k1 � p1 = k2 � p2 = (k1 \ k2 � p1 \ p2)� (k1 \ p2 � p1 \ k2) =: g1 � g2:Here we used the fact, that the involutions commute. If they do not commute thereare additional summands. Let a be a maximal abelian subalgebra of p1 \ p2, which isa section of the P (G;K1 �K2) action.The subspace g1 is a Lie algebra, let �1 be its restricted root system with respectto a, k� and p� its root spaces just as in the case K1 = K2, cf. Section 4.2.1 on page 42.This yields eigenspaces E�;n in the same way.The subspace g2 is invariant under a in the sense that [g2; a] � g2. Let �2 be therestricted root system of g2 with respect to a and let m� � k1 \ p2 and n� � p1 \ k2the corresponding root spaces. We remark that �2 � �1 [ 2 � �1, this is because inany case e is a most singular point with slice representation G1=K1 \K2, where G1 isa Lie group with Lie algebra g1. To determine the eigenspaces one has to assure thatthe boundary values are contained in k1 and k2, respectively . Therefore we restrict theparameter # to [0; �2 ].Let X�1 ; : : : ; X�m� be a basis of k�Y �1 ; : : : ; Y �m� be a basis of p�U�1 ; : : : ; U�m� be a basis of m�V �1 ; : : : ; V �m� be a basis of n�then cos(2n)#Y �sin(2n)#X and cos(2n+1)#V �sin(2n+1)#U are tangential vectors.There are four possible types of eigenspaces:E�;4n = span�cos(2n)#Y �i � sin(2n)#X�i ; cos(4n)#Y 2�i � sin(4n)#X2�i 	E�;4n+1 = span�cos(4n+1)#V 2�i � sin(4n+1)#U2�i 	E�;4n+2 = span�cos(2n+1)#V �i � sin(2n+1)#U�i ; cos(4n+2)#Y 2�i � sin(4n+2)#X2�i 	E�;4n+3 = span�cos(4n+3)#V 2�i � sin(4n+3)#U2�i 	The dimension of the eigenspaces are alternatingm1� +m12� m22� m2� +m12� m22�;
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where the upper index denotes the root system. Except m1� any of these numbers maybe zero, if m2� = 0 for any � we have the special case K1 = K2.Since within a family of proportional curvature normals there are at most twodi�erent (alternating) multiplicities, if m22� 6= 0 then m1� = m2�.The eigenspace of the eigenvalue 0 is given byE(0) = span fcos 2n#Ki; sin 2n#Hi; cos(2n+ 1)#Mi; sin(2n+ 1)#Ni j n 2 N0g ;where fKig is a basis of k0 and fHig of p0, fMig of m0 and fNig of n0 and thereforeE(0) is always in�nite dimensional.Next we answer the following question: If we have a given marked Dynkin diagramarising from a Hermann action with commuting involutions (including the K1 = K2-actions), how many possibilities for m1�;m12�;m2�;m22� are there?For a vertex associated with a family of eigenspaces of the same dimension, espe-cially for a vertex which is joined by only single lines to all neighboring vertices, thereare two possibilities. The root � is always reduced and either m2� = 0 or m2� = m1�.A pair of examples for this type are the P (G;�(G))-action for SU(n) (m2� = 0 sinceit is of type K1 = K2) and the action of type A I{II, which has the same diagram (cf.Section 4.4).Now consider a vertex associated with a family of eigenspaces with alternatingdimensions, i.e. a boundary vertex joined by a doule line to its neighboring vertex of a~Ck-diagram or a vertex of a diagram ~A1.� b b1m ~m : Since the roots are restricted, the only possibility for the multiplicitiesare m1� = m and m2� = ~m. If m = ~m then also m2� = 0 is possible, this isprecisely the di�erence between principal isotropy group SO(m) and SO(m)�SO(m).� b b12m+1 1 or b b14m+3 3 or b b115 7 : Either � 62 �2, i.e. m1� = 2m andm12� = 1 (analogousfor the other dimensions) or m1� = m2� and m12� = m22�.� b b12m+1 2 ~m+1 or b b14m+3 4 ~m+3 : Herem1� = 2m,m2� = 2 ~m andm12� = m22� = 1 (analogousfor the other dimensions). Among the P (G;H)-action the latter case does notarise.� b b12m+1 ~m or b b14m+3 ~m or b b115 ~m : Here m1� = m2� = 2m, m12� = 1 and m22� = ~m(analogous for the other dimensions).Remark. The case of a family of eigenspaces with alternating dimensions andboth types are reducible with di�erent dimensions of the smaller space (e.g. b b14m+3 5 ,this is the only example of such a hypersurface which belongs to a whole family ofisoparametric submanifolds of growing codimension) is only possible if the involutionsdo not commute, or the action is not of Hermann type.In the next sections we continue the calculation of the singular slice representationsand a�ne marked Dnykin diagrams, starting with the P (G;H)-actions arising fromHermann actions. In Section 4.6 on page 57 we study the exceptional actions of coho-mogeneity one.

4.4. Actions on the Classical Lie GroupsIn this section we start to determine the slice representations of Hermann actionsof type K1 6= K2. Note that one most singular slice representation of any such actionis listed in [Kol05, Table 5].As for the �{actions it is here possible to calculate most singular slice representationexplicitly. Sometimes the following proposition is useful, cf. [Kol02, Proposition 3.3]:
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Proposition 4.5. Let G be a compact Lie group, � and � di�erent, commuting in-volutions of G. Then we have the following diagram, where all arrows denote inclusionsof symmetric subgroup:

G
G�

::uuuuuuuuuu G���
OO

G�
ddIIIIIIIIII

G� \G�
::uuuuuuuuu

OOddIIIIIIIII

From such a diagram one can read o� by Proposition 4.1 a slice representation of allthree Hermann actions arising, e.g.: the s-representation of G���=G� \G� is a slicerepresentation of the P (G;H)-action with H = G� �G� .We will use this proposition by considering a known slice representation, say thes-representation of K 0=H 0, of a Hermann action (G;K1 � K2), draw the associateddiagram and read o� the slice representations for (G;K1�K 0) or (G;K 0�K2). Therebyone has to assure, that K 0 is a symmetric subgroup of G, i.e. we have to choose anappropriate (most singular) slice representation. In many cases this will be a reduciblebut most singular slice representation of a K1 = K2{type action which then yields theslice representation of a K1 6= K2{action.4.4.1. Slice Representations of the actions A III{III, BD I{I, C II{II.We focus on the real case BD I{I, the complex and quaterionic case may be treatedin an analogous way. Therefore consider an P (G;H)-action with G = SO(n) andH = �SO(k) � SO(n)� � �SO(l) � SO(n � l)� where we assume k � l � n2 . Let(A;B) 2 SO(k)� SO(n� k) be embedded in SO(n) in the usual way (A;B) 7! ( A 00 B ).For the �rst slice representation we embed SO(l) � SO(n � l) in the same manner,while for the second one we use (A;B) 7! ( B 00 A ). In both cases the point e turns outto be most singular, and the (irreducible) slice representation at this point is easilycalculated to be:Action �rst slice represention second slice representionA III{III SU(n+ k � l)=S(U(k)� U(n� l)) SU(k + l)=S(U(k)� U(l))BD I{I SO(n+ k � l)=SO(k)� SO(n� l) SO(k + l)=SO(k)� SO(l)C II{II Sp(n+ k � l)=Sp(k)� Sp(n� l) Sp(k + l)=Sp(k)� Sp(l)Therefore the a�ne Dynkin diagram (for BD I{I) is b b b b b bn�k�l 1 1 1 1 k�l: : : , wheremultiplicity 0 at one or both ends of the diagram denotes b bbb""b
b 1 111 : : : . We will usethis convention throughout the rest of the chapter.

4.4.2. Slice Representations of Hermann actions on Grassmannians. Inthis section we deal with the remaining hyperpolar actions on real, complex and qua-terionic Grassmannian manifolds of k-dimensional linear subspaces of Rn, Cn and Hnrespectively. To determine slice representations we use the known slice representationsof Hermann K1 = K2-actions and the actions of the last subsection.First consider A I{III, we remark that for C I{II the same arguments are valid.Consider the action A I{I and its reducible most singular slice representation of Typ
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Ak + An�k � ~An, which gives the following diagram.

SU(n)
SO(n)

77nnnnnnnnnnnnn S(U(k)� U(n� k))
OO

SO(n)
ggPPPPPPPPPPPPP

SO(k)� SO(n� k)
77nnnnnnnnnnnn

OOggPPPPPPPPPPPPP

From this we can read o� the s-representation of the symmetric space SO(n)=SO(k)�SO(n� k) as a slice representation of A I{III and SU(n)=S(U(k)�U(n� k)) as a slicerepresentation of C I{II, respectively. In terms of proposition 4.1 on page 39, this slicerepresentation occurs, when we embed SO(n) and S(U(k)�U(n� k)) in the standardway in SU(n), their intersection then being SO(k)� SO(n� k).We claim that the second slice representation is the s-representation of Sp(k)=U(k)for A I{III and the adjoint action of Sp(k) for C I{II. This can be proven by anappropriate embedding of S(U(k)�U(n�k)) or Sp(k)�Sp(n�k), respectively. To beprecise, we embed U(k) � V and U(n� k) � V ?, where V is the k{dimensional linearsubspace of Cn given by spanfe1 � iek+1; : : : ; ek � ie2kg in the complex case. Thenthe intersection of S(U(k) � U(n � k)) embed that way with a standardly embeddedSO(n) is U(k) and one can calculate explicitly, that the slice representation is theone we have stated above. This proves, that the a�ne marked Dynkin diagram isb b b b b b1 1 1 1 1 n�k: : : or b b b b b b2 2 2 2 2 2(n�k)+1: : : respectively.The other pair of actions on Grassmannians is D I{III and A II{III, which canbe treated simultaneously. Therefore we restrict our attention to the action of typeD I{III and start with the case k > 2 even and a reducible slice representation ofD III{III of type C k2 + Cbn+12 c� k2 .
SO(2n)

SU(n)
77nnnnnnnnnnnnn SO(k)� SO(2n� k)

OO

SU(n)
ggPPPPPPPPPPPPP

S(U(k2 )� U(n� k2 ))
77nnnnnnnnnnnn

OOggPPPPPPPPPPPP

The above diagram shows that b b b b b b1 1 1 1 1 2(n�k)+1: : : is the Dynkin diagram of amost singular slice representation of DI{III, b b b b b b4 4 4 4 4 4(n�k)+3: : : of A II{III.Another slice representation may be found for the special case k = n, if we considerthe most singular slice representation of a certain action of type BD I{I with diagram
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An�1 � ~Cn.

SO(2n)
SO(n)� SO(n)

77ppppppppppp SU(n)
OO

SO(n)� SO(n)
ggNNNNNNNNNNN

SO(n)
77ppppppppppp

OOggNNNNNNNNNNN

Together this leads to the conjecture, that D I{III has a�ne Dynkin diagram ~B k2 withmultiplicities (2(n�k)+1; 1) for k even and ~C k�12 with multiplicities (2(n�k)+1; 1; 1)for k odd, where the most singular slice representation, which arises by omitting thevertex marked 2(n � k) + 1, is the adjoint action of SO(�k2�). This can be proven byan explicit calculation of the slice representation at the (most singular) point e withstandard embedding of the symmetric subgroups on one hand (which yields the slicerepresentation found above) and on the other hand with embedding SO(k)�SO(n�k)such that SO(k) � V � R2n, where V = spanfe1; : : : ; ek�b k2c; en+1; : : : ; en+b k2cg.In the case of the hypersurface D I{III with k = 2 it is not di�cult to compute theeigenspaces with help of the description in Section 4.3 on page 45 and see that thereis only one type of most singular slice representation, i.e. the a�ne Dynkin diagrammis b b12n�1 2n�1.We �nish this section by a summary of the results in the following table.
Action �rst slice represention second slice represention
A I{III SO(n)=SO(k)� SO(n� k) Sp(k)=U(k)
A II{III Sp(n+ k)=Sp(n)� Sp(k) SO(2k)=SU(k)
D I{III SU(n�k2+ �k2�)=S(U(�k2�)�U(n� �k2�)) SO(�k2�)� SO(�k2�)=SO(�k2�)
C I{II SU(n)=S(U(k)�U(n� k)) SO(2k+1)� SO(2k+1)=SO(2k+1)4.4.3. Slice Representations of A I{II, D III{III', D4 I{I'. In this sectionwe determine the a�ne Dynkin diagrams of the remaining actions on the classical Liegroups.We continue with the action A I{II, obtaining a slice representation by a mostsingular slice representation of A I{III (for even dimension 2n and k = n).

SU(2n)
SO(2n)

::ttttttttt Sp(n)
OO

S(U(n)� U(n))
ggNNNNNNNNNNN

SU(n)
77pppppppppppp

OOddJJJJJJJJJ

Therefore A I{II has a most singular slice representation of type b b : : : b b2 2 2 2 and itsa�ne marked Dynkin diagram is ~An�1 with multiplicity 2. The action has only onetype of most singular orbits.
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Next we consider the action D III{III' arising from the diagram automorphisms �of SO(2n), that is D III' denotes SO(2n)=�(SU(n)). First we note that for the actionD I{III there is no di�erence in using �(U(n)) instead of U(n), the same holds forD III-III' if n is odd, cf. [Kol02, 3.1.1.]. Hence let n be even, the involution � is thengiven by diag(�1; 1; : : : ; 1).The following diagram is given by the special case k = 2 of the action D I{III

SO(4n)

�(U(2n))
66mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm U(2n) = SU(2n) � U(1)

OO

SO(2)� SO(4n� 2) =U(1)� SO(4n� 2)

jjTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT

U(2n� 1) � U(1) =S(U(1)� U(2n� 1)) � U(1)

55lllllllllllll

OOggOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

and yields a reducible slice representation of D III{III' with Dynkin diagram Cn�1 andmultiplicities (5; 4). The a�ne Dynkin diagram is ~Cn�1 with multiplicities (5; 4; 5),which may be seen by embedding U(2n) standardly and using � = � �E2p+1 00 E4n�2p�1 �,then the intersection of U(2n) and �(U(2n)) is the group U(2p+ 1)�U(2n� 2p� 1),where the rank of both groups is odd and the slice representation of D III{III' is oftype D III(2p+ 1)�D III(2n� 2p� 1).The last Hermann action D4 I{I' on the classical groups arises from the order 3automorphisms � on Spin(8) with �xed point group G2. The only case when this isnot equivalent to some Hermann action is G = Spin(8) and H = (Spin(5) � Spin(3))��(Spin(5) �Spin(3)) which is an action of cohomogeneity 2 with one slice representationequivalent to the s-representation G2=SO(4), therefore the a�ne Dynkin diagram isb b b1 1 1 .If the column \second slice representation" is left empty, there is only one mostsingular orbit type.Action �rst slice represention second slice representionA I{II SU(n� 1)� SU(n� 1)=SU(n� 1)D III{III' SO(2n� 2)=U(n� 1)D4 I{I' G2=SO(4) SU(3)=SO(3)
4.5. Actions on the Exceptional Lie GroupsSince explicit calculations are more di�cult here (but can be done by using acomputer algebra system, e.g. MAPLE, our main tool in this section is Proposition4.5.

4.5.1. Slice Representations of Hermann Actions on E6. Let � and � denotethe commuting outer involutions on E6 with �xed point groups Sp(4)=Z2 and F4 respec-tively. Hence � � � is an inner involution with �xed point group either Spin(10) �SO(2)or SU(6) � SU(2). Since the only common symmetric subgroup of Sp(4) and F4 is
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Sp(3) � Sp(1) and this group has to be a symmetric subgroup of the �xed point groupof � � � , the only possibility is SU(6) � SU(2). This leads to the following diagram (cf.[Kol02], page 607), where we can read o� one slice representation of E I{II, E I{IVand E II{IV: E6

Sp(4)=Z2
77ooooooooooooo SU(6) � SU(2)
OO

F4
eeKKKKKKKKKKKKK

Sp(3) � Sp(1)
99sssssssssss

OOggNNNNNNNNNNN

(4.1)

For the Hermann action E I{IV we obtain as slice representation the s-represent-ation of SU(6)=Sp(3) which has Dynkin diagram A2 with multiplicity 4. Since the onlya�ne Dynkin diagram of rank 2 containing A2 as a subdiagram is ~A2, we conclude thatthe Dynkin diagram of E I{IV is ~A2 with multiplicity 4. The action has only one typeof most singular orbits, i.e only one type of most singular slice representations.The action E I{II has cohomogeneity 4 and one of its slice representation is thes-representation of F4=Sp(3) � Sp(1), which has diagram F4 with uniform multiplic-ity 1. Hence the a�ne Dynkin diagram of E I{II is b b b b b1 1 1 1 1 . There are twotypes of most singular orbits, the second slice representation is the s-representation ofSp(4)=U(4) not that of SO(9)=SO(4) � SO(5) (having the same diagram C4), whichcan be seen from the following diagram.
E6

Sp(4)=Z2
66mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm SU(6) � SU(2)
OO

Sp(4)=Z2
hhRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR

SO(6) � SO(2) = U(4)
66mmmmmmmmmmmmm

OOhhQQQQQQQQQQQQQ

We know that E I{I has diagram ~E6 with multiplicity 1, hence admits a (most singu-lar reducible) slice representation with diagram (A5 + A1), which leads to the abovediagram.The last slice representation which can be read o� diagram (4.1) is the s-represent-ation of Sp(4)=Sp(1)� Sp(3) which is a slice representation of the cohomogeneity oneaction E II{IV. Hence one of the multiplicities of the related ~A1{diagram is 11 = 8+3.The principal isotropy group of all slice representations has to be Sp(2) � Sp(1) as forSp(4)=Sp(3) � Sp(1). Reducing SU(6) � SU(2) to SU(6) leads to an orbit equivalentaction (cf. [Kol05, Table 1]), whose principal isotropy is Sp(2) ' Spin(5). Thereforethe second multiplicity may be either 5 or 11. Using Borel-De Siebenthal theory as in[Kol05, Section 10.1.] shows that there exists a singular slice representation of typeSO(7)=SO(6).Now we want to determine the a�ne Dynkin diagram of the action E II{III. Bothinvolutions are inner, so their composition has to be inner, too. We use the known slicerepresentions of E II{II and E III{III to obtain two most singular slice representations
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of this action, as we did for E I{II. Let us start with E II{II, which has diagram ~F4with multiplicities 1 and 2. We need the slice representation with B4-diagram, i.e. thes-representation of SO(10)=SO(4)� SO(6) and thus obtain:

E6
SU(6) � SU(2)

55jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj Spin(10) � SO(2)
OO

SU(6) � SU(2)
iiTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT

S(U(4)� U(2)) � SU(2) =Spin(6) � Spin(4) � SO(2)

66mmmmmmmmmmmm
OOhhQQQQQQQQQQQQ

Hence we have proven that the s-representation of SU(6)=S(U(4)�U(2)) with diagramC2 and multiplicities (5; 2) is a most singular slice representation of E II{III.The action E III{III has diagram ~C2 with multiplicities (9; 6; 1), we use its reducibleslice representation with diagram (A1 +A1) for the following diagram (remember that9 = 8 + 1 belongs to a non-reduced root, hence the related slice representation is theone stated below).
E6

Spin(10) � SO(2)
44jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj SU(6) � SU(2)
OO

Spin(10) � SO(2)
jjTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT

S(U(1)� U(5)) � SO(2) =U(5) � SO(2)

66lllllllllllll
OOhhRRRRRRRRRRRRR

Therefore the a�ne Dynkin diagram of E II{III is b b b4 5 2 .Next we determine the diagram of E I{III, the �rst slice representation can befound again with help of a slice representation of E I{I namely that with D5-diagram.E6
Sp(4)=Z2

66nnnnnnnnnnnnnnn Spin(10) � SO(2)
OO

Sp(4)=Z2
hhPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP

Sp(2) � Sp(2) =Spin(5)� Spin(5)

88qqqqqqqqqq
OOffMMMMMMMMMM

The s-representation Sp(4)=Sp(2) � Sp(2), whose diagram is b b3 4 , we found thatway, is a most singular slice representation of E I{III, its principal isotropy group isSp(1) � Sp(1). The other candidates for the second slice representation are thereforeb b1 3 , b b1 4 , b b5 4 or b b4 4m+3 . The principal isotropy group of the s-representation with
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diagram b b5 4 and b b4 4m+3 for m > 0 are larger than Sp(1) � Sp(1), which excludesthese possibilities. For the others we check whether they ful�lls the necessary conditionfor the dimensions

dimG�� � 2 dim(K1 \K2) = dimG� dim(K1 �K2);
which is a consequence of Proposition 4.1 (cf. [Kol02, page 606]). The right handside of the equation, which is independent of the embedding of the Ki, in this case is78�(36+46) = �4. This excludes b b1 4 , that is the s-representation of SO(8)=SO(2)�SO(6), since the left hand side is then 28�2(1+15) = �2. The rank of SO(2)�SO(6)is 4, hence it can not be enlarged by trivially acting SO(2)-factors in order to achieve�4 on the left hand side. By similar arguments we can exclude the slice representationb4 + b4 , and for this reason b b b4 3 4 is not the a�ne marked Dynkin diagram of E I-III.Note that we will prove in the next chapter, that in fact there exists no isoparametricsubmanifold whose diagram is b b b4 3 4 , cf. Section 5.4 on page 72.Therefore the marked a�ne Dynkin diagram of the action E I{III is either b b b3 4 3or b b b1 3 4 , the equation above is ful�lled for any of the most singular slice representa-tions. Note that the slice representation associated with b b1 3 is SO(7)�SO(3)=SO(2)�SO(3)� SO(5) whose principal isotropy group is Sp(1)� Sp(1).The following diagram is a combination of the above diagram, together with thediagram arising from the slice representation of E III-III with diagram b b1 6 :
Spin(10) � SO(2) // E6 Sp(4)oo

Spin(10) � SO(2)
77nnnnnnnnnnnn Sp(4)

ffMMMMMMMMMMM

Spin(8) � SO(2)2

OO

//

77nnnnnnnnnnnn Spin(10) � SO(2)

OO

Spin(5)� Spin(5)

OO

oo

ffNNNNNNNNNNN

Choose a �xed root system � of e6 with positive roots �+. Consider the outer involution� with �xed point algebra sp(4), that is, � maps any root � to ��. On the other handthe root system of spin(10)�so(2) is a subset �i of the root system of e6. The associatedinner involution �i is identity on the roots in �i and on the maximal torus, and � idon the roots in � n �i. Therefore any such �i commutes with � . To derive the abovediagram, where all occurring involutions commute, we choose the involutions �i, withG�i = Spin(10) �SO(2), such that their intersection is Spin(8) �SO(2)2 (denote by thicklines in the following picture)
b b b b b

b
b

This proves that the P (G;H)-action in the second row (whose diagram is b b b3 1 3 ),is contained totally geodesic in E I{III, by the explicit description of the eigenspacesin Section 4.3 on page 45, E I-III has to contain one-dimensional eigenspaces as well.Therefore its a�ne marked Dynkin diagram is b b b1 3 4 .
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The only remaining Hermann action on E6 is cohomogeneity one action E III{IV,we use the rank-1 slice representation of E IV{IV with multiplicity 8 to obtain:

E6
F4

88qqqqqqqqqqqqqq Spin(10) � SO(2)
OO

F4
ffMMMMMMMMMMMMMM

Spin(9)
88rrrrrrrrrrrr

OOffLLLLLLLLLLLL

Since the principal isotropy group of F4=Spin(9) is Spin(7) the only other possible slicerepresentation of E III{IV is the s-representation of SO(9)=SO(8) (with principal iso-tropy group SO(7)), hence the a�ne Dynkin diagram is ~A1 with multiplicities (15; 15)or (15; 7). With help of the description of the eigenspaces in section 4.3 on page 45 andcalculation of the dimension the second possibility can be excluded in the followingway:Let K1 = Spin(10) �SO(2) and K2 = F4, embedded as for the above diagram. Thenthe dimension of the spaces k1 \ p1 = spin(9), k1 \ p2, k2 \ p1 and k2 \ p2 are\ k2 p2 �
k1 36 10 46
p1 16 16 32� 52 26 78The root system f�; 2�g � �2 ful�lls

m2� +m22� � min fdim(k1 \ p2); dim(k2 \ p1)g = 10
and we already know that m1� = 8 and m12� = 7. Assume that the second singular slicerepresentation is SO(9)=SO(8), then m2� = 8 and m22� = 7, which contradicts the aboveinequality. Hence the diagram is b b115 15 , i.e. m2� = 8 and m22� = 0.Finally we summarize the obtained slice representations of Hermann actions of typeK1 6= K2 on E6 in the following table.Action �rst slice representation second slice representationE I{II F4=Sp(3) � Sp(1) Sp(4)=U(4)E I{III Sp(4)=Sp(2)� Sp(2) SO(7)=SO(2)� SO(5)E I{IV SU(6)=Sp(3)E II{III SO(10)=U(5) SU(6)=S(U(4)� U(2))E II{IV Sp(4)=Sp(1)� Sp(3) SO(7)=SO(6)E III{IV F4=Spin(9)

4.5.2. Slice Representations of Hermann Actions on E7. The three involu-tions on E7 are all inner. From the diagram (4.2) on the next page one most singularslice representation of any of the Hermann actions E V{VI, E V{VII and E VI{VIIcan be read o�. (The existence of this diagram can be proven by the same methodsas were used to determine the diagram of E I{III: The action E V{VII is containedtotally geodesic in E VIII{IX, whose a�ne marked Dynkin diagram we will determine
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in the next subsection.)

E7
SU(8)=Z2

66lllllllllllllllll SO0(12) � SU(2)
OO

E6 � SO(2)
iiRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR

SU(6) � SU(2) � U(1) =U(6) � SU(2)

77ooooooooooo
OOggOOOOOOOOOOO

(4.2)

For a second most singular slice representation of the cohomogeneity-4 action E V{VI we consider a rank-6 slice representation of the action E V{V, namely that withdiagram D6 � ~E7.
E7

SU(8)=Z2
55kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk SO0(12) � SU(2)
OO

SU(8)=Z2
iiSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

S(U(4)� U(4)) =(Spin(6) � Spin(6)) � SO(2)

66nnnnnnnnnnnn
OOhhPPPPPPPPPPPP

Hence the a�ne marked Dynkin diagram we are looking for is b b b b b2 2 2 1 1 .Again with help of a slice representation of E V{V (with diagram E6), we obtainthe Dynkin diagram A3 with multiplicity 4 to be a subdiagram of the a�ne markedDynkin diagram of E V{VII:
E7

SU(8)=Z2
88qqqqqqqqqqqq E6 � SO(2)
OO

SU(8)=Z2
ffMMMMMMMMMMMM

Sp(4)
88qqqqqqqqqqq

OOffMMMMMMMMMMM

Together with the subdiagram b b b4 4 1 from (4.2), we conclude that the P (G;H)-actionE V{VII has a a�ne marked Dynkin diagram of type ~B3 with multiplicities (1; 4).
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It remains to �nd a second slice representation of E VI{VII, which is done bymeans of E VII{VII and its slice representation of type b b1 8 � b1 � b b b b1 8 8 1 :

E7
E6 � SO(2)

55llllllllllllllllll SO0(12) � SU(2)
OO

E6 � SO(2)
iiRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR

Spin(10) � SO(2) � SO(2)
55llllllllllllll

OOiiRRRRRRRRRRRRRR

Hence we have proven, that the marked a�ne Dynkin diagramm of E VI{VII isb b b6 9 2 . The following table contains the most singular slice representations found inthis section. Action �rst slice represention second slice representionE V{VI E6=SU(6) � SU(2) SU(8)=S(U(4)� U(4))E V{VII SO(12)=U(6) SU(8)=Sp(4)E VI{VII E6=Spin(10) � SO(2) SU(8)=S(U(6)� U(2))
4.5.3. Slice Representations of Hermann Actions on E8. The group E8 hasonly two symmetric subgroups, hence we only have to consider the action E VIII{IX. First we use the slice representation of E VIII{VIII belonging to the subdiagramE7 + A1 of ~E8, namely:

E8
SO0(16)

66mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm E7 � SU(2)
OO

SO0(16)
hhQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ

SU(8) � SO(2) = U(8)
66mmmmmmmmmmmmm

OOhhQQQQQQQQQQQQQ

The other slice representation may be obtained from the following diagram, whicharises from the slice representation with diagram b b b b1 1 1 8 � b b b b b1 1 1 8 8 ofE IX{IX:
E8

E7 � SU(2)
55kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk SO0(16)
OO

E7 � SU(2)
iiSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

SO0(12) � SU(2) � SU(2) =SO0(12) � Spin(4)

66nnnnnnnnnnnn
OOhhPPPPPPPPPPPP

Therefore the two most singular orbits of E VIII{IX are described by:
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Action �rst slice represention second slice representionE VIII{IX E7=SO0(12) � SU(2) Spin(16)=SU(8)

4.5.4. Slice Representations of Hermann Actions on F4. Here we have toobtain the two multiplicities of the cohomgeneity one action F I{II. One, namely7 = 4 + 3, might be easily read o� the following diagram which is determined by theslice representation of F I{I with Dynkin diagram C4 � ~F4 and uniform multiplicity 1:
F4

Sp(3) � Sp(1)
55kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk Spin(9)
OO

Sp(3) � Sp(1)
iiSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

Sp(2) � Sp(1) � Sp(1) =Spin(5) � Spin(4)

66nnnnnnnnnnnn
OOhhPPPPPPPPPPPP

It is not possible to determine the second slice representation of F I{II with help ofthe action F II{II. But we can use the principal isotropy group Sp(1)3 of the knownslice representation to obtain some restrictions: Since one of those Sp(1)-factors actstrivially, it has to act e�ectively on the other eigenspaces. It might act as SO(3), thenthe second multiplicity is 3, as SO(4) with multiplicity 4 or as Sp(1)(�Sp(1)) thenthe second multiplicity is 7. Observe that it is not possible that it acts as SU(2) byRemark(3) on page 46, since the involutions commute.Similar arguments as for E III{IV exclude multiplicity 3 and 4, since dim(k1\p2) =8. By the description of the eigenspaces in Section 4.3 on page 45 m2� = 4, and therank of K1 = 4, therefore dim(k1 \ p2)0 � 3, that is m22� = 0 or 1.Action �rst slice represention second slice representionF I{II Sp(3)=Sp(2) � Sp(1)
4.6. Cohomogeneity one actionsIn this section we describe slice representations and Dynkin diagrams of the coho-mogeneity one actions which are not Hermann actions.

4.6.1. Actions arising from rank-2 symmetric spaces. Let G=K be a semi-simple symmetric space of rank two, g = k � p its Cartan decomposition and n thedimension of p. Moreover let � : K ! SO(n) be equivalent to the isotropy repre-sentation of G=K, that is, �(K) acts with cohomogeneity two on Rn and thereforewith cohomogeneity one on Sn = SO(n)=SO(n � 1), cf. [Kol02, Theorem A]. Liftingthis action to Hilbert space, i.e. considering P (SO(n); �(K) � SO(n � 1)) acting onH0([0; 1]; so(n)), yields examples of polar actions.The principal isotropy group is the same as for the s-representation and may befound in Table A.5 on page 81. Let m1 and m2 be the (not necessarily distinct)multiplicities of the s-representation, then the action on Hilbert space has Dynkindiagram b b1m1 m2. Table 4.3 on the following page lists all examples together with theirmultiplicities and principal isotropy groups.
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action G=K m1 m2 isotropy group hermitian
A I SU(3)=SO(3) 1 1 Z22
A II SU(6)=Sp(3) 4 4 Spin(4)
A III SU(m+ 4)=S(U(2)�U(m+ 2)) 2m+ 1 2 SU(m)�U(1)2 X
BD I SO(m+ 4)=SO(2)� SO(m+ 2) m 1 SO(m) X
D III SO(10)=U(5) 5 4 SU(2)2 �U(1) X
C II Sp(m+ 4)=Sp(2)� Sp(m+ 2) 4m+ 3 4 Sp(m)� Spin(4)
E III E6=Spin(10) � SO(2) 9 6 U(4) X
E IV E6=F4 8 8 Spin(8)
G G2=SO(4) 1 1 Z22Table 4.3. Multiplicities of actions arising from rank-2 symmetric spaces

Remark. The abelian factors U(1) in the principal isotropy groups of A III andD III may be eliminated by replacing K with K 0 = SU(2) � SU(m + 2) or SU(5),respectively. These subactions are orbit equivalent.In case C II it is not possible to reduce the singular slice representation of dimension4m + 3, since the Sp(1)-factor acts non-trivially on the other eigenspace as a part ofSpin(4). For the same reason it is not possible to get rid of more than one of the twoU(1)-factors in A III.The four actions arising from hermitian symmetric space give rise to a second typeof cohomogeneity one action, namely after removing the abelian factor of �(K) thegroup acts on Sn = SU(n2 )=S(U(1)� U(n2 � 1)). The multiplicities stay the same, theisotropy group is the same except for the abelian factor. We remark that if we applythis procedure to the action given by the s-representation of BD I, viewed as the s-rep-resentation of an hermitian symmetric space, this is precisely the Hermann action oftype AI{III.4.6.2. Exceptional actions on simple groups. We give the complete list ofexamples of these type, cf. [Kol02, p. 46], together with the multiplicities in Table 4.4.The multiplicities may be obtained in the following way: we regard the action ofK1 on
No G K1 K2 m1 m2 isotropy group1 G2 SU(3) SU(3) 5 5 SU(2)2 G2 SU(3) SO(4) 2 3 SO(2)3 SO(7) G2 G2 6 6 SU(3)4 SO(7) G2 SO(4)� SO(3) 3 3 SU(2)5 SO(7) G2 U(3) 5 1 U(2)6 SO(16) Spin(9) SO(14)� SO(2) 7 6 U(3)7 SO(4n) Sp(n)Sp(1) SO(4n�2)� SO(2) 4(n�2)+3 2 Sp(n�2) � SO(2)2Table 4.4. Multiplicities of exceptional actions on simple groups
G=K2, hence the dimension of a principal orbit is dim(G=K2)�1 and the dimension ofthe principal isotropy group is dim(K1)� dim(G=K2) + 1. Now we describe the actionin detail.
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(1) This is an action of type K1 = K2, hence one of its singular slice represen-tations is K1 = SU(3) acting transitively on the sphere S5, with principalisotropy group SU(2). Hence one of the multiplicities is 5, but since the di-mension of a principal orbit is 5, too, this is the only multiplicity, i.e. there isonly one singular orbit type.(2) The principal isotropy group is SO(2). As an action of SO(4) on S6 theaction (2) is orbit-equivalent to the action of SO(4) � SO(3) on S6 thereforethe multiplicities are 2 and 3.(3) Analogous to (1).(4) The principal isotropy group is three-dimensional and its rank is at most 2,therefore its Lie algebra is su(2) �= so(3). By using an explicit description of

g2 � so(7), it is easy to see that K1 \K2 = SO(4), hence one multiplicity is 3and so is the other. Moreover one can explicitly calculate the eigenspaces andthe associated module of two eigenspaces of \di�erent" type and �nds thatthe (three-dimensional) antisymmetric module is not contained in E(0).This shows that the action is not orbit-equivalent to SO(5)=SO(4)�SO(4),which has the same diagram and singular slice representations.(5) The principal isotropy group is four-dimensional and its rank is at most 2,therefore its Lie algebra is u(2) = so(2) � so(3). As an action of U(3) onS7 it is orbit-equivalent to the action of SO(6) � SO(2) on S7 therefore themultiplicities are 1 and 5.(6) We consider the action of Spin(9) on the Stiefel manifold V2(R16) as in [Kol02,p. 38]. Choose a vector e1, then (Spin(9)e1) = Spin(7) for this is the p.i.g. ofSpin(9) acting on R16. The orthogonal complement of e1 is an R15 = R7 �R8where Spin(7) acts as standard or spin representation respectively. Choosinga vector e2 from the R7 gives (Spin(9))(e1;e2) = (Spin(7))e2 = Spin(6) = SU(4)as an singular isotropy group. This proves that SU(3) is the principal isotropyof the action on the Stiefel manifold and U(3) on the Grassmannian manifoldand therefore one multiplicity is 7. The other is 6, which may be seen similarby choosing e2 2 R8.(7) As for the last action we study here again the corresponding action on V2(R4n)and determine the singular isotropy groups: If e1 and e2 are quaternionic lineardepended, the isotropy group is Sp(n�1)�SO(2)2 (i.e. multiplicity 4(n�2)+3),if they are quaternionic linear independent, it is Sp(n� 2) � Sp(1) � SO(2) andthe multiplicity is 2.One of the SO(2)-factors of the isotropy group acts trivially (to be moreprecise: there is an orbit-equivalent action with K 02 = SO(4n� 2), where thisfactor vanishes), leaving Sp(n�2)�U(1). In terms of Theorem 2.3 on page 11:the whole group acts nontrivially on the 4(n� 2) + 3 dimensional eigenspacesand the U(1)-factor acts as SO(2) on the other.
4.7. Dynkin diagrams not arising from P (G;H)-actionsWe compare the a�ne marked Dynkin diagrams of the P (G;H)-actions with thepossible Dynkin diagrams of section 4.1. All the missing diagrams are of \exotic type"in the sense that they are only possible for cohomogeneity two or three. The followinga�ne diagrams of type ~B3 do not arise

b bbb""b
b 44 54 and b bbb""b

b 44 4m+34 :
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Moreover there are six diagrams of type ~C2, who do not occur as the Dynkin diagramof a P (G;H)-action, namely

b b b4 5 4 b b b1 5 4 b b b1 5 2 b b b4 4m+3 4 b b b6 9 6 b b b9 6 9Vertices marked with 5 or 9 always belong to reduced roots, i.e. the eigenspaces arereducible modules of the isotropy representation.In Section 5.4 we will show that most of these marked Dynkin diagrams do notoccur as the diagram of any homogeneous isoparametric submanifold of Hilbert space.
4.8. Actions with equal marked a�ne Dynkin diagramIn this section we are interested in P (G;H)-actions whose marked Dynkin diagramcoincides. We also want to briey explain their geometric di�erences, for details seethe next chapter.4.8.1. Di�erent slice representations. Remember that in �nite dimensionsthere are only two pairs of s-representation with equal Dynkin diagram. The �rstpair are the adjoint representations of Sp(n) and SO(2n+1), whose diagrams are bothb b b b b b2 2 2 2 2 2: : : . The second pair arises from the �rst by the involution which mapsevery root to its negative, namely the s-representation of the spaces Sp(n)=U(n) andSO(2n + 1)=SO(n + 1) � SO(n) with diagram b b b b b b1 1 1 1 1 1: : : . Hence any a�neDynkin diagram with one of these as a subdiagram allows di�erent slice representa-tion, any of these combinations occurs among the P (G;H)-actions. For example, anaction with diagram b b b b b b2 2 2 2 2 2: : : contains two irreducible most singular slicerepresentations of type B and multiplicity 2 and any of three possible combinationsarises: Both singular slice representations of the P (G;�(G))-action for G = Sp(n), arethe adjoint representation of Sp(n). Similarly both singular slice representations of the�-action of SO(2n+ 2) are of type SO(2n+ 1). Finally the �-action of SU(n+ 1) hasboth the adjoint of Sp(n) and SO(2n+ 1) as a singular slice representation.See Table 4.5 on the next page for all examples with the same Dynkin diagram, butdi�erent slice representations. To explain the geometric di�erence of these actions, wehave to consider only the hypersurfaces of type b b12 2 and b b11 1 , cf. Corollary 1.10 onpage 7.In the next chapter especially in Lemma 5.10 on page 69 we will see, that it dependson the length of the roots occurring | if there are only two di�erent lengths (i.e. thetwo most singular slice representation are equal) the rank-1 leaves are isometric to theP (G;�(G))-action of SU(2), while if they are di�erent there are some rank-1 leavesisometric to the �-action of SU(3).4.8.2. Equal slice representations. In this section we give the four examplesof pairs of P (G;H)-actions whose singular slice representations agree in Table 4.6 onthe facing page. We will see in the next chapter that some of these examples are orbit-equivalent despite the �rst and the last. Two di�erent examples only occur when thediagram admits di�erent possibilities for the principal isotropy group | this determineswhether the rank-1 leaves have isotropy group SO(m) or SO(m)� SO(m).Note that in any pair there is one action which is of type K1 = K2 and the otheris of type K1 6= K2.
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Action slice repr. Diagram slice repr.
P �Sp(n);�(Sp(n))� Ad(Sp(n)) b b b b b b2 2 2 2 2 2: : : Ad(Sp(n))
P �SU(2n+1);��(SU(2n+1))� Ad(SO(2n+1))P �SO(2n+2);��(SO(2n+2))� Ad(SO(2n+1))
C I{I(n) C I (n) b b b b b b1 1 1 1 1 1: : : C I(n)
A I{ III(n; n+ 1) BD I(n; n+ 1)BD I(n; n+ 2){ I(n+ 1; n+ 1) BD I(n; n+ 1)
C I{II(k; n� k) Ad(Sp(k)) b b b b2 2 2 2(n�2k)+1: : : A III(k; n� k)D I{III(k ungerade) Ad(SO(2n+1))
A I{ III(k; n� k) C I(k) b b b b1 1 1 n�2k: : : BD I(k; n� k)BD I(k; n+1�k){ I(k+1; n�k) BD I(k; k + 1)
P �SO(2n+1);�(SO(2n+1))� Ad(SO(2n)) b b b b b b

b
2 2 2

2
2 2 2: : :

Ad(SO(2n+1))
P �SU(2n);��(SU(2n))� Ad(Sp(n))
A I{III(n; n) BD I(n; n) b b b b b b

b
1 1 1

1
1 1 1: : :

C I(n)
BD I(n; n+ 1){I(n; n+ 1) BD I(n; n+ 1)
P �F4;�(F4)� Ad(SO(9)) b b b b b2 2 2 2 2 Ad(F4)P �E6;��(E6)� Ad(Sp(4))
F I{I BD I (4; 5) b b b b b1 1 1 1 1 F IE I{II C I (4)Table 4.5. P (G;H)-actions with the same a�ne marked Dynkin dia-gram but di�erent singular slice representations

Action Diagram
P�SU(n);�(SU(n))�

b b b b b b2 2 2 2 2 2: : :b���� PPPP
2

A I{II(2n)P�G2;�(G2)� b b b2 2 2�(Spin(8))G2=SO(4)� SO(4) b b b1 1 1D4 I{I'(k = l = 3)A II{II
b b4 4

b
�� @@

4E I{IVTable 4.6. P (G;H)-actions with the same a�ne marked Dynkin dia-gram and the same singular slice representations



CHAPTER 5
Rigidity of isoparametric submanifolds

In this chapter we give a classi�cation of homogeneous isoparametric submanifoldwith isotropy irreducible eigenspaces, by proving that they are isometric to a principalorbit of a P (G;H)-action. In particular we investigate for a given a�ne marked Dynkindiagram how many di�erent in�nite dimensional homogeneous isoparametric submani-folds with that diagram exist. Moreover we determine which among the Hermannactions with the same Dynkin diagram are in fact orbit-equivalent, cf. Section 4.8 onpage 60 for a complete list of these.The strategy for solving this question is developed in Corollary 1.10 on page 7 andTheorem 1.13 on page 8: Di�erent isoparametric submanifolds have to contain at leastone rank-1 leaf that is di�erent. Therefore we have to determine which kinds of rank-1leaves for a given diagram are possible. Hypersurfaces in turn are determined by theirnormal homogeneous structure, for a special class of them we have proven rigidity inChapter 3, namely for those with principal isotropy group SO(m) or SO(m1)�SO(m2).This class is almost the same as hypersurfaces whose eigenspaces are irreducible mod-ules of the isotropy representation.Therefore we restrict ourselves to isoparametric submanifolds of higher codimensionwhose principal isotropy group are of type SO(m1)k1 � SO(m2)k2 � SO(m3)k3 , wherethe mi are the multiplicities. Note, that this implies in particular, that the slicerepresentation are equivalent to s-representation.The assumption, we have possed on the class of isoparametric manifolds, we arestudying is equivalent to requiring that any slice representation has principal isotropygroup of that type, therefore one can check Table A.5 on page 81, which a�ne Dynkindiagrams from the list 4.1 on page 41 belong to this class.Throughout this chapter we denote the rank-1 leaves which may occur in the fol-lowing way: P (G;H)-action isotropy group modulesS(m) BD I(1;m+ 1){I(1;m+ 1) SO(m) Prop. 2.12~S(1) A I{III(1; 2) Prop. 2.19~S(2) �(SU(3)) SO(2) Prop. 2.15S(m1;m2) BD I(1;m1 +m2 + 1){I(m1 + 1;m2 + 1) SO(m1)� SO(m2) Thm. 2.17.~S(1;m) A I{III(1;m+ 1) SO(m) Prop. 2.19The term ~S means that there are associated modules that are not subspaces of E(0).With help of the Dynkin diagrams for the known examples and explicit calculations ofthe associated modules, developed in the last chapter, we can establish which P (G;H)-action of cohomogeneity one belongs to which kind of isoparametric hypersurface inthe above table.Each a�ne marked Dynkin diagram describes an in�nite reection group, moreprecisely an a�ne Weyl group. Any of the reection hyperplanes
li = fa+ v j v 2 �aM; hv; vi(a)i = 1g62
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is associated with a curvature normal vi and therefore with an eigenspace Ei(a) of theshape operator.Let Pi = span fvig and ~LPi the reduced rank-1 leaf (cf. Theorem 1.7 on page 5 andDe�nition 1.9), this associates with each vertex of the Dynkin diagram an isoparametrichypersurface. We remark that ~LPi and ~LPj are isometric if there exists an elementwithin the a�ne Weyl group mapping li to lj. This is always the case if the verticesare joined by a single or a triple line, therefore there are at most two di�erent kinds ofhypersurfaces within an isoparametric submanifold of higher codimension with diagram~Bn, ~Cn and ~F4 and only one for the others. More precisely a submanifold with Dynkindiagram ~Bn or ~F4 and multiplicitiesm1 andm2 contains two rank-1 leaves with diagramb b1mi mi, while for ~Cn ( b b b b b bm1 m2 m2 m2 m2 m3: : : ) it contains b b1m1 m3 and b b1m2 m2, since if oneconsiders a reection hyperplane marked by m1 the multiplicities m1 and m3 alternatewithin the family of parallel hyperplanes.We start with rigidity of isoparametric submanifolds with uniform multiplicity 2,among the P (G;H)-action only �-actions are of that type. This class is especially in-teresting for we have seen at the end of the last chapter, that many examples admittingthe same Dynkin diagram are of this class.

5.1. Uniform multiplicity 2In Chapters 2 and 3 we have proven that there exist three di�erent in�nite di-mensional isoparametric hypersurfaces with a�ne Dynkin diagram b b12 2 , in the lastchapter we have seen that those are the principal orbits of the following P (G;H)-actions G H isotropy group modules described byS(2) SU(2) �(SU(2)) SO(2) Proposition 2.12 on page 22~S(2) SU(3) ��(SU(3)) SO(2) Proposition 2.15 on page 24S(2; 2) SU(4) SO(4)� Sp(2) SO(2)� SO(2) Theorem 2.17 on page 26.We remark that there are other descriptions of the �rst and third action, namelythe �rst is orbit-equivalent to the lift of the adjoint action of SO(3), to the �-action ofSO(4) and to the action G = SO(4), H = SO(3)�SO(3), while the third to G = SO(6),H = (SO(3)� SO(3))� SO(5).In this section we use Corollary 1.10 on page 7 to determine all isoparametric sub-manifold with uniform multiplicity 2. Therefore we have to determine for a given a�neDynkin diagram which isotropy groups the hypersurfaces may admit and if it admitshypersurfaces with isotropy group SO(2) whether it is possible that the correspondinghypersurface is of type ~S(2). This point is solved by the following criterion.
Proposition 5.1. Let S = ~LP be a hypersurface within an isoparametric submani-fold M of higher codimension with uniform multiplicity 2, where P is the span of somecurvature normal. Assume that the e�ective part of the isotropy group acting on TS isSO(2), and let fvi j i 2 Zg be the curvature normals in P .Then S is isometric to S(2) if there is an element � in the a�ne Weyl group of Msuch that �jP is the translation li 7! li+1, where li is the reection hyperplane associatedwith vi.Proof. We only have to exclude that S is isometric to ~S(2). In Proposition 2:15we have seen, that V4n+2;4m � E2n+2m+1 while V2n+1;2m+1 � E(0). If �(Ei) = Ei+1 thisis a contradiction for � does not commute with  = rA. �
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Remark. Such an element � as in the Proposition exists for any family of eigen-space except the ones belonging to the vertices marked in black in ~C-diagrams

rb b b b b br: : : ; (5.1)that is the black vertices represent the only hypersurfaces contained in an isoparametricsubmanifold of higher codimension which might be of type ~S(2).We note for later use, that this argument holds for the other ~S-hypersurfaces aswell.Throughout the rest of the section let M = G � a be an isoparametric submanifoldof Hilbert space, with cohomogeneity greater than one and uniform multiplicity two.Proposition 5.2. Let M = G � a be an in�nite dimensional isoparametric sub-manifold with a�ne Dynkin diagram ~An. Then the principal isotropy group is eitherSO(2)n or SO(2)n+1. In the �rst case any rank-1 leaf ~LP contained in M is of typeS(2), while in the second case it is of type S(2; 2).The manifold M is isometric to a principal orbit the P (G;H)-action with G =SU(n+ 1), H = �(SU(n+ 1)) in the �rst case and to A I{II in the second.Proof. First we determine the possible principal isotropy groups Ga. Associatedwith each vertex in the a�ne Dynkin diagram is curvature normal together with aneigenspace and therefore a factor of Ga which acts e�ectively on that eigenspace.Any most singular slice representation is the adjoint representation of SU(n + 1)whose principal isotropy group is the maximal torus SO(2)n. Let Gij be the groupof diagonal matrices in SU(n + 1) where the i-th entry is � 2 S1 and the j-th ��.One sees easily that on each of the n(n+1)2 eigenspaces of the adjoint representation ofSU(n+ 1) one of these groups acts e�ectively. We mark each reection hyperplane inthe a�ne Weyl group with the factor of the isotropy group acting e�ectively on thecorresponding eigenspace, see the �gure for SU(3), where the same is also done for theDynkin diagram.
s

G1;2
G2;3
G1;3 ���! b bG1;2 G2;3

For arbitrary rank in the a�ne Dynkin diagram this looks like
b b b b b bG1;2 G2;3G3;4 Gn;n+1: : :r���� PPPP

We have to determine the group acting e�ectively on the family of eigenspaces cor-responding to the black vertex. Since for two orthogonal curvature normals the cor-responding groups are orthogonal as well, it has to be orthogonal to G2;3; : : : ; Gn�1;n,since not joined by a line to any of these.There are two possibilities: either it is the group G1;n+1 or it is a new SO(2)-factor isomorphic to ~G1;n+1 (�rst and last entry �) both is compatible with the slicerepresentations. For this purpose we look at the slice representation corresponding tothe black vertex and the one marked with G1;2, which is the adjoint representation ofSU(3). On the third family of eigenspaces, that is on the one not represented by avertex in the diagram, the e�ective acting part of the isotropy group is either G2;n+1or ~G2;n+1. This proves, that the principal isotropy group of M is SO(2)n in the �rstcase and SO(2)n+1 in the second.
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At a most singular point in the a�ne Weyl group meet n(n+1)2 reection hyper-planes whose e�ective isotropy group, that is acting e�ectively on the correspondingeigenspace, are di�erent. For the case n = 2 see the �gure above.Assume the principal isotropy group is Ga = SO(2)n, containing n(n+1)2 subgroupsof type Gij. Since a reection hyperplane in the a�ne Weyl group meets any nonparallel hyperplane at some point, that means only parallel hyperplanes correspond tothe same SO(2)-factor within Ga. Hence any rank-1 leaf has e�ective isotropy groupof type SO(2) and by the last proposition is isometric to S(2).Finally assume Ga = SO(2)(n+1). Since there are n(n+1)2 di�erent rank-1 leaves,but more groups of type Gij or ~Gij, which are all e�ective isotropy groups of someeigenspace, there has to be at least one rank-1 leaf with e�ective isotropy group SO(2)�SO(2). For the a�ne Weyl group maps any rank-1 leaf to any other, all have to be ofthe same type, that is isometric to S(2; 2).There are two examples among the P (G;H)-actions ful�lling the conditions of theproposition and it is not di�cult to determine their isotropy groups: It is SO(2)rwhere r is the rank of K1 \K2, which is SU(n+1) for P (SU(n+1);�(SU(n+1)) andSp(n+ 1) \ SO(2n+ 1) = U(n+ 1) for A I{II. This proves the last statement. �Remark. The part of isotropy group acting e�ectively on a family of eigenspacescorresponds to the root system of the Lie algebra associated with the (non a�ne)Dynkin diagram. Let Ga = SO(2)n = G1 � � � � � Gn and choose the factors Gi suchthat for a basis of the roots system fe1; : : : eng the factor Gi acts trivially on ej fori 6= j. Then the groups Gij from the last proof correspond to the roots ej � ei. Thatway it is not di�cult to determine the factor acting e�ectively on a certain eigenspace.The new vertex corresponds to the highest root, hence the e�ectively acting groupmay always correspond to that root, e.g. G1;n+1 ' en+1 � e1 in the ~An-case. We haveto investigate whether there are other possibilities, e.g. ~G1;n+1 ' en+1+ e1 in the aboveexample.Proposition 5.3. Let M = G � a be an in�nite dimensional isoparametric sub-manifold of rank n � 3 with a�ne Dynkin diagram ~Bn. Then the principal isotropygroup is SO(2)n and the rank-1 leaves are of type S(2).The manifold M is isometric to a principal orbit of the P (G;H)-action with G =SO(n + 1), H = �(SO(2n + 1)) or G = SU(2n), H = ��(SU(2n)), these action areorbit-equivalent.Proof. The n vertices on the left side (forming a Dn-diagram) represent a mostsingular slice representation which is the adjoint representation of SO(2n) with prin-cipal isotropy group the maximal torus SO(2)n = G1 � � � � � Gn of SO(2n). Denoteby ��ij = ��(Gi; Gj) = fg � ��1(g) j g 2 Gig for a Lie group isomorphism � betweenGi and Gj, then the e�ectively acting parts correspond to the vertices in the followingway, which may be seen by an easy calculation:

b b b b b b
b

�+1;2 �+2;3

��1;2

�+n�1;n Gn
: : :

The right boundary vertex has to by marked by Gn since the adjoint action of SO(5)has e�ectively isotropy groups:
��

�@@@
s
G1 �+1;2

G2
��1;2

���! b bG1 ��1;2
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Hence we have proven thatGa = SO(2)n for a�ne Dynkin diagram ~Bn. By the sameargument as in the last proposition (each reection hyperplane meets any other, whichis not parallel, in some point) any rank-1 leaf has isotropy group SO(2). Checking theknown examples �nishes the proof. �Proposition 5.4. Let M = G � a be an in�nite dimensional isoparametric sub-manifold of rank n � 2 with a�ne Dynkin diagram ~Cn. Then the principal isotropygroup is SO(2)n. The rank-1 leaves corresponding to white vertices in (5.1) are of typeS(2), while the black ones are either of type S(2) or ~S(2).The manifold M is isometric to a principal orbit of the P (G;H)-action with G =Sp(n), H = �(Sp(n)) or G = SO(2n+2), H = ��(SO(2n+2)) in the �rst case (thoseactions are orbit-equivalent) and G = SU(2n+1), H = ��(SU(2n+1)) in the second.Proof. In a similar manner as in the last propositions, by checking e�ectivelyacting parts of the isotropy group of the slice representations, one derives the followingdiagram as the only possibility. r b b b b rG1 �+1;2 �+2;3 �+n�1;nGn: : :

The black vertices are mapped onto each other by an appropriate element of the a�neWeyl group, therefore either both are of type S(2) or both are of type ~S(2). �Proposition 5.5. LetM = G�a be an in�nite dimensional isoparametric submani-fold of rank n � 4 with a�ne Dynkin diagram ~Dn or with diagram ~En for n 2 f6; 7; 8g.Then the principal isotropy group is SO(2)n and the rank-1 leaves are of type S(2).The manifold M is isometric to a principal orbit of the P (G;H)-action with G =SO(2n), H = �(SO(2n)) for ~Dn-diagram and with G = En, H = �(En) for ~Endiagram.Proof. In the ~D-case the only possibility for the e�ectively acting part of theisotropy group is
b b b b b b

b b
�+1;2 �+2;3

��1;2

�+n�2;n�1�+n�1;n

��n�1;n: : : ,
therefore the principal isotropy group is SO(2)n. Again any rank-1 leaf is of type S(2)as in the last propositions.For the manifolds with ~En-diagrams, we only have to remark that they containrank-5 leaves with diagram ~D5, therefore any rank-1 leaf is of type S(2) and the iso-tropy group is SO(2)n. �Proposition 5.6. Let M = G � a be an in�nite dimensional isoparametric sub-manifold with a�ne Dynkin diagram ~F4 or ~G2. Then the principal isotropy group isSO(2)4 or SO(2)2 respectively and the rank-1 leaves are of type S(2).The manifold M is isometric to a principal orbit of the P (G;H)-action with G =F4, H = �(F4) or G = E6, H = ��(E6) in the �rst case (these actions are orbit-equivalent), and G = G2, H = �(G2) or G = Spin(8), H = ��(Spin(8)) (theseactions are orbit-equivalent) in the second.Proof. An isoparametric submanifold with diagram ~F4 contains a rank-3 leaf withdiagram ~B3 and e�ectively isotropy group SO(2)3, therefore any rank-1 leaf is of typeS(2), the isotropy group is SO(2)4.Let the diagram be ~G2, then the only possibilities are
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b b b2e3�e1�e2 �2e1+e2+e3 e1�e2 b b be3�e2 e1�e2 �2e1+e2+e3.

Thereby we have used that for a rank-1 leaf with e�ective isotropy group SO(2)2, thetwo factors have to be orthogonal, excluding possibilities as 2e3 � e1 � e2 + e4 for thenew vertex. In both cases the isotropy group is SO(2)2 and by Proposition 5.1 onpage 63 rank-1 leaves are of type S(2). �
Remark. We have seen, that in the ~Bn ~Cn, ~F4 and ~G2 case there are two orbit-equivalent examples among the �-actions. This may be seen geometrically in thefollowing way:
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The root systems of c2, f4 and g2 consist of roots of di�er-ent lengths and the number of short roots equals the number oflong roots. The length corresponds to di�erent distances betweenreection hyperplane within the a�ne Weyl group. Taking allfamilies of reection hyperplanes with the greater distance andbisecting the distance, that is put a new one in between any of theold, gives the same a�ne Weyl group with interchanged roles ofthe short and long roots. The adjoining �gure shows the situation for ~C2, where thinlines denote the new reection hyperplanes.Consider for example the lift of the adjoint action of F4 and the �-action of E6.The latter has two di�erent types of eigenspaces cf. [Ter95]: Let e6 = f4 � h be theCartan-decomposition, a a maximal abelian subalgebra of e6, and � and ~� resp. theset of roots with respect to a of f4 and h respectively. Both root systems give rise toeigenspaces, those belonging to f4 are also eigenspaces of the adjoint action of F4. Thosebelonging to ~� bisect the distance of the longer roots as described above, but this doesnot change the geometry of the manifold. Observe that dim(h) = 2+2 �12, therefore 12families of new eigenspaces arise from ~�. The two supernumerous dimensions belong toa maximal abelian subalgebra of E6 containing a, therefore belong to E(0) and providethe new tr- and �-modules associated with the eigenspaces of ~�.For diagrams ~Bn and ~Cn despite n = 2, this description does not hold, Sp(n) is notthe �xed point set under the diagram automorphism of SO(2n + 2), nevertheless it ispossible to explicate the orbit-equivalence, which we will omit here.
5.2. Uniform multiplicity 1, 4 and 8The rigidity of isoparametric submanifold with uniform multiplicity 1 works similarto the case of uniform multiplicity 2. The two hypersurfaces areG H modulesS(1) SU(2) SO(2)� SO(2) Proposition 2.12 on page 22~S(1) SU(3) SO(3)� S(U(1)� U(2)) Proposition 2.19 on page 28We recall that there is no analogue for S(1; 1) by the discussion in Subsection 2.4.3.The natural candidate for an action of this type is the P (G;H)-action with G = SO(4)and H = SO(3) � (SO(2) � SO(2)), since the P (G;H)-action with G = SO(2m + 2)and H = SO(2m + 1) � (SO(m + 1) � SO(m + 1)) is of type S(m;m). It is notdi�cult to prove that for m = 1 it is orbit-equivalent to S(1). Moreover we remarkthat ~S(1) = ~S(1; 1).Since Proposition 5.1 stays valid for uniform multiplicity 1, we are done with theclassi�cation, which we will summarize in Table 5.1 on the following page.
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Diagram G K1 K2 !-equiv.~An SU(n) SO(n) SO(n)

~Bn SU(2n) SO(2n) S(U(n)� U(n)) XSO(2n+ 1) SO(n)� SO(n+ 1) SO(n)� SO(n+ 1) X

~Cn Sp(n) U(n) U(n) XSO(2n+ 2) SO(n)� SO(n+ 2) SO(n+ 1)� SO(n+ 1) XSU(2n+ 1) SO(2n+ 1) S(U(n)� U(n+ 1))~Dn SO(2n) SO(n)� SO(n) SO(n)� SO(n)~E6 E6 Sp(4) Sp(4)~E7 E7 SU(8) SU(8)~E8 E8 Spin(16) Spin(16)
~F4 F4 Sp(3) � Sp(1) Sp(3) � Sp(1) XE6 Sp(4) SU(6) � SU(2) X
~G2 G2 SO(4) SO(4) XSpin(8) Spin(3)� Spin(5) �(Spin(3)� Spin(5)) XTable 5.1. Isoparametric submanifolds with uniform multiplicity one

Any of the isoparametric submanifolds with uniform multiplicity 2 has its analogueamong these examples. The only exception is A I{II, whose rank-1 leaves are of typeS(2; 2), the reason is that there is no hypersurface of type S(1; 1).Finally we study uniform multiplicities 4 and 8, which occur only if the diagram isof type ~An.Proposition 5.7. Let M = G � a be an in�nite dimensional isoparametric sub-manifold with a�ne Dynkin diagram ~A2 and multiplicity 8. Then the principal isotropygroup is Spin(8).The manifold M is isometric to a principal orbit of the P (G;H)-action E IV{IV.Proof. Any singular slice representation is the s-representation of E6=F4, whoseprincipal isotropy group is Spin(8) (cf. Table A.5 on page 81); therefore Ga = Spin(8)and any rank-1 leaf is isometric to a principal orbit of the P (G;H)-action with G =SO(10), H = SO(9)� SO(9), that is S(9). �Proposition 5.8. Let M = G � a be an in�nite dimensional isoparametric sub-manifold with a�ne Dynkin diagram ~An and multiplicity 4. Then the principal isotropygroup is SO(3)n+1 for n > 2. If n = 2 then the principal isotropy group is either SO(3)3or SO(3)4.The manifold M is isometric to a principal orbit of the P (G;H)-action A II{II or,if n = 2 and Ga = SO(3)4, of the action E I{IV.Proof. The singular slice representation of rank n is the s-representation of typeA II(n), whose principal isotropy group is SO(3)n+1 = G1 � � � � � Gn+1. Drawing thediagram together with the e�ectively acting factors, yields
b b b bG1�G2 G2�G3 Gn�Gn+1: : :r���� PPPP

G1�Gn+1
b bG1�G2 G2�G3

b
�� @@

G2�G4
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We have to determine the e�ective group associated with the black vertex and observethat it has to have one common factor with both adjacent vertices and none with theother, which leaves G1 �Gn+1 as only possibility. If n = 2 there is another possibilitynamely G2 �G4.In the general case (i.e. Ga = SO(3)n+1) any rank-1 leaf has e�ectively actingisotropy group SO(4) hence is isometric to S(4), that is a principal orbit of A II(2) =BD I(1; 5){I(1; 5). In the case n = 2 and Ga = SO(4)2, the rank-1 leaves are of typeS(4; 4), that is principal orbits of BD I(1; 9){I(5; 5). �

5.3. Nonuniform multiplicitiesIn this section we deal with isoparametric submanifolds whose eigenspaces are irre-ducible modules with at least two di�erent multiplicities. Therefore the a�ne Dynkindiagram is of type ~Bn, ~Cn or ~F4.Proposition 5.9. Let M = G � a be an in�nite dimensional isoparametric sub-manifold with a�ne Dynkin diagram ~Bn with multiplicities m1 6= m2.
b b b b b b

b
m1 m1 m1

m1
m1 m1 m2: : :

If n > 3 then either m1 = 1, m2 arbitrary or m1 = 2, m2 = 1, if n = 3 additionallym1 = 4, m2 = 1 is possible. The rank-1 leaves are of type S(m1) or S(m2), respectively.The manifold M is isometric to a principal orbit of the P (G;H)-action BD I{I(k = l) in the �rst case, D I|III(k even, n = k) in the second and E V{VII in thecase with diagram ~B3(4; 1).Proof. Since the diagram is of type ~B, associated modules are contained in inE(0), excluding ~S(1) and ~S(2) as rank-1 leaves. Hence we only have to check whetherthe rank-1 leaves whose multiplicity is not equal to one is of type S(m;m) or S(m). Ob-serve that the distance of the families of parallel reection hyperplanes associated withm1 is less then those of m2. That is, there is a rank-2 leaf whose diagram is b b bm1 m2 m1,therefore S(m2) is the only possibility for the rank-1 leaf by Proposition 5.1 on page 63.This solves the case m1 = 1.The principal isotropy group is the principle isotropy group of the most singularslice representation with diagram Dn or A3, for adding them2-vertex (m2 = 1) does notextend the isotropy group. Therefore it is SO(2)n for m1 = 2 and SO(3)4 for m1 = 4.The same arguments as for ~A-diagrams (cf. proposition 5.2) prove, by consideringrank-2 leaves with diagram ~A2, that the remaining rank-1 leaves are of type S(m1). �For the case of ~C-diagrams we start with a lemma connecting the irreducible slicerepresentations of rank 2 with the associated modules rA:Lemma 5.10. Let G � a be an isoparametric submanifold with a�ne Dynkin dia-gram b b bm1 m2 m3. Then the rank 1-leaf is S(m1;m3) when b b bm1 m2 m3>< or b b bm1 m2 m3< > and~S(m1;m3), when b b bm1 m2 m3> > , where the arrows denote the length of the roots in therank-2 slice representation.Proof. Let q be a singular point such that slice representation at q is of typeb bm1 m2 . Remember that the eigenspaces of the s-representation of G=K are given by
p�, the eigenspaces of ad(a)2, when a 2 a is a maximal abelian subalgebra of p, cf.Subsection 4.2.1. In the rank-2 case the roots � are always of the form e1, e2, e1 + e2
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and e1�e2, where a = span fe1; e2g. Denote by � an equivariant map between the slicerepresentation at the point q and the corresponding s-representation. Then �q(G � q) =�a(G � a)� Ee1 � Ee2 � Ee1+e2 � Ee1�e2 , where a = �(�aG � a) and p� = �(E�).For K-invariant vector �elds in K �a holds rp�p� � p���, therefore rEe1+e2Ee1�e2 =0, whereas rEe1Ee2 � Ee1+e2 �Ee1�e2 . In that way the slice representation determinesthe behavior of associated modules.
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In the adjoining �gure we denote by thick lines reection hyper-planes belonging to long roots, with thin lines hyperplanes belong-ing to short root, i.e. the Weyl group associated with b b bm1 m2 m3< > .The diagram b b bm1 m2 m3>< is the same with interchanged thick andthin lines. Thereby the hatched triangle represents the three ver-tices of the a�ne Dynkin diagram. In any family of parallel re-ection hyperplanes the length of the root is constant. We proofthat this implies that associated modules of the corresponding family of eigenspacesare subspaces of E(0). We denote eigenspaces by E(�;i) where � is a root of any singularslice representation containing E(�;i). It is obvious that for G-invariant vector �eldsrE(�;i)E(�;j) � �k2ZE(���;k) for � 6= �, since any two reection hyperplanes which arenot parallel intersect in some point. By the Gau�-equation the same holds for � = �and therefore rE(�;i)E(�;j) � E(0).
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The Weyl group for the Dynkin diagram b b bm1 m2 m3> > is shown onthe side, where roots of length 1 are denote by thin lines, of lengthp2 by thick lines and of length 2 by dotted lines. Within thefamilies of hyperplanes with the smaller distance roots of length 1and 2 alternate. In the same manner as in the last case it is proventhat associated modules then do not have to be contained in E(0),more precisely do have to contain a certain eigenspace as described in Propositions 2.15and 2.19. �Remark. The last proposition is valid for any multiplicities, e.g. for uniform multi-plicity 2, where all examples b b b>< , b b b< > and b b b> > arise among the �-actions.This illustrates once more that the lift of the adjoint action of Sp(n) and the �-actionof SO(2n + 2) are orbit-equivalent, even though, that they have di�erent slice repre-sentations, cf. Section 4.8 on page 60.Proposition 5.11. Let M = G � a be an in�nite dimensional isoparametric sub-manifold with a�ne Dynkin diagram ~Cn with multiplicities m1, m2 6= m3. The possiblemultiplicities, together with the rank-1 leaves and examples among the P (G;H)-actionsare given in Table 5.2 on the facing page.Proof. By Proposition 5.1 on page 63, it is proven that the rank-1 leaf associatedwith the vertex in the middle is either S(m2) or S(m2;m2), if m2 = 1 it is S(1). Hencecase (1) is solved for m1 6= m3. If m = m1 = m3 the isotropy group is SO(m)�SO(m),since there is a reducible rank-1 leaf with diagram bm � bm, and therefore the in�nitedimensional rank-1 leaves are of type S(m;m). For m1 = 1, i.e. case (2), additionally~S(1;m3) occurs.In case (3) the principal isotropy group is SO(2)n�1, the additional families withmultiplicity one do not extend the isotropy group. Therefore the rank-1 leaf associatedwith a vertex in the middle is S(2) as in the ~An-case (cf. Proposition 5.2).
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Diagram rank-1 rank-1 !-equivalent P (G;H)-action(1) b b b b b bm1 1 1 1 1 m3: : : S(1) S(m1;m3) BD I(1;m1+m2+1){I(m1+1;m2+1)(2) b b b b b b1 1 1 1 1 m3: : : S(1) ~S(1;m3) A I{III(2;m3 + 2)

(3) b b b b b b1 2 2 2 2 1: : : S(2) S(1) A III(n2 ; n2 ){III(n2 ; n2 )(4) b b b b b b2 2 2 2 2 1: : : S(2; 2) S(1; 2) C I{II(k = n2 )S(2; 2) ~S(1; 2) D I(2n+ 1; 2n+ 1){III(5) b b b b b b1 4 4 4 4 1: : : S(4) S(1) D III {III(2n) or D III{III'(2n+ 1)
(6) b b b b b b1 4 4 4 4 3: : : S(4) S(1; 3) A II{III(2n; 2n)
(7) b b b b b b3 4 4 4 4 3: : : S(4) S(3) C II(n2 ; n2 ){II(n2 ; n2 )(8) b b b b1 8 8 1 S(8) S(1) E VII{VII(9) b b b1 m2 1 S(m2) S(1) BD I(2;m2 + 2){I(2;m2 + 2)(10) b b b4 3 4 does not exist(11) b b b1 3 4 S(3) ~S(1; 4) E I{IIITable 5.2. Actions with Diagram ~C and nonuniform multiplicity
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The principal isotropy group in case (4) for rank 2 (whichproves the assertion for higher rank as well) is SO(2) � SO(2).Associated with each line in the a�ne Weyl group is a curvaturenormal and therefore an eigenspace together with the factor ofthe principal isotropy group acting e�ectively on this eigenspace.Thick lines in the �gure stand for a two-dimensional eigenspace.The vertex marked black in the �gure represents a singular slicerepresentation of type b b2 2 , where we indicate the di�erent SO(2)-factors by dottedand dashed lines respectively. Then the singular slice representation of the circledvertex is of type b b1 2 , and only dotted lines pass through this vertex (the principalisotropy group of the s-representation of SO(6)=SO(2)�SO(4) is SO(2)). Therefore inthe family of eigenspaces associated with diagonal lines in the a�ne Weyl group thee�ectively acting factors of the isotropy group alternate, that is the hypersurface is oftype S(2; 2).By similar arguments it is easy to determine the hypersurfaces associated with thevertex m2 in the other cases. It remains to analyze whether it is possible for theoccurring rank-1 leaves to be of type ~S. We use Lemma 5.10 on page 69, therefore weneed the lengths of the roots of the slice representations, which are b b1 m> and b b4 3< .For case (10) see the next section. �Remark. By our methods we can not exclude the a�ne Dynkin diagram b b b1 3 4 ,but among the known examples there is no isoparametric submanifold with those dia-gram.Proposition 5.12. Let M = G � a be an in�nite dimensional isoparametric sub-manifold with a�ne Dynkin diagram ~F4 with multiplicities m1 6= m2.b b b b bm1 m1 m1 m2 m2
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Diagram isotropy rank-1 !-equivalent P (G;H)-action

b b b b b1 1 1 2 2 SO(2)4 S(2; 2) E V{V
b b b b b1 1 1 4 4 SO(3)4 S(4) E VIII{IX
b b b b b2 2 2 1 1 SO(2)2 S(2) E II{II
b b b b b4 4 4 1 1 SO(3)3 S(4) E VII{VII
b b b b b8 8 8 1 1 Spin(8)4 S(8) E IX{IX

Table 5.3. Actions with Diagram ~F4 and nonuniform multiplicity
Any rank-1 leaf is of type S(mi) except in the case m1 = 2, m2 = 1, where the rank-1leaves are S(2; 2) and S(1). The possible multiplicities, together with the rank-1 leavesand examples among the P (G;H)-actions are given in Table 5.3Proof. Since the diagram is of type ~F4, associated modules are subset of E(0),excluding ~S(1), ~S(2) and ~S(1;m) as a rank-1 leaves.The principal isotropy group is the principle isotropy group of the most singularslice representation with diagram F4 or C4, that occurs by omitting the boundaryvertex of multiplicity one and may be read o� from Table A.5.Any such manifold contains either a leaf with diagram ~A2 or ~A3 with multiplicity2, 4 or 8. Using Propositions 5.2, 5.7 and 5.8 together with the information about theisotropy group yields the rank-1 leaves. �

5.4. Exclusion of some Dynkin DiagramsWe exclude in this section some of the marked Dynkin diagrams who do not ariseamong P (G;H)-actions.Proposition 5.13. There is no isoparametric submanifold whose marked Dynkindiagram is one of:
b bbb""b

b 44 4m+34 b bbb""b
b 44 54

b b b4 4m+3 4 b b b6 9 6 b b b9 6 9 b b b4 5 4 :Proof. We start with the diagrams b b b9 6 9 (the diagram b b b6 9 6 does notexist by the same arguments).
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There are two di�erent types of most singular slice represen-tations: the principal isotropy group of the s{representation withdiagram b b6 9 is U(4) (vertices marked black in the adjoining �g-ure), while the one with diagram b9� b9 is U(4)�U(4). Thereforethe principal isotropy group of the manifold is U(4) � U(4). Inblack vertices only eigenspaces meet whose e�ectively acting fac-tor is the same, while in the others two di�erent meet. One seesimmediately that this is not possible, since any two non parallel and non orthogonalhyperplanes do meet in some black vertex.We remark, that the same holds if the slice representation is not the s-representationof E III, but its orbit-equivalent subaction with principal isotropy group SU(4).
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G1�G2 Sp(m)�G1

G1�G2
Sp(m)�G2

Next we exclude the diagram b b b4 4m+3 4 , which also excludesthe ~B3-diagram with multiplicities 4 and 4m+3. The principal iso-tropy group of the s-representation b b4 4m+3 is Sp(m)�SO(3)�SO(3), we denote the two SO(3)-factors by G1 and G2. Then ina black vertex the e�ectively acting parts are as the �gure shows.Again this provides a contradiction: for the line marked Sp(m) � G1 intersects anyvertical line, any of those has to contain the factor G1. This contradicts the fact thatin singular point of type b4� b4 the lines have non e�ectively acting factor in common.The exclusion of b b b4 5 4 works by the same arguments, replacing Sp(m) by U(1).Remark that the U(1)-factor is not essentially for the contradiction, that is, the argu-ment does work if the slice representation of type b b5 4 is the isotropy representationof G=K 0 = SO(10)=SU(5). �Open Problem 5.14. Comparing the last proposition with the possible a�ne Dyn-kin diagrams, who do not arise among the P (G;H)-action (cf. section 4.7 on page 59),leads to the following question:Is it possible to have an in�nite dimensional isoparametric submanifold, whose a�neDynkin diagram is either
b b b1 5 4 b b b1 5 2 ?Note that these examples have to have slice representations that are not s-represent-ations.

5.5. Some remarks on slice representations, that are not s-representationsWe have listed the actions, which are transitive on spheres in Section 2.2 on page 14,most exceptional cohomogeneity one examples (cf. Subsection 4.6.2) have slice repre-sentations of that type. For cohomogeneity greater than one there is a short list ofpolar representation, that are not s-representation, cf. [EH99]. In Table 5.4 we have
Range G K isotr. K 0 isotr.SO(9) SO(2)� SO(7) SO(5) SO(2)�G2 SU(2)SO(10) SO(2)� SO(8) SO(6) SO(2)� Spin(7) SU(3)SO(11) SO(3)� SO(8) SO(5) SO(3)� Spin(7) SU(2)m 6= 0 SU(m+2k) S(U(k)� U(m+k)) U(m) SU(k)�SU(m+k) SU(m)n odd SO(2n) U(n) SU(2)n�U(1) SU(n) SU(2)nE6 SO(2) � Spin(10) U(4) Spin(10) SU(4)Table 5.4. Orbit equivalent subactions of polar representations
listed these examples, which arise from an s-representation by restricting the symmetricsubgroup K to a group K 0 � K, together with their principal isotropy groups. Notethat only in the second example the eigenspaces remain to be irreducible modules of theeigenspaces. Hence our assumption, that the slice representation is an s-representationfor irreducible eigenspaces is not very restrictive.In [Kol05, Table 1] Kollross gave a list of orbit-equivalent actions of Hermannactions of a group H action on a symmetric space G=K whose rank is greater thanone. Assume we have a Hermann action with a most singular slice representation thatis an s-representation which admits a orbit-equivalent subrepresentation. Then in mostcases the list in [Kol05] shows that one can restrict one of the groups Ki to a subgroup
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K 0i, and thus restrict the most singular slice representation as described in Table 5.4.The only exceptions of codimension at least 2 are the actions A I-III with diagramb b b5 1 1 and D III-III for odd n.There are no examples of codimension greater than one known with slice repre-sentations that are not s-representations, which are not orbit-equivalent to Hermannexamples.It is a priori not clear whether orbit-equivalence of the Hermann actions yieldsorbit-equivalence of the P (G;H)-action. In fact this is not true for some examplesof cohomogeneity one. We will briey explain this by an example with irreducibleeigenspaces:Consider the P (G;H)-action with G = Spin(7) and H = G2 �G2, whose diagramis b b16 6 . Let so(7) = g2 � p be the orthogonal decomposition, although this is nota Cartan decomposition, the eigenspaces may be derived quite similar as described inSection 4.2. The Lie algebra g2 has dimension 14, 6 belong to eigenspaces En, whichleaves an 8-dimensional subspace h, commuting with the section a � p. The eigenspaceE(0) = L2(h�a) (respecting the boundary values) and the associated modules are one-and 8-dimensional: the isotropy representation on eigenspaces is the 6-dimensionalrepresentation of SU(3) (acting as a subgroup of SO(6)). Remember that the moduleson E(0) arise as irreducibles modules of the tensor product decomposition. If SO(6) isrestricted to SU(3), then the �2(6)-module, which is 15-dimensional, decomposes intoa 7- and a 8-dimensional irreducible module. The 7-dimensional has to vanish here,vaguely speaking since there is no space left for them in L2(h� a).On the other hand the P (G;H) action with G = SO(8) and H = SO(7)�SO(7) hasthe same diagram, but its irreducible modules in E(0) are one- and 15-dimensional.Moreover the di�erence of the dimensions of SO(8) and Spin(7) is 7, these containprecisely the part of E(0), that is missing in the other case.The orbit-equivalent subactions of Hermann type of higher codimension are dif-ferent, here the group G stays always the same. Consider for example G = SO(n),K1 = SO(2) � SO(n � 2) and K2 = SO(8) � SO(n � 8), then the action withK 02 = Spin(7) � SO(n � 8) is orbit-equivalent. The description of the eigenspacesof the lifted action bases upon the decomposition of the Lie algebra

g = k1 � p1 = k2 � p2 = (k1 \ k2 � p1 \ p2)� (k1 \ p2 � p1 \ k2) ;cf. Section 4.3 on page 45. Replacing K2 by K 02 changes the dimensions of these:Those involving k2 are decreased by 7 dimension, while the other are increased by 7dimensions. This does not change the eigenspaces, since the multiplicities stay thesame, but alternates E(0) in the sense that some basis vectors of the form sin 2n#Kiare replaced by cos 2n#Ki. Although the 15-dimensional modules of the original actiondecompose into a 7- and a 8-dimensional one, E(0) provides enough space for both ofthem. I conjecture that this does not change the geometry of the action.Conjecture. Any polar representation on a Hilbert space with cohomogeneityat least two, whose singular slice representations are not necessarily s-representationsis orbit-equivalent to a polar representation whose singular slice representations ares-representations, in fact to a P (G;H)-action.In particular there exists no isoparametric submanifold whose marked a�ne Dynkindiagram is either b b b1 5 4 or b b b2 5 4 .The proof of this conjecture is twofold: First it is necessary to study isoparamet-ric submanifold of Hilbert space, whose eigenspace are not irreducible modules of the
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isotropy representation, but whose slice representations are s-representations. Thiscould be done along the same line as for the isotropy irreducible case, by �rst studyinghypersurfaces (Chapters 2 and 3) and then investigate the rank-1 leaves of isoparamet-ric submanifolds of higher codimension (where only 11 di�erent a�ne marked Dynkindiagram are possible, cf. Table 4.1 on page 41). This would prove that in fact any iso-parametric submanifold with cohomogeneity greater than one is isometric to a principalorbit of some P (G;H)-action.Moreover it would be interesting to investigate homogeneous isoparametric sub-manifolds whose slice representations are not s-representations. If the above conjectureis true, it remains to classify the polar in�nite dimensional cohomogeneity one actions.Most likely these will turn out to be the principal orbits of exceptional cohomogeneityone actions of P (G;H)-type.



APPENDIX
Tables

In this appendix we collect the geometric data of Hermann-actions developed inChapter 4. Table A.1 contains the a�ne marked Dynkin diagrams of P (G;H)-actionfor classical Lie groups SO(n), SU(n) and Sp(n). D III' denotes SO(2n)=�(SU(n))where � is the non-trivial diagram automorphism of SO(2n) and D4 I' denotes thesymmetric space Spin(8)=�(Spin(l) � Spin(8 � l)), with � the diagram automorphismof order three of Spin(8).Multiplicities of the form 2n + 1, 4m + 3 or 5 do always belong to reducibleeigenspaces, that is the e�ectively acting factor of the principal isotropy group is U(m),Sp(m) or U(2) respectively, cf. also table A.2, where the (e�ectivized) irreducible mostsingular slice representation are listed. Note that if the column \second slice represen-tation" is left empty, there is only one most singular orbit type.In Table A.3 and A.4 the same is done for Hermann-actions on the exceptional Liegroups.Table A.5 contains Dynkin diagrams and principal isotropy groups of s-representa-tions, taken from [HH70]. We remark that SO0(2n) denotes the image of a half-spinrepresentation of Spin(2n). The rank of the examples on classical groups is always n.There is only stated the isomorphism class of the connected component of the principalisotropy group, if it is not �nite.
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78 TABLES
Action �rst slice represention second slice representionA I{I SU(n+ 1)=SO(n+ 1)A I{II SU(n� 1)� SU(n� 1)=SU(n� 1)A I{III SO(n)=SO(k)� SO(n� k) Sp(k)=U(k)A II{II SU(2n)=Sp(n)A II{III Sp(n+ k)=Sp(n)� Sp(k) SO(2k)=SU(k)A III{III SU(n+ k � l)=S(U(k)� U(n� l)) SU(k + l)=S(U(k)� U(l))BD I{I SO(n+ k � l)=SO(k)� SO(n� l) SO(k + l)=SO(k)� SO(l)D I{III SU(n�k2+ �k2�)=S(U(�k2�)�U(n� �k2�)) SO(�k2�)� SO(�k2�)=SO(�k2�)D III{III SO(2n)=U(n) SO(2n� 2)=U(n� 1) if n oddD III{III' SO(2n� 2)=U(n� 1)D4I{I' G2=SO(4) SU(3)=SO(3)C I{I Sp(n)=U(n)C I{II SU(n)=S(U(k)� U(n�k)) SO(2k+1)�SO(2k+1)=SO(2k+1)C II{II Sp(n+ k � l)=Sp(k)� Sp(n� l) Sp(k + l)=Sp(k)� Sp(l)Table A.2. Most singular slice representations of Hermann-actions onthe classical Lie groups
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Action G K1 K2 Diagram m1 m m2E I{I E6 Sp(4)=Z2 Sp(4)=Z2 ~E6 1E I{II E6 Sp(4)=Z2 SU(6) � SU(2) ~F4 1 1E I{III E6 Sp(4)=Z2 Spin(10) � SO(2) ~C2 1 3 4E I{IV E6 Sp(4)=Z2 F4 ~A2 4E II{II E6 SU(6) � SU(2) SU(6) � SU(2) ~F4 1 2E II{III E6 SU(6) � SU(2) Spin(10) � SO(2) ~C2 2 5 4E II{IV E6 SU(6) � SU(2) F4 ~A1 11 5E III{III E6 Spin(10) � SO(2) Spin(10) � SO(2) ~C2 9 6 1E III{IV E6 Spin(10) � SO(2) F4 ~A1 15 15E IV{IV E6 F4 F4 ~A2 8E V{V E7 SU(8)=Z2 SU(8)=Z2 ~E7 1E V{VI E7 SU(8)=Z2 Spin(12) � SU(2) ~F4 2 1E V{VII E7 SU(8)=Z2 E6 � SU(2) ~B3 1 4E VI{VI E7 SO0(12) � SU(2) SO0(12) � SU(2) ~F4 1 4E VI{VII E7 SO0(12) � SU(2) E6 � SO(2) ~C2 6 9 2E VII{VII E7 E6 � SO(2) E6 � SO(2) ~C3 1 8 1E VIII{VIII E8 SO0(16) SO0(16) ~E8 1E VIII{IX E8 SO0(16)) E7 � SU(2) ~F4 4 1E IX{IX E8 E7 � SU(2) E7 � SU(2) ~F4 1 8F I{I F4 Sp(3) � Sp(1) Sp(3) � Sp(1) ~F4 1 1F I{II F4 Sp(3) � Sp(1) Spin(9) ~A1 7 7F II{II F4 Spin(9) Spin(9) ~A1 15 7G I{I G2 SO(4) SO(4) ~G2 1Table A.3. A�ne marked Dynkin diagrams of Hermann-actions on theexceptional Lie groups



80 TABLES
Action �rst slice represention second slice represention third slice rep.E I{I E6=(Sp(4)=Z2)E I{II F4=Sp(3) � Sp(1) Sp(4)=U(4)E I{III Sp(4)=Sp(2)� Sp(2) SO(7)=SO(2)� SO(5)E I{IV SU(6)=Sp(3)E II{II E6=SU(6) � SU(2) SO(10)=SO(4)� SO(6)E II{III SO(10)=U(5) SU(6)=S(U(4)� U(2))E II{IV Sp(4)=Sp(1)� Sp(3) SO(7)=SO(6)E III{III E6=Spin(10) � SO(2) SO(10)=SO(2)� SO(8)E III{IV F4=Spin(9)E IV{IV E6=F4E V{V E7=(SU(8)=Z2) SU(8)=SO(8)E V{VI E6=SU(6) � SU(2) SU(8)=S(U(4)� U(4))E V{VII SO(12)=U(6) SU(8)=Sp(4)E VI{VI E7=SO0(12) � SU(2) SO(12)=SO(4)� SO(8)E VI{VII E6=Spin(10) � SO(2) SU(8)=S(U(6)� U(2))E VII{VII E7=E6 � SO(2)E VIII{VIII E8=SO0(16) SO(16)=SO(8)� SO(8) SU(9)=SO(9)E VIII{IX E7=SO0(12) � SU(2) SO(16)=SU(8)E IX{IX E8=E7 � SU(2) SO(16)=SO(4)� SO(12)F I{I F4=Sp(3) � Sp(1) SO(9)=SO(4)� SO(5)F I{II Sp(3)=Sp(2) � Sp(1)F II{II F4=Spin(9) SO(9)=SO(1)� SO(8)G I{I G2=SO(4) SO(5)=SO(2)� SO(3)Table A.4. Most singular slice representations of Hermann-actions onthe exceptional Lie groups
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Type G=K Diagram IsotropyA I SU(n+ 1)=SO(n+ 1) b b b b b b1 1 1 1 1 1: : : Zn2A II SU(2n+ 2)=Sp(n+ 1) b b b b b b4 4 4 4 4 4: : : Sp(1)n+1
A III SU(2n+m)=S(U(n)� U(n+m)) b b b b b b2 2 2 2 2 2m+1: : : SU(m) � U(1)nBD I SO(2n+m)=SO(n)� SO(n+m) b b b b b b1 1 1 1 1 m: : : SO(m)
BD I SO(2n)=SO(n)� SO(n) b b b b b b

b
1 1 1 1 1 1

1: : : Zn2
D III SO(4n)=U(2n) b b b b b b4 4 4 4 4 1: : : SU(2)nD III SO(4n+ 2)=U(2n+ 1) b b b b b b4 4 4 4 4 5: : : SU(2)n � U(1)C I Sp(n)=U(n) b b b b b b1 1 1 1 1 1: : : Zn2C II Sp(2n+m)=Sp(n)� Sp(n+m) b b b b b b4 4 4 4 4 4m+3: : : Sp(m) � Sp(1)n
E I E6= (Sp(4)= f�1g) b b b b b

b
1 1 1 1 1

1 Z62
E II E6=SU(6) � SU(2) b b b b1 1 2 2 Z22 � SO(2)2E III E6=Spin(10) � SO(2) b b9 6 U(4)E IV E6=F4 b b8 8 Spin(8)
E V E7= (SU(8)= f�1g) b b b b b b

b
1 1 1 1 1 1

1 Z72
E VI E7=SO0(12) � SU(2) b b b b1 1 4 4 Z22 � Sp(1)3E VII E7=E6 � SO(2) b b b8 8 1 Spin(8)
E VIII E8=SO0(16) b b b b b b b

b
1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 Z82
E IX E8=E7 � SU(2) b b b b8 8 1 1 Z22 � Spin(8)
F I F4=Sp(3) � Sp(1) b b b b1 1 1 1 Z42F II F4=Spin(9) b15 Spin(7)G G2=SO(4) b b1 1 Z22Table A.5. Dynkin diagrams and principal isotropy groups of s-representations
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